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Thank You
To the 90 people who shared their memories and experiences
with such generosity, thank you. This book does not do you
justice as I have only been able to include a little of what
you each said. However for 87 of you, the East Midlands
Oral History archive has the entire recording which can be
kept and used for decades to come. Nothing is lost. And
your words which do appear in this book create a fascinating
picture of life in South High elds over the last 80 years. You
demonstrate the struggles and the creativity, the poverty,
wealth and humour of this wonderful area which seems able
to encompass so many di erent people. We can all be proud
of South High elds.
This book has been compiled by High eld Association of
Residents and Tenants. Inspired by Doug Plimbley who came
to speak at our AGM last year describing some of his 83
years in the area, a team of us then put on three public
events and steered the project to this nal outcome. Thanks
to all members of HART and especially to Maggie Ash, Woody
Wood, Brian Kernan, Kate Sullivan, Kate Moore, Dipak Mistry,
Sophie Hardwicke, Alan Fox, Adam Khonat, Denzil Brookes,
Piotr Kuhiwczak, Jane Kerwen and Chris Mitchell. Thanks also
to David Price for editorial advice and to Austin J. Ruddy/Mr.
Leicester, Leicester Mercury for the wartime photographs.
Special thanks to Colin Hyde from the East Midlands Oral
History Archive for many photographs as well as his excellent
advice and the future safe keeping of the recordings. And
nally thanks to John McCallum and the Near Neighbours
team for funding us.

At the mid -project event on May 12th
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Introduction
We are de ning South High elds as the area currently
covered by HART - High elds Association of Residents and
Tenants. A walk from the train station would take you up
London Rd. to Evington Rd., down Evington Rd. to East Park
Rd. and along to St. Peter’s Rd. which becomes Sparkenhoe
St., down Conduit St. and back to the station. It includes 37
streets. Some of the action may take place outside the area
because of places children played or involve services people
access from other parts of the city, but it is all relevant to
South High elds.
The area was built for wealthy people but when the tramlines
went out to Stoneygate the rich moved to greener spaces
leaving behind some grand houses, which have subsequently
been converted to ats and hostels. There are still many
smaller houses which are rented or owner occupied but the
red brick terraces are far from uniform in size and there are
also hidden avenues. Much of it is a conservation area.

It has been under threat from several events - bombing in the
second world war, slum clearance in the 60s and a proposed
super-highway in the 70s. Amazingly most of it has survived.
This book is about the lives of some who have lived and
worked in South High elds from 1928 until 2012, told in their
own words.
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Being close to the city centre and the train station, it has
always been the starting point for new communities, whether
they be Jewish, Irish, African Caribbean, Asian, Serbian ,
Somalian or Slovakian, to name but a few. Some stayed and
some left. It is also close to Leicester University and has had a
changing student population for many years.
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Chapter One

Growing Up

1. Families
Grandparents

Some of the people interviewed had
families going back several generations
in High elds as Darren and Tracey’s
maternal lineage shows. Maggie’s
grandmother, Louis Barnes had a sweet
shop in Conduit Street shop in 1911 and
lived on Laurel Road with her daughter
Annie when this birthday card was sent
in 1925.

The picture of the Leicester
Independent Labour Party was probably
taken in 1899 before she was married Louis is sitting on the far left.

Michael’s great grandfather had started
a business in 1919 which is now run by
Michael on Devana Road.
“My great granddad lived with his wife
on Mere Road backing on to Biddulph
Avenue. Great granddad’s business was
precast stone, making door steps. I
would watch it happening and get
covered in cement dust. That developed
into the building trade and carried on in
Biddulph Avenue until the 1960s.”
Michael’s grandparents also ran two
shops, one on Hamilton Street and one
on the corner of Rosalind St. and St.
Peter’s Rd.
“I would help Grandma in the shop
in Hamilton St. My job was to do the
para n. There was a tank in the yard and
I had to ll the para n cans. I used to
spend the evenings with grandma and
stay the night with her. Granddad would
have been working in Rosalind St. and

Darren and
Tracey’s
Maternal
Lineage
Joseph Hurst b 1763
l
William Hurst b 1789
m 1823
l
Joseph Hurst b 1839
St. George St.
l
William Hurst b 1866
Mount Rd.
m St. Saviour’s Church
l
Ethel Clara Hurst
b 1894
Maynard Rd.
m 1915 St. Saviour’s
Church
l
Dorothy b 1921
Mount Rd 1920s
Maynard Rd 1930s
Cecil Rd 1940s
l
Patricia b 1940
Cecil Rd 1940s - 50s
Haddon St 1960s
Guthlaxton St.
1970s - 80s
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come home via the High elds Hotel. He was always very jolly
when he came back mid evening. Grandma and I used to play
monopoly, and I cheated. I used to sneak an extra £500 and
I always won. The front room was the shop. We had a toilet
in the yard. It must have been the mid 60s, although I had a
light green para n light to take with me to bed. Gran would
light it from the re with a stick. I had a potty under my bed
and this para n lamp. Gran used to make me say the Lords
prayer before I went to bed”

Similarly James from Barbuda describes “ My parents came
rst. There were six of us in the family including Mum and
Dad so they worked and every year they bought a ticket and
sent home for one of use. My brothers and sisters came rst
and while they were gone they had four more children. There
were now ten of us, so when I came I didn’t know the sisters
born here and I had to get to know them.”

Granddad James in 1899 at age 16

Granddad James in his re service
uniform

Great Granddad William Davies and
Great Grandma Mary outside their
house on Mere Rd.
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Most migrants have to leave their grandparents behind.
Donna describes her early experiences in Nevis, Caribbean.
“My Mum and Dad had come to England in search of a
better life. Myself and younger sister were left behind with
grandparents. When they left I was ve and they sent for me
when I was ten. I travelled from the Caribbean on my own
but I was a grown up ten, that whole thing about childhood you fetched water, you looked after younger children, helped
cook. A stewardess kept an eye on me on the aeroplane. The
rst person I saw was my Dad. I recognised him from photos
they had sent. He came in a car and I remember being in awe
of roads, tra c, I can’t ever remember being in a car before.
When I got to Leicester my Mum was waiting at the gate.
I recognised her from the photographs but there wasn’t
any emotional thing, it wasn’t like ‘oh that’s my Mum’, that
came much later. I talk with other people my age about that
initial detachment. You get attached to your grandparents,
emotionally they are your parents”

Granddad James and Grandma
Claire, Dad Raymond and Mum
Hilda and Michael Davies

Pravina came with her grandma from Uganda and with her
sister and parents, when she was ve. “Grandma died. I found
her. I used to sleep with her. We had an outside toilet and I
used to wake her up to come with me. I tried to wake her
up but she had died. Grandma used to love us loads and she
used to buy us ice cream”.
It was particularly di cult for Pravina because her mother
later left the family home

Growing Up
Couples

Migration can also a ect other family members. Ilija from
the Serbian community had come with many other Serbian
men in 1947 and 48 as exiles from the then communist
Yugoslavia “Many compatriots came in 1948 to a farm in
Market Harborough on condition that they spend two years
doing jobs speci ed by the Ministry of Labour. After two
years many of them came to Leicester to work in hosiery,
engineering and building. The majority settled in High elds
- St Albans Rd, Saxby St and Melbourne Rd. The Yugoslavian
government did not allow wives to join their husbands til the
mid 1950s, ten years after the war had nished.”

In the 1950s it was more unusual to get divorced. Derek
describes “ Me mother and father met during the war, one
came up from London and the other down from Derbyshire
and they met in Daventry engineering works. They moved
to 32 Upper Tichborne St as co-managers of the (boarding)
business. He had six other properties but it was a secret. They
were happy to start with and then things got strained,
father never was one for settling down and things broke
down. The divorce made the middle pages of the News of
the World as father won the case on grounds of mental
cruelty and the judge called him a spineless fool. We stayed
living there. Father sold the house to a Polish immigrant who
allowed us to stay in the house and we became tenants”

Some of the young Serbian men married British women
and other interviewees spoke of mixed marriages. One
remarkable marriage was between Werner from Germany
and Nilima from India. Werner had come to England to teach
German in 1972 and “The tutor at city of Leicester had
responsibility for nding me a place to live, but there were no
places because the Ugandan Asians were coming so I ended
up in the YMCA with three Indians in a room and it changed
my life”. He so loved the Indian culture he approached a
friend to arrange a marriage “I got married in India in 79. My
wife was in Germany a week later, I then brought her here
and she liked it”.
Less successful was Balbinder’s rst marriage to a Muslim
woman, but even his second arranged marriage to a Sikh
woman got o to a di cult start “At rst it was wonderful
but living in the house with my Mum, my wife couldn’t do
anything right. Since we moved it’s been perfect”

Derek, Geo and sister Diane

Mum and Diane

Andrew T “My father was born in 1903 and moved to
Leicester in 1923. He lodged in Conduit St which was where
he met his rst wife, they were married at St. Peters then
moved to Berners St., his wife’s sister also lived on Berners St.,
my eldest sister was born in 1927 and baptised at St. Peters
as was my eldest brother born in 1924. Father’s rst wife died
of TB and he very soon met his second wife (my mother) who
was at that time, 1945, married to a soldier. They married in
1946 but he was ned for ‘enticing a woman away from her
husband’ and a lot of money had to be paid o every week”.
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Tension between couples can also be experienced when a
family migrates and nds their traditional roles are no longer
sustainable. Jawaahir has seen this happen in the Somalian
community. ”There is lots of separation and divorce, not usual
in our culture. Men in Somalia are used to earning a living
and having responsibilities and now many cannot do that as
they don’t have employment. They .don’t have the skills and
don’t want to do menial jobs as they had status in Somalia.
Doing nothing you are not worthwhile, they feel they have
lost their role. Somalian women have always been strong, but
a mother and father sitting at home in the house is hard for
them. Many women feel empowered by this country, go to
English classes, don’t mind doing cleaning and say no I want
to earn my living so you stay with the children, I’m going to
work. It’s di cult for the male ego to accept that and when
teenagers see they are not contributing it a ects them as
fathers. Children feel they can do whatever they want and
there is intergenerational con ict as well.”

Pravina “My Dad says to me ‘you don’t have to make chapattis
perfectly round, the world’s not perfect’ it sounds better in
Gujerati. I still can’t make perfect chapattis.”

Mums and Dads

Brian M “ We used to share a bed, three of us brothers
in Conduit St. We were next to a butcher and we su ered
with mice. I found it frightening, I have a fear now of mice.
They’d scuttle along the bed and I’d cry out. I was only a
toddler, what could we do? Nowadays it’s news but then it
was something we lived with and grew up with”.

John Ba “I went to Moat boys. I’d go home for lunch, eat
dinner and pudding, go back to school then at night get
another dinner. Mum worked and worked, Mondays was
wash day. There were no divorces in our family at all. Mum
made sandwiches for the chess club. I had to tell her what Mr
Grimley wanted and she’d make them all up. I’d carry three
tins of sandwiches round to the school and I made tea for all
the lads. He just paid Mum for the goods, nothing for labour.
She did it for love for a number of years.”
Lynda “I used to have a lot of warts when I was a kid, all
over my hands. Various things my Mum would try. One was
to rub raw meat over them and that piece of meat is buried
somewhere in the rubble in Underhill Street. It didn’t make
any di erence to the warts but it kept my Mum satis ed that
she was doing her best. My Dad was a miner and I remember
blackened men walking down the street at the end of the
day from the mines. We had an outside toilet and tin bath.
Dad got the precedence because he was Dad and he was the
dirtiest”
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Siblings

Sybil had four brothers in the forces during the war “There
were two in the air force, one in the army and one in the
navy, that wasn’t without worry. Sometimes when I got home
Mum would be standing at the doorstep saying ‘I’ve had a
telegram’. One went missing but did turn up, George was
wounded twice and he had quite serious wounds. I used to
write to my brothers telling them about school. They all came
back, we were very fortunate, but they never did talk about
it”
Doug “I got into trouble, upset my mother. I had a younger
brother and I exchanged him for my mates little sister. She
never forgave me for it”

O spring

Grace “When we bring up our children they had to be
obedient, used leather or whip and we would discipline
them, much better, much easier. Children now are
disobedient and very rude. We have to discipline our children.
My children were brought up the right way . . . A lady used
to come here, taught me how to crochet, I decided to make
something nice for my great granddaughter. She is back in
Antigua and the baby isn’t born yet. I’m excited . . . oh yes.”
Donna “I got hit as a child, a lot of children got hit, that’s what
parents thought they should be doing, it wasn’t seen as cruel.
I didn’t like it so I decided never to hit my son and I had to
tell my family not to hit him too which was a big deal. I was
christened when I was 11 at St. Peters Church. My parents
weren’t religious but they were culturally religious and so it

Growing Up
was something you did. I decided not to christen him and
instead I did a naming ceremony, an African thing. Then my
parents had him christened anyway without my permission!
I accepted it. It wouldn’t harm him. They went along with
it anyway regardless of me, as they saw it he was their
grandchild, he’s even got god parents they chose. He’s 23
now - he was three then”
Ilija “It is always the desire of parents that children should
speak their mother tongue as well. Sometimes that is
achieved, sometimes it isn’t and there has been some
displeasure about it”
Robert T “My parents they no speak very good English yet.
Yeah I think young people getting more in English than older.
I don’t think parents would come to a group run by young
people”
Piotr “My children would walk to school. I went to school
on my own, why not? Others found it shocking that our six
year olds walked to school on their own. I remember when
Rwandans came, it was very good for my kids. They learnt
that not everything is the same as England and it is still
serving them very well. There were two white boys in
my son’s class at Moat, but he was the only non Muslim.
He used to eat wonderful
Asian food cooked by his
classmate’s grannies and he
would share his food. It
made my children much
more independent and
they travelled at an early
age across the world.
High elds is exactly what
children everywhere need”

Noel “Di erences for children? Leicester is still multicultural,
interesting for food and interesting for music, quite diverse
in a lot of ways. It’s just that it stopped being a playground.
I don’t think human nature has altered much. Partly what
changes us more now is that everything is reported, every
bad thing is reported. We know about bad things everywhere
so it has made us more paranoid, more aware of threats
and dangers but it means we’ve brought our kids up in a
more constrained way and that’s not good. It’s nice to be
unstructured. We have a very structured society now and
have a lot of problems with vandalism and problems with
teenagers but when we had an unstructured society I don’t
remember having so many problems at all.”

2. Schools
Primary - memories as children

Several people remembered having to sleep on little cots and
not wanting to do it, and many remembered harsh discipline.
For Geo the two were combined at Medway Infants
“At school the rst day I had to go to sleep in the afternoon
on a camp bed and teacher came by and said ‘are your sleep
Geo rey?’ and I said ‘yes’ and she smacked me for lying, and
after that I never liked school”
Michael said “I remember playing on the roof at Medway, and
enjoying that, and going into the hall and taking our shoes
o , walking around listening to music and pretending to be
a tree”
At Sparkenhoe John M remembers
“Mum was a single parent by then as Dad had left, so I got
into Sparkenhoe School at a very young age, just under four,
which was unusual in those days. I remember it vividly, my
rst day. Little cots they had and an overall with a peg with
a little sign, mine was a kite. I remember all the teachers. The
headmistress used to wear tweed and one of the teachers
used to play a balalaika, modern little school, just built.”
Lynda, like many Irish children went to Sacred Heart. “My
cousin would call for me and we’d go to school up Mount

Piotr’s daughter Lidia and friends
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Rd. Lez and Seamus Callan and me wrote in chalk on the
pavement ‘missus veal is a four eyed git’ We didn’t realise she
walked down that street herself, and being a good Catholic
school and into public humiliation, we were made to stand at
dinner, it seemed like months, with a little blackboard which
said ‘this girl has been a naughty girl’ and the boys had ‘this
boy has been a naughty boy’. We never did that again so it
had an impact.”
Several people spoke of St. Peters School, Gopsall Street now
part of Sparkenhoe. At the time Mr Letts was the headmaster
and Mr. Pegg the deputy head
Sybil said “ I got on well with Mr. Letts, he painted my portrait.
One day I dropped my gas mask. He didn’t look at you and he
said ‘stay in after school’ and you had to sit with your hands
on your head. I heard some footsteps coming and it was my
mother and she said ‘Is this a concentration camp? Come on
Sybil’ and I didn’t know what to do, whether to follow my
mother or the headmaster, and he said ‘oh I didn’t know Sybil
was there,’ so he let me go home and let everyone else go
home too.”
Howard also liked the school but was often caught out by
the Head
“The classrooms had little windows in the doors so the
Headmaster could look in as he went round. One day I was
in an art class with Miss Elton, she too was di cult, and we
were clearing up. I had gone up to take our gear back, pencils,
rubbers and I had a rubber and I thought ‘I wonder if this
rubber bounces’, and I threw it on the oor and it bounced
and hit someone, and who should be looking through the
door but Mr. Letts and he said. ‘What are you doing?’ I said.
‘I dropped the rubber sir’, and he asked me again ‘I’m asking
you again what did you do?’. . .‘I dropped the rubber sir’ ‘Get
to my desk, what did you do?’. . .’I dropped it sir’. He got the
cane and I had three strokes of the cane. ‘What did you do?’. .
.‘I bounced it sir’. . .’Get out, you are very lucky, if you had said
it to me again you would have got another three strokes’. That
was the kind of man he was, strict and disciplinarian.
He used to take prayers every morning and then say
things like ‘go straight home’, ‘don’t walk on the side of
the pavement’. One day I was walking on the side of the
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pavement and up came a car and who should be driving it
but Mr. Letts? ‘After prayers every day you listen to me’ he
said.
Mr Pegg used to walk around the playground with his hands
behind his back. One day he said to me ‘How do you spell
Leicester?’ I said l.e.s.t.e.r. I thought I was going to get a
thick ear. ‘I will see you tomorrow and you will spell it
correctly’ I got it right eventually but he kept catching us
in the playground and I got fed up with it as did the other
kids, so I thought the only way was to catch him at his own
game, so I went to Earl Howe St. opposite the house with
the brickwork saying ‘consanguinitarium’ and I sat there and
learnt it and one day he caught me and asked me to spell
something so I spelt it and then asked him ‘Sir can you spell
consanguinitarium?’ He looked at me frozen and said ’Don’t
you dare to speak to me like that’ but he never asked me
again and I realised that this was the way to catch these folk
out.”

Primary - memories as adults

As a parent Nilima (married to Werner) remembers
“Our children went to Medway School, it was good for them
especially to meet other children as they are also mixed
children. It gave them con dence.They adored Medway
school. I also did lots of Indian dance workshops for children
at Medway”

Growing Up
Piotr e uses “Our children went to Sparkenhoe School,
absolutely wonderful school, Mr Bagginhow was an
inspirational Head and the teachers were very dedicated.The
ethnic mix made it very interesting, the balance between
Hindu and Muslim and others, Albanian and people from
Yugoslavia, a very good atmosphere. For the children of
newcomers the school is number one, so there is no problem
with motivation.”

Piotr at Sparkenhoe School fair

Steve knew both Medway and Sparkenhoe as the bobby on
the beat for 23 years
“I’m a Governor at Medway, it is very enjoyable. I covered
Medway and Sparkenhoe, unfortunately two teachers got
assaulted by a member of the community and I dealt with it
and he went to prison for it. Sparkenhoe had the extension
and then I covered Medway more and the new Head asked
me to be a community governor. With seeing some of the
things that have happened to people who had been students
at Medway, and I’ve seen them on the slippery slope, and
I think if I can stop one of them doing that as a governor,
that’s my role, that’s what I want to do. I’m retired now and
am Chair of governors. I love it to bits. A lot of sta I know,
the parents I know, a little girl said ‘you know my Grandma’
because I’ve been there so long they know you and you’ve
grown up with them”

Secondary

Donna describes her education in Nevis and how that wasn’t
understood here in Leicester in the 1960s
“My primary education had been very English and we learnt
similar things. Teachers here often thought we were empty
vessels but actually we had read the same books. Education
was important in the Caribbean. I could write from ve or six
and I would write to my parents and my grandparents would
dictate. They cared for me very well but their literary level was
very low. I also learnt to read the Bible to granddad. I thought
it was because he liked hearing the Bible but I realised later
it was also to encourage me to read. We didn’t have TV but
granddad listened to the radio a lot. I’d read them letters my
parents had sent. They sent me presents. I remember they
sent me a pot doll and a plastic white doll which scared me
to death, it had big blue eyes. So I learnt a lot about Britain
through these things, they sent me books. They didn’t realise
how much I knew about Britain.”
“My parents encouraged me to learn but they didn’t
understand the education system. In the Caribbean your
teacher was part of the community so if you misbehaved
your parents would hear about it. Parents here sent you
to school and didn’t realise you were struggling. A lot of
teachers thought we didn’t know anything so they didn’t
expect us to do well, they had low expectations of us. A
couple of teachers had more understanding and didn’t feel
threatened by us, a couple gave me help, one was a cookery
teacher and one a drama teacher. Because of her I went to
South eld College to study catering. We were expected to
leave school and work in Woolworths or a factory. She was
the only teacher who mentioned going to college .”

In the 70s Tracey “ Went to senior school in Evington, Spence
School, a village school. A group of us were sent there,
another world . I found it quite scary because we were so
di erent, 400 children. I remember going to their houses but
they were never allowed to come to our houses because we
lived in High elds. I remember being on a bus, I was about
11 and a lady came up to us and said she didn’t know they
let black children into that school. I didn’t realise we were
di erent. Gradually we got to know people. We’d thought
everyone was like us in High elds. It took us ve years to get
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to know people, at the beginning we stuck together, all of
us from High elds. We couldn’t work out why we went there,
never knew why Spence school. Why did we go there, kids
from High elds? In a way I learnt a lot from it”.

exams but in the fourth year we made the back of the stage .
For three weeks we boxed o the back of the stage with big
sheets of wood and framework. The school got rebuilt and is
still there today on Melbourne Rd. “

Geo ’s school life ended in a fairly abrupt way as it had
begun
“I went to City Grammar School. I didn’t get expelled.
First I went to Elbow Lane as it was in two places then,
Humberstone Gate and Elbow Lane. I met all di erent sorts
of people. Friends said it was snobbish but there were
people there a lot poorer than me and a lot richer, Michael
Kitchener, Dave Needham, played for Nottingham Forest. I
always thought I was good at Maths, told my kids I was good
at Maths, but when my Mother died and I looked at the
school reports, I was rubbish. At grammar school you left at
16 but at secondary modern you left at 15 so all my friends
were at work so I went to see the headmaster, William Bell, a
lovely bloke and said ‘I think I should leave’ and he said ‘yes,
that would be the best for both of us’, so I left at Easter before
taking my o levels.”

James “I went to Crown Hills. When I came there was Moat
Girls and Moat Boys and they are now integrated into the
Moat Centre. There were lots of girls only and boys only
schools then. Crown Hills was an experiment in integration,
it worked, then other schools followed too. I found school
exciting - sex education started then and we had drama
which a local drama service brought in.”

In earlier years the school leaving age had been 14.
Doug said “I left school at 13. I was always in trouble at school,
everlasting getting the cane for something. Father found me
an apprenticeship for seven years in a joinery and I started
work on my 14th birthday.”
For Barbara the reasons were di erent
“In 1942 my father dropped dead on the parade ground at
Buxton in Derby. He had been passed A1 but he dropped
dead, so my mother was left with three of us, my brother
was younger, my sister was the oldest but she was very sick,
chronic asthmatic, so I had to leave school at 14 and go to
work. I did two jobs, o ce in the day and then working at
the Melbourne cinema at night to get more money to give
my Mum cos there were no hand outs in those days. It was a
grim period but a happy period as well, life seemed happier
although you didn’t have much.”
John Ba
“Good woodwork teacher. I left in the fourth year with no
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Therese went to Moat Girls School in the 70s “ I went to
Moat Girls School. It was the rst year of the comprehensive
system, again highly signi cant, all new. It was rough, an all
girls school with a huge amount of people who had just
moved here and second and third generation children, not
many Caucasian girls, three or four of us. I didn’t question
it, that’s how things were. Education, we didn’t get a very
good deal, being a new system a lot of children missed out. A
lot played catch up in later years, friends had children when
they were young and have gone on to be active professional
human beings. The teachers didn’t all buy into the system. I
love literature, loved reading and my English teacher asked
me to tone down my work because it was above ‘O’ level
standard, she had actually written that down. We were not
monitored for what support we needed and I sat there for
six months and did nothing. Nobody realised. I hadn’t done
anything as a matter of protest and nobody noticed. My
mum wasn’t very literate. At the end of my school years I’d
lost all momentum and ended up doing two or three ‘O’ levels
and six or seven GCSEs. If there was a monitoring system to
support me I wouldn’t have had to catch up later on. We were
the rst intake. My mum was a single parent, she wouldn’t
have known about it, she had very little education, rural Irish
background, she felt inadequate. “
Later on when it had become Moat Community College
Ruhme thoroughly enjoyed her time there in the 90s and
2000s “I went to Moat Community College because I fell into
the catchment area - this was a big disappointment to my
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parents - my older sister had been rst to Judge Meadows
and then to Sir Jonathan North. We’d heard rumours, with
people saying it was not a good school - has a bad reputation
- why would you want to do that to your children? They
decided against ghting the decision and sent me o there
hoping for the best and they turned out to be probably the
best years of my life. I met some of my best friends there
and re-connected with some old friends and I had a fantastic
time. The rumours didn’t really apply - I mean you make the
best of what you are. I had a blast there - the teachers were
great.”
Lynda survived her punishment at Sacred Heart to go on to
the Collegiate “I passed the 11 plus and I went to Collegiate
for ve years, and now I work for the local authority and
often go back to Collegiate because now it is premises for
the psychology service and education welfare service so
am often there in meetings thinking ‘this used to be the
geography room’ . . .’I remember Mrs. so and so teaching
maths in here’. When I rst went in reception I knew I’d sat
there as a naughty girl outside the Headmistresses o ce, in
fact I brought a friend back, I asked them if I could and we
wandered around having a great time looking at it.”

3. War Years
The people able to remember the second world war were all
children at the time. Here are some of their memories
Sybil
“One night, I don’t know why my mother opened the back
door, but it was the night of a direct hit on Evington St. There
was our garden and the garden in Evington St., and the cellar
door was open and my mother came through the kitchen,
through the breakfast room, and it blew her down the cellar.
She couldn’t talk with the shock. I remember my dad slapping
her face and saying ‘Ada Ada’. She couldn’t talk for such a long
time and when she did she cried.”
“All the corner houses went, like at Gopsall St., Saxby St
church, I heard a doctor was operating there at the time and
he was killed. The other side of Saxby St. I remember the wall
paper up the stairs, just hanging. I could just see the stairs.
They had it along Tichborne St. and High eld St.”
“We had been up to the shelter one night, it wasn’t the night
of the biggest raid. It was pouring with rain when we came
back into the house and there were no windows at all. We
had lino on the oor and I remember mother stripping all the
beds, there was glass you see over all the beds, stripped the
beds, took the rugs up. I can hear her now sweeping all the
glass on the lino, quite a worker she was and very e cient,
there was no fuss or palaver.”
“Our toilet was outside, we had to go out of the back door
and round the corner and there was all wooden lattice work
so when you went to the toilet it was under shelter. Mother
had two big mangles under that and we had three baths, a
big tin bath, a medium and a small one. Well the yard was
lled with shrapnel and all the baths were like sieves with
holes as big as nger nails. We had a laugh about it . . . little
things you remember”.
“We didn’t have an Anderson shelter in our garden but my
friend did and we used to put on shows. We’d dress up, put
on my sister’s high heeled shoes and come out of the shelter
singing like Diana Derby. We had a lot of fun”.
“I think we were all quite resilient as children, thought ‘that’s
terrible’ but didn’t think ‘it could have been me’ “.

The Collegiate School now houses the council’s Psychology Services
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Howard
“Terrible noises, bombs dropping. We had a cellar in the
house and Father said, having been to Coventry and seen
houses pulled down for safety, that was his job, ‘lets go in
the cellar’, we stayed there til we heard the bombs drop in
Tichborne St. that knocked the jars of jam o the shelves in
the cellar. Father said ‘lets go to St. Peters, its been reinforced’
so we stayed in the school and the bombing got very very
heavy. Shortly after having got in, the windows of the school
went. My mother, who had been nursing people in the
district, was helping...enormous confusion....several injured
people coming in.....then my mother came and said to
me, terribly distressed, threw her arms around me and said
‘Howard your friend Derek has been killed’. He actually died
two days later in hospital but his brother had been killed.
They lived at 98 Sparkenhoe St. The house they lived in hadn’t
been hit directly but there had been a tremendous blast and
his brother was killed in the blast. The school was forti ed by
steel girders. It was the only place that people were coming there was more accommodation and it was readily available
to those in need.
After the terrible night and people were taken to hospital, my
father had to go back to Coventry. We walked up the road
and I couldn’t believe the state of it. Where we lived was only
yards from where a bomb had dropped and our front door
had blown in. Mother got me and laid me on the sofa. I was
sick. I lay there with all the windows out and a head came
through the window with an ARP helmet and said ‘what are
you doing here? There’s bombs all around here, you’ll have
to go’. We had a very good friend in Twycross St. called Mrs
Clewlly and she took me and my brother, father and mother.
She had a daughter called Becky and we stayed there three
or four weeks”
“ When we couldn’t get into our house the army sent soldiers
to cordon o the road from the corner of our house to the
opposite side of the road, soldiers with ri es and bayonets.
To get into the back of the house you went into Earl Howe
St. One morning mother said ‘I’ve got to get lots of things
from the house in my bedroom, including chocolate’ Father
said ‘don’t go’. Anyway o she went, she wouldn’t let me
go in. She went in the entry at the back, up the stairs and
retrieved things. She found the chocolate and put her head
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out of the window and called to the soldier’ do you want
some chocolate?’ and he said ‘come down, you’ll get me sent
to jail’ but he took his helmet o and caught the chocolate.
When she came out he saw her come back and said ‘don’t you
ever do that again but thank you, how I’ll enjoy this.’ “
“Not sure when the bomb hit Saxby St. church but next
morning we ambled about and I was appalled to see the
church hall ruined and we went right to the bottom of
Sparkenhoe St, Worthingtons, terrible damage, climbing over
trees blown into the road, tins of tomatoes and beans in the
road and folk making good use of them as they went along.”

The church on the corner of Saxby St. and Sparkenhoe St © Leicester Mercury

“I used to have terrible nightmares but I’ve got over it. I think
of Derek Lloyd. We used to leave the school and walk up the
road, we used to kick a ball, have a bit of fun. I had a lot
of getting over that. Mother had been crying and said ‘love
I’m ever so sorry to tell you but Derek’s been killed’. It took
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me many years to get over it. I can see him now. If I could
paint I could paint him. He’s buried in Goadby. I have seen the
graves, little tiny stones in the graveyard there. Dereks father
survived , died in 1957, mother survived. When I went out to
see the graves a year ago I was quite upset about it.”

Howard with his father and older brother

Family rent book showing discount for bomb damage

Barbara
“My mother took in two lady evacuees from Yarmouth and that
one night when Leicester had the really big bombing, 19th
Nov 1940, I remember because it was my brothers birthday,
the husband of one of these ladies who was in a wheel chair
was coming so we said we’d go and meet him. We got to
the station and they wouldn’t let us on and we had to go
underground because the bombs had started coming down.
The re bombs were coming down on the station, following
the trains, and we had to wait til they said it was safe to go,
then we hurried home as we’d left those two in the house with
my brother and sister.
We just got there when the bombs started to come down.
My brother and sister weren’t there, they’d gone into the
shelter in St. Peters church school which had been reinforced
for bombing. We found them there. The way we’d come up
Sparkenhoe St. and Gopsall St to Twycross St that was all
bombed, we’d just missed it by minutes. We went down to our
cellar and waited there til we’d thought the bombs had gone,
and then Mum said the others must have gone to the shelter
so we went over there and found them. They were bringing
people in from the streets, the two young brothers that were
killed, they couldn’t move them out because of the bombing,
it was a mess up there.”

Corner of Conduit St. and Slate St

© Leicester Mercury
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“When they were aiming for the Synagogue, in the house
opposite lived one of my Mums friends who took in boarders,
and they were playing cards and they were all killed in that
house, Marlow I think her name was. Quite a few people we
missed afterwards. It was amazing St. Peter’s Church didn’t go
because they were all in that area. I think they were aiming
for Rank Taylor Hobsons - they were making things for aircraft,
sandbags all round that building, but they got houses instead.
Lord Hawhaw said the next morning ‘We got Leicester last
night, we hit a few sh and chip shops and pubs, that’s all there
is in Leicester’ or words to that e ect. We used to listen to his
propaganda, we knew it wasn’t true.”
“Used to go out dancing to the Palais and we met lots of young
men, no romance, just like an outing of friends, then there’d
be some missing, mostly airmen. They hadn’t come back. It
was sad times as well as happy times. We had Australians and
Canadians, all nationalities were there. When you look back it
wasn’t a bad life, in spite of Mr. Hitler life went on”

John A
“The Second World War was coming up and me Dad told
me later that he was in the market selling stockings and an
o cial came round with a policeman and he walked up to my
Dad and said, ‘You’re not selling food - anybody growing their
own produce and selling it can stay here, but you’re selling
stockings you are going to build ghters down at Lockheeds
along the Narborough Rd.’ “
“What I remember most about the war was that we had an
outside toilet and when it was fairly warm you would sit
there with the door open looking at the stars and seeing
these bright lights coming down. I thought they were
incendiary bombs but I’ve been told since that they were
ares on parachutes - to light the targets up. “

Derek
“My father was
trapped in the
cellar with
grandma and
granddad at no.
43 Tichborne
Street for 24
hours, when it
was bombed on
the 19th
November. We
think it a ected
him for the rest
of his life.”
43 Upper Tichborne St

© Leicester Mercury

Doug
“Victoria park was used for horse racing and the pavilion, the
stand, was bombed. A landmine did that in Victoria park. We
used to play there. They put a ooded pond in front for the
re service to get water.”
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Looking up lower Severn St. to junction with High eld St © Leicester Mercury

Sheila
”All the properties round the Synagogue were bombed but
the Synagogue escaped with some roof damage. People
had come up from the south to escape the bombing so
the (Jewish) community had increased hugely, so many you
couldn’t know everyone. If you go to the cemetery you can
see all the names from 19th Nov 1940. This hall where I am
talking to you now was a big space because of the bombing”
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The legacy lives on as Steve W describes
“The garage on the corner of Upper Tichborne Street was a
bombsite. My mate had a garage on it and people would
come and remember their family that were killed in the
bombing. Tichborne Court used to be a place where injured
soldiers came to convalesce after the war, then Tichborne
court was built on that.”

Corner of High eld St. and Upper Tichborne St

we used to go to Piggys Hollow at Evington, take your tea,
go up in the morning or after dinner, ate your sandwiches
when you got there. Where there was an entry with two
doors facing each other we’d tie the handles together, knock
and disappear, couldn’t open their doors, caused chaos. After
dark we’d tie string to the door handle and hide in the entry
opposite and they’d open the door and no one was there. No
tra c - in Myrtle Rd there were only three cars.”

© Leicester Mercury

4. Games
Those people who spent their childhood, or part of their
childhood, in High elds were asked what games they played.
They are grouped loosely in 20 year periods, because it is
interesting to see the changes and the similarities over time.
There are more games at the end of chapter two involving
street debris - abandoned cars and houses.

1930s - 1940s

Doug “Lots of children about then, working class. We played
hopscotch, whip and top, stag - running across the road and
if you got caught you joined up and the last one caught
started the next round; Played football in the park - no ball
games allowed in the street, ew kites. Bus fare was cheap -

Sybil “Had a lovely time during the war. Lots of friends everyone seemed to come into Gopsall St. to play. Used to
play ‘ lm stars across the road’ - say the initials and run. I
played a lot of double ball, ‘tissing up the wall’ - where you
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stand on your hands and go up the wall, skipping. Never
one for listening to children’s hour, as soon as I was home I
was outside. Whip and top, not much tra c, you could hit
it right up the street, dash after it and down again.....always
outside.”
Barbara
“Games were mostly in the street. Hop scotch, ‘tissing up the
wall’, go to the park. I was a tomboy climbing trees - used
to have to take my little brother with me. Snobs, where you
get little square things with ridges on, throw them up in the
air and catch them on the back of your hand while picking up
the other ones. Cigarette cards, roll the penny, whip and top that’s gone now, and marbles.”
John A
“They set us kids on potato-picking in the war, and when I
say picking I mean that the machine would dig the spuds out
and we used to pick them up and put them in baskets. At the
end of rationing, there were queues down at Lewis’s in town.
Where that big tower is still on Humberstone Gate, all that
was one big gigantic shop, and that queue was for chocolate
and I remember going round and round in this queue three
times to try and get some. We used to play on the park
mainly and if you played in the street you were told o ,
especially if you played whip and top. There were two types
of top, one was a tube with a knob on top and the other one
was cone-shaped and they used to jump in the air and break
windows. We used to call them ‘window breakers’. We had
a dog as well and that used to keep us busy running on the
park. We had a lot of fun with this horse, called Rommel: the
Co-op delivered the bread and they had that many horses
that some of them had to be stabled upstairs as well, up a
ramp . When they took this horse’s collar o at night then
they used to lead the horses to the stable but this one knew
where he was going and they all used to shout out, ’Rommel’s
coming’ and people would have to jump o the ramp to
avoid the horse galloping up to his stable.“
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Some other aspects of growing up in those times
John A
“The fogs were so bad round here that you could put your
hand out the door and not see it. We used to think that were
fun, to go down to the cinema when you kept falling over
each other and you couldn’t see anything. When you nally
got to the cinema you enjoyed yourself twice as much, just
because you had made it there. “

Shirley
“Father got a at over a shoe shop. The toilet was outside and
there were iron stairs outside. I was nine. Then we got a
decent at, not freezing cold like rst at. We still had to carry
coal upstairs but at least it was inside the building”
Doug
“Radios ran o an accumulator. You had to take it to the
garage on St. Stephens Rd. to get it charged for 4d old
money. Houses had gas lighting. They used to come round
and light them and put them out in the morning up til the
war. In winter it was cold and no inside toilets, always bitter
cold.”

1950s - 1960s

Denzil
“We played hopscotch, marbles. Growing up you’d make your
own toys, be more creative, dextrous with hands, make go
karts. Kids now can’t produce things.”
Andrew T
“We all used to play out in the street and in Spinney Hill Park,
all the local lads.”
Geo
“Long hot summers, playing in the streets bare foot. Take
sandwiches, take em to the railway, sit on the bank and watch
the trains. Cowboys and indians, all the uniform, chaps, two
guns, caps. Didn’t have Trigger, had to use a broom stick.
Played knights in shining armour, broomstick for a lance
and dustbin lid for a shield, used to gallop. Trolleys, all
made trolleys then. 10 of us took o all the front
wheels and joined them together, called it the worm
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and took it down London
Rd, big pram wheels, you
needed the big wheels.
Used to make cannons
with copper pipe - get
bangers and take gun
powder out, get lead shot
and hit them at our front
door. I loved res. I set
re to the Poplar Tree
in our back garden, hid
in the toilet - outside
toilet of course - re
engine came. How did it
start? I always kept that
quiet. Steak house down
Geo , Derek and friend outside their
High eld St, used to go
house
round the back and pick
up bottles of coke they used to keep outside, drank them,
then we got money back when they were empty, in the shop.
In the Marquis of Wellington above the bar was a big function
room. I went to school with one of the landlord’s sons, and
he had a big train set in there, took up all the room.”
Tony L
“Used to throw a tennis ball to hit you below the knee, used
to hurt like hell, about 15 of you all running round. If you got
hit it was you what threw the ball. Hop scotch, football in the
street, no cars, used to break windows and all the kids ran like
hell. Scrumping up Evington footpath. A pear tree used to be
up there, you’d be nicking pears and a bloke used to come
out. You’d never seen kids run so fast, pears went everywhere.
You could get over the walls then, I don’t think you can
now. It was good, it wasn’t a bad place to grow up. A lot
of kids there, sometimes there’d be 15 or 20 all at the top of
Tichborne St trying to nd something to do.”
Derek
“At school played whip and top, had band with triangles and
tambourines and also did ballroom dancing. Played football
til we got too loud and were told to stop. In the streets we
played football up against someone’s wall and drove em mad.

Cricket in summer, draw set of bales on a wall for practice and
drive em mad again, hopscotch, and as we got older we’d go
out and about all over Leicester. I was happy. I’d love to live
where we were born, beautiful design, whole block, great for
growing up. Certainly saw life, played out all the time, never
inside, picnics, bottle of pop and a few sandwiches. Bradgate
park on a bus when we were seven or eight. Played on Swains
bridge, brave ones would climb up and look over the top.
Play in the garden down Tichborne St with ponds. Used to
sneak in there as young kids, house empty, boarded up, at
bottom of Tichborne St.”
Donna
“I had a good childhood, happy childhood. Never a lot of
arguments between my parents although they struggled to
understand me a lot. Used to play marbles, pick up stones,
hopscotch. In the Caribbean we used to play pick up stones,
but in the Caribbean as a child we had chickens, necessary for
eggs and meat, a lot of stu we did was a mixture of games
and work, not a lot of distinction. We used to sing ring a ring
a roses. Why would Caribbean children know that, but I did? If
you had a board game it was because you were sent one. We
were outside, never in the house, only went there to sleep.
Our games were climbing.”
John Ba
“We had bikes, very few had new ones. My friend at the
corner, his Dad had a shop so he got a new one. We had
old ones we had to mend, learnt how to take cogs out,
chains, forks, how to do brakes. Learnt by doing it, learnt a
skill. I know all about bikes to this day. Making pram wheels
into go karts, get pram wheels, get some wood, make a
trolley...brilliant...you had status if you had a go kart.”
Ken
“I used to sit down and play card games, monopoly, always
played cards. Played in the street sometimes, but more of
a home person. When I got home from school I generally
stopped there, read sometimes. I wasn’t much for going out.”
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James
“I’d never seen snow. When it froze you could skate along the
street. In the 60s the snow was high.”

our entertainment we’d run behind the milk man when the
road was icy and hold on to the milk oat as if were skating. It
used to annoy him a lot. I remember him shouting at us lots.

Michael
“I used to play out. I remember getting into lots of trouble
with the local policeman. With one of my friends, we helped
ourselves to a bucket full of da odils outside a shop on
the corner of Laurel Rd. I don’t know how we did it. We
distributed them in every milk bottle, our entertainment for
the morning. Everyone had a da odil in their empty milk
bottle. Policeman came very quickly. He took us both home.
Michael Lynch lived at number 55. I don’t remember being
told o a lot but we were told not to do it again. We didn’t
repeat the experience.

When I was four Michael Lynch and I went into Leicester.
I remember wandering around Woolworths. We had no
money. It seemed as if we’d walked for ever. We’d gone down
Sparkenhoe St. to watch the steam trains. The big boys would
climb on the metal stanchions on the bridge, but at the time
I couldn’t do it, not able to get on. It was really annoying. I’d
normally have run down Hutchinsons Walk, so many trains,
sidings and the railway shed and the massive turntables. I just
used to stand there and watch. That day we went further to
have an adventure and walked to Woolworths.

We spent all of our time playing out. We would spend the
cold times sitting in the chip shop. The girl whose father
ran the chip shop, I knew. Four or ve of us would sit
on a little shelf in the chip shop and every now and again
the proprietor would give us some scratchings with salt and
vinegar to keep us quiet. Spent many a happy hour there.
We spent lots of time with a bamboo cane - split the end and
put a matchstick on it or stuck chewing gum on the end. We
spent hours lying on the pavement, by the gratings outside
people’s houses where they put the coal, gazing down the
gratings, trying to retrieve any coins that had dropped down
there. Whether we made any money I don’t know. Once we
found a shilling, spent hours trying to get that out.
Took bottles back to Megs. I’d go back with bottles. I think we
got 3d but that sounds a lot of money.
My biggest memories are of playing out, particularly in
winter. In 63 we had snow for such a long time. The roads
and pavements were cleared but snow was piled up on the
kerbs, so we dug little trenches in the snow for dens. It
seemed as though it went on for months.
For a bit of fun when it was cold and frosty, we used to annoy
the milk man on his oat. There wasn’t much tra c and for
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As far as community is concerned, my community was to
Rosalind St. and Sutherland St. and along Lonsdale St. I knew
everybody and everybody knew me and in that area we did
most of our shopping. We sometimes went to Charney on a
Saturday and my treat for going was to have a Matchbox car.
I used to have a big collection. I always have to look at them
when I go in a toy shop now and think ‘I used to have that’.
Our houses backed onto Bartholomew St. We used to play
outside High elds Hotel. My grandad used to go there for a
drink most Friday and Saturday nights. There were some little
steps there and we used to climb up, jump o the top, run
round and do it again. We spent hours doing that. One day
we decided to go home by walking up Bartholomew St. It felt
very strange. Only 10 yards away from my house but I felt
I was in another country, that I’d gone o exploring. I felt I
didn’t belong there. Everything felt so strange and stark.
Talking about our garden, I remember an air raid shelter in
the back yard. We had an outside toilet and if you looked
out of the back living room window it was in the middle of
the yard. We shared it with next door neighbour. They had
older children, they were older people. Their children had left
home but they had a really big train set. We’d spend hours at
Arthurs with him, the Dad, playing with the train set.”
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Lynda
“From Upper Conduit St, we would walk into town, through
Hutchinsons St. and the Bird Cage, along the railway. As kids
we would play on Swains bridge. I can remember being there
with my cousin Lez. We would climb up to the top of the
girders and the goods trains, which were still steam, would
go pu ng under the bridge....then stop....then start again the
other side. It was fantastic but highly dangerous.”

John M
“Everyone knew everyone in the area. Everyone played
together in the street, hide and seek, double ball, all
traditional games. The ages would range from 3-15, the
games would involve every child. We always played in that
area near the railway station. The wall that went round was
called the Rally Banks and it was quite standard for the gang,
as an initiation, to have to walk around the Rally Bank wall
. It was 20 feet up and 1 foot wide. It could be seen from
the railway station, quite an initiation. On Saturdays the place
was lled with train spotters all along with little stools. You
could watch the steam trains and on top of Hutchinsons Walk
was the turntable where you could see all the steam trains
turning round. It was fantastic as a child. I lived on the girders
on Swain St. bridge. Sadly there was an incident of a child
falling o and getting killed. It was the only way you could
see over. You had to walk up and along and race to see
how quick you could get along, like a rite of passage from
5. It was a great thing to able to walk up that. It was a
great achievement, frightening absolutely frightening. That
was the border of where we could play. Maybe a race might
be along Fox St, Campbell St then back through the railway
station to Conduit St. but you were on the border of town.
You wouldn’t be allowed much further than that.
Street games were things like foxey loxey, ‘what’s the time mr
wolf’, hide and seek, skipping, boys as well. I don’t remember
football. Double ball, girls used to play that, bouncing up
against a wall like juggling, throw one up, maybe one
handed, maybe bounce one, a girls game. Girls got very
skilful. My sister could probably still do it now. Circle games
girls would play, like’ here sits poor sally on the sand.’ Snobs,
jack stones, ve cubes throw them up and catch them on
your hand, throw one up catch one, then two catch two.
Rhyming games to select who was on - one potato tow
potato, three potato four. Peas pudding hot, peas pudding
cold, peas pudding in the pot 9 days old - you used this when
playing snobs between your ngers.

Swains Bridge

© Dipak Mistry

Girls and boys played together, hide and seek, tig o ground
- if they got onto something you couldn’t tig them, chain tig
- hold hands if you got caught. I was about ve when we got
a television. My sister picked me up from school and I walked
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in at home and the television was on. Children’s programmes
were only on for half and hour, no television on Saturday
morning or Sunday morning so it was not so intrusive so you
had to play. You’d go out and play with friends. There was no
parental intervention. The only time you would see an adult
was if they called you in for a meal or an adult telling you to
play at the other end of the street. They never intervened in
what was happening. Perhaps on a hot day they might sit on
the step but ghts and arguments were settled in the street.
You didn’t take them home. You’d go home, have something
to eat, go back out, shout ‘I’m going out’. We played in the
street most of the time.
Leading up to bon re night you’d make a guy out of straw
and dressed in clothes, put it in a pram and you’d ask for a
penny for the guy. A prime spot was on the corner by railway
station. I used to sit there and make a lot of money.”
Noel
“As a small child we used to be able to play football in the
street with a couple of coats as goals and we’d be most
a ronted if a car came down and we had to move the goals.
I remember when the rst car appeared on Rosalind St., a
Reliant Robin, then a second, then a third. If you were on
holiday you left home at dawn and didn’t return til dusk. If
it was a school day you didn’t come back til dark either. The
area itself was pretty much a playground. We used to play
outside the High eld pub, or at Spinney Hill park but mostly
the street was our stomping ground. We used to get sticks of
bamboo, split the end, put a match in the end and then go
digging in all the grates in front of the houses that vented the
cellars. People dropped coins and all sorts down there, a sort
of urban shing we used to do.
It was just kid’s games. At the time it was very rare for
anyone to be bought a bike, but we used to put bits together
and build a bike. Other than that it was just roaming really.
Most people’s houses were open. Whoever your friends were,
Michael Davies, whoever, it would be quite in order just to
wander in so you had quite a big area, very very di erent
from my kids growing up.”
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Everyday life in the 50s and 60s

John Ba
“Dad was a clicker by trade, good job, not much money
though, brought up ve kids. Bought food daily from the
local shops, didn’t have a fridge. You never locked your door
because there was nothing to steal - just a table, cloth, pots
and pans, cooker, nothing to pinch. Outside toilets were
alright in the summer but in the winter it was not so good.
When it was dark and wet you didn’t want to go out. I used to
go to the toilet in the yard and then run down and bang the
toilet door cos I thought I was being chased by something, I
don’t know what. You’d get in and lock the door behind you.
We had a bathroom upstairs but it had no toilet.”
James
“When I got here I had never seen a ush toilet. I was 10. I
rushed out of the bathroom cos I thought there was a leak.
I was scared. My rst years were exciting, modern and brand
new. We had only just got electric lights in Barbuda, no TV.”
Michael
“ I remember it being muddy in the yard. It was partly paved
but by the air raid shelter but the rest was always muddy. I
don’t remember anything growing.”
Brian M
“My Mum and Dad were brought up to think as long as you
survived you were living the good life. I didn’t realise we were
a relatively poor family. We were freer. Children are restrained
now. We did have an innocence which set us up. We grew
up naturally.”

1970s - 1980s

Pravina
“I don’t remember what I played in Uganda as I was too
young but in England I played gilly gander. You get two
pieces of wood and knock one stick with the other and
the nearest one to the goal scoring area wins. Played seven
stones - you pile them up, have two teams, throw the ball,
two no balls and you’d be out, you hit the pile and run
before they hit you then you had to pile the stones back up.
Played marbles and ve stones or dibs - throw them up in
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the air and catch them , twos, threes, fours. Di erent people
had di erent rules. Skipping. In St Peter’s estate our kitchen
window was on the street and we could play in the street as
long as Dad could see us. We weren’t allowed to go in the
garages. We had friends, had fun. My little boy plays some of
the games I used to play. I look out of the door and if I can’t
see him he is too far away.”
Tracey
“It was a great place to live. I remember a really really happy
childhood.
At the Queens Jubilee in the early 80s one of the guys had
huge speakers on the green at the back. Everyone came out
and we sat in groups, kids were in party hats, everyone had a
really lovely time. One year we had Guy Fawkes. On the waste
land near the health centre we always had a bon re. One year
we were told (by the Council) we couldn’t have it. We had it
anyway . The Mercury came. It was near the ats and I can see
now why they said we couldn’t. There was a picture of all us
kids standing on the bon re.
Playing out, boys and girls together, eight weeks o school in
long hot summers. We’d ll plastic bags with water and throw
them at each other, rounders and water ghts. Parents got
mad as we trailed water through the house , it was fantastic,
really really hot. Perhaps I’m being rose tinted but it was fun. I
don’t see kids outside having fun any more .
Garendon St. library was very important. I was very scared of
librarians. I loved the cards in little boxes. I wanted to do that
one day. It was across the road from where Sue Townshend
lived. Did it in uence her? Mum worked in Maidstone Rd.
It was a lovely library . I remember it fondly . You could go
that way out of High elds .You didn’t venture out very often
though. If people saw you they’d say ‘I saw so and so going’.
I can never remember going beyond Evington Rd . Evington
Rd. as a treat but never beyond. “
Darren
“I remember laughing, running, chasing, sitting on the wall
talking to each other, playing British bull dog on the green,
hide and seek, one arm tag, no computer games, all t and
strong, we could run.”

Balbinder
“We were lucky enough to have two entrances to our house,
an East Park Road entrance with bus stops and parked cars
and Mere Road at the back with a lot less tra c. When we
were kids we could play football for 10 minutes without
having to stop for a car. There were more Sikh families in the
area then. A family moved into 235 from Antigua, West Indies,
a gigantic family. We’d .never been close to a West Indian
family before. Our parents said ‘don’t let them in the house,
they’ll steal everything’, but after a while we were just going
in each others houses, no knocking. We are still good friends,
we grew up together.
They showed us Hot Rice, you’d get a tennis ball and if you
were hit with the ball you had to be on the other side. We
showed them Gurry Danda - two pieces of wood, you’d bang
one on the edge and send it up in the air, the further you hit
it the better. Obviously they loved cricket. We were supposed
to like cricket but we didn’t. One of the brothers painted
some stumps on the wall. It was only scrubbed o about 10
years ago. We played seven stones - tennis ball and seven
stones. You had to hit the stones and the other team had to
do the same as Hot Rice, run around, give then the slip and
you had to put back the seven stones. They weren’t easy. You
had to balance them.
If you were to venture into my son’s bedroom he talks to
people in Australia and plays games with people in America.
Our favourite drink was cold milk with heaps of sugar in it.
You didn’t have coke. Trevor, Bi we called him, I’d give him
half a pack of Maltesers for his birthday cos I’d have eaten the
rest. Really good times.”
Havan
“When I was young I felt safe to walk the streets, there
were hardly any cars. We played skipping and hop scotch. It
changed. I used to walk to school on my own when I was
5. Children aren’t that safe and secure any more because cars
are used a lot. Used to play ve stones, farmers in his den,
ring a ring a roses, two ball on the wall - throw one ball over
and one under. Elastic band french skipping -two people on
each side with the band round their foot, in and out, when
they step on the elastic band they’re out. We didn’t have
TV. They’ve got games in the house but they still say they’re
bored. We were never bored. Childhood was great.”
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Therese
“Growing up on the estate was very signi cant in my
life. It was new. It hadn’t got an identity, didn’t have any
background. We created our own existence. We were all from
di erent backgrounds and cultures and that was a new thing
to all be put in one place. You had to negotiate to nd out
about things you would never have known existed. As an
only child surrounded by school friends with huge families I
adopted them as my family. I’d be round their houses, learn
how to cane row, plait hair, cook di erent food. When I went
into the working world I got a culture shock in reverse. I
didn’t realise everyone hadn’t experienced this. The games
were great. The estate was like a big board game, hide and
seek but the whole of the estate was where we’d hide. You’d
nd ways to get into the tower blocks and hide there. The
maisonettes had open stairs and two entrances. You’d run up
and down there, leaping o garages and jumping at things
like that craze a couple of years ago, almost balletic. We
played a lot of physical games. We weren’t in a lot, winter and
summer always out. We’d all congregate on part of the estate
and see who was out. A lot of football, girls played football,
well I did anyway.”
Bali
“Lots of fun, less tra c, played football, ran around being
naughty. We’d go up the park but generally ran around the
streets. We used to play knock and run - run up to someone’s
door, knock and run away. People got used to it so we got
chased o a lot. There were some people’s doors you didn’t
knock. We used to play kerb ball - aim to kick a football from
one side of the road to the other and you got points for
kicking the kerb.”

1990s - 2000s

We only have one person in this time period but Ruhme has
some very interesting things to say because she is 25 now
and has a younger brother of 10 and can see the di erence in
the 15 years very clearly.
Ruhme
“When I was little they only had four TV channels. Can
you believe it? Saturday morning cartoons then after school,
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Newsround and Blue Peter, but there was no PS3 or DS’s,
nothing to capture attention, so all we did was play outside
all day long as much as we could. We all lived together with
my uncle and my Dad and cousin. My uncle didn’t like us
playing outside, whether for safety or that we’d be in uenced
in a bad way, don’t know what it was, and so as soon as
he left for work at 5 ‘o’ clock we’d go to Mum ‘we’re going
outside, OK’ .
We’d go and knock everyone’s house. There was Sophie who
was a few years younger than us, then Lija my age and Jaz
and his older siblings. We ranged from 7 or 8 to 15 or 16. It
seems weird now but back then you had nothing to do, we’d
all come out to play together - seven stones or knock door
run. I know its not nice to knock on people’s doors, British bull
dog, tick tick. Not everyone had a bicycle but those that did
had to give the other ones a croggy. It was a sort of race. It
was dangerous cos you had to go onto the main roads and
avoid all the cars while still racing. We’d go round the entire
block. We lived on Welland St. so we ‘d go onto Sparkenhoe
then up High eld St. into Severn St. and back to Welland. The
older kids would circle a bigger block. London road was just
too scary
Boys and girls played together. I had a bike. When I was seven
or eight I’d sit on one of the older boy’s bikes as I was too
young to ride then when I got bigger I’d give my sister a ride
behind me, and tell her to hold on for dear life. A neighbour
came out and said ‘don’t ride on the roads its too scary’. We
just ignored him, everyone tried to stop our fun.
Our uncle, sometimes he’d come back early from work and
catch us. ‘What are you doing out side...da.da.da..’ We’d have
to go in. If anyone went in cos it was dinner time or whatever
it would dissolve down and feel empty. If others left we had
no ideas, particularly if it was the older ones.
We used my mothers garden as a pretend. We put bin liners
all over the garden. We’d build a tent. We’d save up pennies
and buy bin liners from the corner shop and nd any sticks
we could, and then in Spring Mum would take it all down
completely to plant things.
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We found needles and made little sandpits in the road and
put needles on them and watch cars run over them. I don’t
know where we got them. We found them on the oor. They
were just sewing needles.
Knock door run - there was one family and we’d always
knock their door cos the mother would come out screaming
in her own language, like she was a banshee, a tiny lady. We’d
nd it hilarious, but there was one door we never knocked
cos she worked at our school. She was scary, always the one
who would come out and tell kids o for playing in the street.
We’d have ghts as well. Even back then we’d have our own
little groups and clicks, then we wouldn’t let ‘them lot’ play,
lots of loyalty and solidarity. Then it would be dissolved really
quickly, as soon as someone had got a new toy we’d play
with them.
The older ones got a mega drive. They’d each give us a turn.
They’d invite us over to play ‘street ghter’. The big brother
used to let us win. It went on for a year.
It was always summer, always a nice day. It seemed long,
never ending. That’s how the years went by before I went
to secondary school, then everyone started doing their own
thing as technology started. I can remember when cable rst
came.
You see my little brother, he plays outside. He plays with a
friend but its just him and that friend, and just for an hour, a
set time, then go back and play his PS3. It’s exclusive. It’s only
the people he knows. With us it was anyone. We’d knock on
people’s doors and say ‘are you coming out’, hang around, tell
jokes, make up games.

A house on the corner of Severn St., it was haunted. No one
had lived in it for years. The older ones would dare each other
to go in and they’s come out saying, ‘there’s a big hole in the
top oor, there’s someone screaming in there’ I don’t know
what it was about that house. I didn’t go in. I was too scared.
It’s all done up now.
At Medway we had our bloody mary ghost. You had to ush
the toilet three times and say bloody mary three times and
then run out. My friend would shout and run out. You weren’t
allowed to go to the toilet at break time without asking so
there was never a crowd there. She shouted and ran out. I
ran outside as fast as I could and said ‘why did you do that
to me’ and then beat her to a pulp. It sounds ridiculous now.
It sounds childish now. I can’t believe I actually played those
games.
My 10 year old brother would never do that. We were so
naive. I could never tell that to my brother. He wouldn’t
believe it. I don’t know if that’s sad or if I should be proud of
him. We were so gullible. Maybe its a generation thing. He’d
say ‘there’s no ghost there really’. There’s a lot of information
on TV. He’s had homework since year four. He’s in year
six now. He gets literature, science and maths every week.
He needs to do it over a weekend. He’s at Sparkenhoe, so
much pressure. We could play outside. My school bag was a
reading assignment every week while his bag is full of books
and writing paper and exercise books.
After school I went to college and then I did economics and
law at Leicester University.”

An action game came out and these boys had to do these
stunts on their bikes and we’d say ‘oh great’ even if it was
only an inch o the ground, we’d go ‘wow’. We were so in awe
of them. The neighbours opposite us had two older brothers
and an older sister and their Dad was old and ill and they
joined in, I think because they loved their younger sister. They
used to hold us together, take responsibility.
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Sparkenhoe children 2012

The sta and children at Sparkenhoe Primary School have
been very helpful. Through their school council the children
have gathered an amazing amount of information.
The school playground is an inviting place with a ‘village’ and
other activity areas, space hoppers, hoola hoops, quasar, and
plenty of space to run around and skip and play football.
Joseph told me how he is one of the FAB team - Friends Against
Bullying - “we referee sports games and help sort out problems
and help people”. There are ten of these children at the school
on Saxby Street and eight at the Gopsall Street site.
The younger ones play games based on books and television
“sometimes we play role play about the golden compass..its
about daemons and a girl called Lyra. I pretend to be Lyra and
my friend pretends to be Pan “ Amy
Other playground games mentioned were
duck, duck, goose, hide and seek, cops and robbers, police
police, stuck in the mud,
follow the leader, tag, pig in the middle, Chinese whispers
It is not possible to do a numbers analysis as some of the
children wrote their information individually while others
did it as a list from the whole class. In the evenings and
weekends nobody mentioned playing outside with a group
of friends although speci c games like football and cricket
were mentioned. Quite a few children go to the mosque in
the evening - the madrasa - and there is mention of several
clubs.
Here is a sample from each age range for evening and
weekend activity.
Foundation 2 after school :
14 madrasa, 1 scooter, 12 play inside, 14 computers, 3 toys,
4 football, 4 bike
Year 1 at weekends:
2 football, 4 park, 2 swim, 1 bike, 1 scooter, 4 in the garden,
6 stay inside
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Amina Yusuf, Saihaanul Islam, Adiba Patel, Jasmin Yousaf, Shakjra Choudhury,
Saniyyah Vohra, year 2 in the ‘village’

Year 2 after school:
I go to the library to read then I go to the mosque after
mosque I go on my computer
I play on my wii, watch tv sometimes and on wed I go tness
club
Year 2 at weekends:
I watch TV I learn karate with my dad and sometimes I hang
on the door to stretch
I go to ballet and go to church and watch TV
Year 3 at weekends:
bikes, park, iphone, TV, football club, computer, playschools,
hamster
Year 4 at weekends:
make di erent things with paper, I go to the park sometimes,
football, swimming, puzzles, laptop, homework, basketball,
cricket, reading, bike riding
Year 5 after school:
boys football, park, mosque, clubs, ride bikes, go to shops, relax
Year 5 weekends:
dance class, kungfu class, bangla school, trampolining,
swimming, ride bikes, lessons, shopping, playing in cousins,
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Sheila “They built this hall in the 50s and my girls got
married here. It has a youth club upstairs. It was big but
now there are only 10 youngsters at Maccabi. They still
meet on Sunday afternoons. I’ve been very involved since
I was 16 or 17 and it’s where I met my husband when it
was in Upper Tichborne St. He used to walk me home.”
Sybil “I went to Melbourne Hall when I was about 16 so had
a lot going on for me. Its still there in a shape of a lantern.
A very happy time, I had a young people’s fellowship on a
Saturday night. A lot of people went to Melbourne Hall. I
made a lot of friends there and my husband was in the boys
brigade. We’ve still got a lot of friends to this day. At one time
it was a little bit frowned on, you didn’t go to the cinema, but
yes I went to Evington cinema. It was owned by Lawson West,
a tall man, always smartly dressed, always outside to greet
you, lovely man”

Maryam Begum, year 1, skipping

read a book, visit family, running/exercise, go cinema, trips,
relax, do homework, dining out

5. Teenage years
Some people moved away from the area when they got
married, sometimes having met their future partners in
High elds, for others being young was what drew them to
the area.
Maggie “I came to this area as there was a dance hall on
London Road, now a Chinese restaurant, called the Casino. In
66 I used to go there, a lot of bands like Small Faces I saw
there and there were dances on Friday and Saturday nights.
It was very 60s. I went with friends, started smoking then, a
packet of Silk Cut was an important part of the night. I knew
of the area because of the Blues going on.”

Melbourne Hall

Linocut by Sarah Kirby
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Derek “The youth group at St. Peter’s was run by Earnest
O’Connor, I .still know him today. Later I became a youth
leader for a short while and used to go to the Marquis
afterwards. Engelbert Humperdinck went to the youth group
too. Sunday afternoons we went to new walk, it was the
meeting place for teenagers. There was a narrow street,
Waterloo St. with a couple of cafes. We used to frequent them
Sunday afternoons when we were 13 or 14.”
From the current Stoneygate Youth Project
Dianna “At the youth club I like the dancing and can meet all
my friends here. We go climbing. I went last week, it was fun.
The police arranged it and we went with them.”

Robert T “At the youth club I like playing the piano and
meeting my friends, playing ping pong, its good fun here, lots
of things”.
Tony “Sundays you’d go down to the Savoy cinema, then out
and on the bus, up to the Cedars, back on the bus to the
chippy on Evington Rd., then home and still have change of
10 bob. At 16 you were in the pub. I was a member of Green
Lane Working Men’s Club when I was 15, with Colin. They
had an o license down Myrtle Road. I always mixed with the
older lads.”
Geo “ A young socialist called Andy used to take us down
the Imperial and one day asked us if we’d like to go to the
Labour conference in Morecambe. We went by coach, stayed
in bed and breakfast and next morning looked in at the
Labour party conference and thought, we don’t like this. O
we went all weekend, caught the coach back and he asked us
where we’d been. We said we couldn’t nd it. He never asked
us again, that was the end of the young socialists.
Motorbikes, everyone had motorbikes. I had a Francis Barnett
225cc bought from Petty’s for £6 cos it was seized up,
put graphite oil down the cylinder head and hit it with
a broomstick and o it went. Broomsticks played a big
part in my life. My mother used to chase my Dad with a
broomstick. Then cars, rst one I smashed the sump going
round Safeways island, had a Vauxhall Cresta. One morning
the back end was lop sided. I still drove it around and then
next morning it was level, because the other side had gone
through. I sold it to Pete Farmer and said there was nothing
wrong with it. Then I had a Jag, lent it to my brother to
impress his girlfriend and I had his Consul and wrote it o
that night. He weren’t very pleased.”
Darren “You couldn’t get away with anything, ve minutes
and your parents would know about it, like smoking. ‘Enjoy
your fag?’ they’d say. ‘How do you know?’ some one would
have seen you. We also stunk of it but that didn’t cross our
mind.”
Donna “ When I was 15 I became a young volunteer
at High elds Adventure Playground. At rst there was a

© Dipak Mistry
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building and Leicester University students developed it.
It was a big thing at the time. They’re coming back
now because they recognise children need to fall over
occasionally, you can’t cut out risk, risk is important, that’s
how you learn. It was all very easy going, didn’t have CRB
checks, would have people
up to 20 odd, but it was about a lack of facilities for
young people. It was set up by Leicester University students
and went from strength to strength. There were many in
Leicester after that but High elds was the rst, then with the
adventure playground we used to go pony trekking and to
the Welsh mountains. I got the opportunity to get out of
High elds - Wales, Cheddar Gorge. I went as a volunteer, then
at 16 I went to college, did my City and Guilds and started
to get more political. At 14 I got an Angela Davis badge, very
inspiring, very few images of black people on TV apart from
starving Africans, so that was very important to see her,
it was the beginning of my political awareness. Dad was
a trade unionist anyway and by the time I was 17 or 18
Maggie Thatcher the milk snatcher was the chant. I used
to go on demos, supported the miners strike even though
I’d never met a miner, more aware of women and the
feminist movement. I was always on a demo, then becoming
an activist in High elds. Being part of the NUS at college,
then going with university students on wider actions and
community activism, always having meetings, suddenly I was
aware of wider things going on.”
James “I joined the boy scout movement called the 12 scouts,
two of my brothers went to the Boys Brigade at Melbourne
Hall, but High elds rangers football club was very important
for us black boys. We started it when we left school”.
Therese “I had an autonomous existence. I’d leave the house
at one a.m. at 15 or 14 and go to a house party, occasionally
a Blues. They were always open. Even if I didn’t know anyone
there I didn’t feel threatened at all, I just loved the music.”
There is often tension between parents and young people
within migrant communities where the parents are trying to
hold on to ‘traditional values’ and the young people are more
immersed in current British culture. This has had a further

twist within the Somalian community as many Somalians ed
rst to Holland or Sweden and have come here several years
later, not as refugees but as European citizens. Many of the
young people grew up in a society where the Somalian and
Muslim identity was more hidden and although the parents
are very happy to be part of a strong Somalian community
here in Leicester the young people can nd it hard to adapt.
Jawaarhir explains
“When any young people settle in a new country and make
friends and go to schools and then suddenly they leave, it is
very hard for them. They might understand why their parents
have made that decision but it is still di cult for them,
especially those from European countries where families may
live by themselves, be the only family in that village, only
black person in that school. They come her and see the large
Somalian community and it is a shock. It takes time. Perhaps
the country hasn’t made them feel con dent in who they
are, so they have assimilated into that culture and when they
come here and see it is OK to wear a scarf, to be a Muslim,
it is still di cult. Parents may require children to become
religious, change suddenly into someone else. It can be very
di cult and many young people struggle. But some love
it, that connectedness, celebrating EID. There are positive
elements as well and as they become mature adults they
would not want to go back because they can .see many
opportunities to be who you are and to achieve your
potential here.”
John A
“Just after the war the people in the street gave us kids a
treat and paid for us to go to the old Evington Cinema down
the road to see the Saturday afternoon lms and that started
me o , but when I had to pay it was only about 9d. Later on
I got crazy about lms. The factory where I worked was in
Yeoman Street which was only just around the corner from
the Odeon. I used to go in there with a big box of Maltesers,
I used to watch the second half of the main lm, then the
B lm and then the start of the main picture and then it
would be home, supper and bed, ready for work again the
next day. “
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Chapter Two

On Our Streets

1. Buildings

of the big houses which obviously
had been intended for large wealthy
families who had decided not to
live there and had moved out to
Stoneygate.”

Architecture

Bali “I love old houses, Victorian streets
and lamp posts. It is really beautiful
here. If you picked High elds up and
stuck it in London it would become
one of the most expensive areas to live
in because it is so lovely.”

Leslie “This particular house in Welland
St. was built in 1870. The walls in the
basement are two feet wide, there is a
big cellar down there. In 1870 this was
a very rich area obviously. You know
the big houses on Upper Tichborne
St, I was told they belonged to
very rich Jewish people, huge houses.
This house is a terror to heat because
it goes and sits in the ceiling. You don’t
get workmen living here in 1870 with
plasterwork like that in the centre of
the ceiling. This is Rutland Villas. On
another street there’s a carving of a
bull.”
streets with trees and I really like that
sort of openness of this bit of the city.”

Sarah “ Visually I love the look of
High elds. I think it has incredibly
interesting architecture with a big big
mix of buildings, of houses and there
is a lot of historical reference still there.
The bit of High elds that I live in
now, and I have moved literally two
streets round the corner, this is the
rst part of residential development
out of Leicester once the railway was
built, so these were obviously quite
well-to-do houses. I think the look of
the streets is lovely. They are big wide
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Ned “South High elds had been built
as a middle-class suburb with quite
posh houses. As the tramlines went
out to Stoneygate it meant that those
people with money preferred to go
to the limits of the tram-lines rather
than living closer into town and so,
as a result, it did change the nature
of the development and gradually
more houses got built in High elds.
These were more artisan houses than
factory owner houses, if you get the
di erence. I think that even by the
beginning of the First World War if
you look through trade directories you
can see the growth of dancing schools
and little private schools in some

On Our Streets
Conservation area

A section of the area running between London Road,
Evington Road and St Peters Road was designated as the
South High elds Conservation Area in April 1981. This
conservation area was originally 22.20 hectares but the
boundaries were reassessed in 2003, and it was reduced
to approximately 20.55 hectares, mainly because of PVC
windows and doors which had been tted to some of the
houses in the streets o Upper Tichborne Street. There is a
very detailed conservation statement with photographs on
the City Council web site - google Leicester conservation
area.

students every year. I start o always along the top of New
Walk and then past Top Hat Terrace then by the Masonic Hall
into College Avenue. I point out the greenery and di erent
types of building and then into Sparkenhoe St. and show
them where the bombs dropped, then where Hillcrest used
to be and the Mosque. People love it and it really opens their
eyes.”
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The area includes ve avenues, four of which are pedestrian
and all of which are tucked away.
Amalia “We were just looking at di erent houses and found
this one down a pedestrian terrace, secluded, really nice
house.”
Colin “Buying a digital camera I was able to go wild
photographing everything, loads of red brick terraced
houses. You see things very di erently, see patterns of
development and people moving in and out of the area. It
bonds you to the area. I’ve looked at every house. I do feel its
home very much. I do like showing people around as they
often have preconceptions of the area. I take groups of new
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Threats

There were two threats to South High elds before it was
made a conservation area.
The rst was slum clearance.
Mike “The City Council had a slum clearance programme, but
the leader of the City Council had already said it had gone
one step too far with slum clearance when it had got rid of all
the lovely shops in Upper Charnwood St. This area had never
been declared slum clearance, this area being St. Stephens,
St Peters, Evington Rd., East Park Rd, then one day in 73 or
74 a big ght broke out between Hells Angels and another
group opposite what is now the Spa. Police were called and
they decided the area was full of ‘ne’er do wells’ and would
be best pulled down. They persuaded the Council to put it on
the slum clearance list. I and a lot of others campaigned to
stop this and persuaded them not to pull it down but to do
it up instead. At rst they were going to demolish everything
then they decided to demolish the building where the ght
was and the streets in the immediate area and then just the
building itself.”
The second threat, in the area nearer the train station, was
the threat of a new road.
Ned “Much of the South High elds area had been blighted
by the earlier proposed central relief road scheme, and what

St Albans Rd around 1900 and now

had happened was that a road had been proposed to go
through there and the Council had acquired the property.
Then, when the road had not gone ahead, they had to nd
a use for the property and by and large what had happened
was that the Council-owned properties had been turned over
to the Homeless section of the Council and were being used
to house homeless families. There was a disproportionate
number of homeless people living in the area and of course
the nature of the property in South High elds being quite
large houses, had also encouraged the growth of private
sector hostels, in which there were the most miserable
conditions, run by private sector landlords getting payments
from the DHSS for the people who lived in those properties,
and there was a series of rather notorious landlords in the
area. Added to that, you had a high proportion of houses in
multiple occupation, so you had a really transient population
in the South High elds area. “
This was addressed
Ned “In the late 1970s the Council’s Renewal Strategy had
come into e ect. It had started in 1976 with the idea
that the Council would declare Housing Action Areas and
provide money for grants for renovation and community
improvement. This was a very holistic approach - quite
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a revolutionary approach in local government - it wasn’t
done by a single department but was a cross-departmental
initiative and clearly South High elds was an area that was
going to become a Housing Action Area.”
Several interviewees bene ted from this initiative.
Maggie “I returned in 82 to Churchill Street where I bought
my own house. At the time it was unusual for a single woman
to buy a house. I worked in the hospital as a nursery nurse
and could just a ord the mortgage. My parents paid the
deposit of £500 and the house was £7,000. Just before that
I’d tried to buy a house with a female friend but the building
society couldn’t get their head around it. ‘What if one of you
gets married?’, they said. The house hadn’t been done up
much over the years. It was owned by the builders who’d
built the house in 1900, or just before. Di erent members of
the builders family had inherited it and I bought it from a
granddaughter. I had a friend staying when I moved in and
the person I bought it o was a woman. It was a very female
transaction, no males involved, very unusual. In 82 you could
get grants for putting toilets inside, reroo ng. I got coal red
central heating and a 90% grant”
Brian K “I bought this house in Connaught St for £10,000.
Built in 1888 it had an internal bathroom, coal res in every
room, and an old stone sink. It was almost impossible to

get a mortgage in 1982 as it was regarded as a slum. Only
Leicester City Council would o er a mortgage, so I applied
for a mortgage and for an improvement grant at the same
time. You could get a 75% grant. You’d be given a building
inspector who checked everything, checked the windows,
ceilings, wiring, the lot, very detailed. All the windows were
ne except for the kitchen window which was beyond repair.
They gave me the £12,000 grant and a list of recommended
rms. I had no idea who to go for and a friend
recommended this rm and they did a superb job. The
Council inspected and it was
all done in six months. The
Council was extremely strict
about renovation, my foot
scraper had to be properly
renovated, but nowadays you
can put in plastic windows
and doors. They are much
less strict. Wooden doors look
much better than plastic.
When I got a grant that
was the condition, now every
single house apart from mine
and one other has plastic.”
Foot scraper
© Dipak Mistry
Ned “We couldn’t get a mortgage for a house, not because
we were bankrupt or didn’t have any money, but because
building societies refused to lend to anyone who wanted
to buy a house in the South High elds area. It was an
area that was known as “red-lined” - a red line was drawn
around it and no private mortgage lender was prepared to
nance housing in that area. Ultimately we got a loan from
the Council because the Council actually stepped in and
provided mortgages to people who wanted to buy a house
in that area.”
The South High elds Residents Association were very actively
involved in the Housing Action Plan

Brian at Connaught Street

© Dipak Mistry

Ned “Renewal Strategy couldn’t do everything and we made
an application to deal with the problem of the back yard
walls. Very often back walls to houses were of single-brick
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on Gotham Street and we got a grant to convert that into
a community workshop, and we had architects to draw up
plans, got the money, and the community workshop was
opened and was run by another local resident, for people
who wanted to do any sort of woodwork, so they could go
in there and do that. “

Churchill Road

thickness and very often they had fallen down. One of the
local residents became employed in what was called the
“South High elds Boundary Wall Scheme” which was really a
training scheme to train people in bricklaying and things
like that and they experimented on all the back walls in
the area. This ran for a number of years employing quite
a few people just rebuilding all these back walls that had
fallen over. We were also involved with the Coach House

The Coach House on Gotham Street
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Helen “We suggested that some of the streets like ours and
Upper Tichborne and Severn St. ought to have the front
walls rebuilt and reinstated because there had been original
Victorian front walls with railings and gates, but all the iron
railings had been taken for the war e ort in the 1940s. We
attempted to get these reinstated although obviously the
Council did all the work but I think that the Residents’ Groups
jointly applied to some fund for the monies and we were
just consulted about the style and design of the railings. Our
house in Tichborne St. has windows with a sort of Gothic
arch and so we had railings with Gothic arches to match! We
tried to match the railings to the house.”

Changes of use

Several buildings have undergone an interesting change of
use over the years. In Prebend street the Quaker Friends
Meeting House became a Sikh Centre. More dramatically the
Catholic Club on High eld Street became a Mosque and
Bangladesh Centre.

The Sikh Centre

© Dipak Mistry The Bangladesh Centre
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Another pub conversion was the High elds Hotel, now a
residential home for African Caribbean elders
Carmel “I used to go in the High elds Hotel when I visited my
daughter when I lived in Oxford - and now I live in the pub in
Bartholomew St. and Conifer Close”.
Steve at Midland Diving Equipment did some census
research of their building at 57 Sparkenhoe St. which shows a
lot of comings and goings.
Steve C “In 1858, Henry Baily married Selina Harris and
wanted to build a house. He was a successful chemist and
wholesale druggist. He wanted to build a house in High elds,
a premium place to live. He bought a plot of land and took
out a mortgage for £1,000 to build the house. In 1866 Selina
passed away aged 39, and was laid to rest in the family vault
at Welford Rd cemetery. With no children and one servant,
Henry lived on here for another 13 years with his nephew
James Bailey, an architect and two female servants until
Henry died in 1879 aged 62. His nephew moved to Surrey
within the next two years.
In 1881 the census showed a new family at 57, John Wade
Wortnaby from a Leicestershire family farming 200 acres near
Melton Mowbray. In 1881 at 41, he was now a commissioner
of taxes and with his wife May and aunt Temperance, lived in
57 with two female servants but no children.
No census information is available for 1891 as it only shows
even numbers.
In 1901 William Taylor and wife Esther, 37, lived here with
four daughters under six and four female servants. In 1886 his
brother had moved to Leicester and he joined him at Taylor,
Taylor, Hobson. In 1900 they moved to a factory in Stoughton
St. and in 1901 became a limited company, making lenses for
cinema and the military. William was given an OBE and the
company became Rank Taylor Hobson
1911 census shows that the Bosworth family had moved in.
William, 66 was a courier and a grocer and he lived here with
his wife Cedilla 65, Earnest 40, Lucy 34 and Beatrice 25, and
on the day of census, also their married daughter.
In more recent times it was taken over by Incledons plumbers
merchants who expanded the premises in 1955.”

Another interesting conversion is 50 Churchill Street where a
Polish butchers shop became an Indian dance centre.
Werner “I had a look and fell in love with the place. It used
to be a Polish butcher’s shop and fridges and equipment for
the butchers shop were still there. I took it over and started
renovation. It had an outhouse where they smoked sausages.
There is a cellar, a cold and weird place. When I took it over it
was full of old tubs, lots of saline stu and the outhouse was
full of soot. It was the only Polish butcher’s shop in Leicester
at the time. My wife is a dancer and she realised she could
teach dance in Leicester, so we thought our house could be
turned into a dance studio. We put in a proper oor and on
1st Jan 1981 we o cially opened the dance studio, so we
celebrated 30 years last year and so the old butcher’s shop
had become an Indian dance school.”

The old Polish butcher’s shop

Nilima, Werner’s wife
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2. Shops and Restaurants
Past

Some of our contributors have amazing memories of what
shops were where. Certainly there were more shops in the
area than there are today and often houses still have shop
windows from earlier decades.
Derek remembers High eld St in the 50s.
“High eld St. was real cosmopolitan. There was a high class
butchers, then on the right had side, Allards, then a green
grocers where we’d get potatoes for the old girl, then Kintons
the bakery, Monks the butchers, Petty’s motorbike shop - we
all had motorbikes later on. Then there was a Chinese laundry
- he still had pig tails and an old hat, shirt and pantaloons;
then a chip shop - favourite was pig’s trotters at 4d each, we’d
have a bag of chips and scratchings.”
St Stephens Rd was also a ‘high class shopping area’ in the
past. Michael remembers going there for his grandma in the
60s
“ I remember going to a shop on St. Stephens Rd. The shops
were so nice there. I think Harrods food hall was designed
on one shop. It was a delicatessen, although it wasn’t called
that. It had an unbelievable smell and I’d be sent there on
a Saturday morning. Grandma would write a list and know
how much it would cost. I would give him the list, he had a
very white smock on, and she would have given me the right
money to the three ha’pence. Grandma also wanted me to
go to the Co-op. That wasn’t self service. I’d give them the
list and I’d pay and give them the Co-op number to get the
divi. Mum never sent me to the Co-op, it was always Megs.
We lived in Biddulph St opposite the end of Lonsdale St. it’s now called Chandos St. Nearby there was a newsagents
and shmonger, a bookmakers, a local grocery shop opposite
- Megs. Whatever we needed, my Mum used to tell me to
nip over to Megs and get something, but I never had to take
money, so presumably things got sorted at the end of the
week in some way. Opposite megs is Arthurs where I had my
rst hair cut and every hair cut for the rst 8 or 9 years of my
life. At the bottom of Biddulph St was Flowers dairy”
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Doug remembers dairies in an earlier time
“My younger brother worked with the Co-op milk man. In
that area in the 30s there were three milkmen - Co-op, Kirby
West and Johnson Bros who used to have a dairy on Evington
road. Milk was delivered in the afternoon with a hand cart
and churn. You took your jug and got your milk.”
Doug takes us along St. Stephens Rd. from Evington Rd.
“There was Woodwards photography and luxury goods.
Onslow St. wasn’t as it is today, none of the roads were
blocked o , then there was a hairdressers - ladies and gents,
an ironmongers on Guilford Rd, a post o ce and fancy goods
shop and Franks garage, greengrocers, butchers (Smiths), a
little shop next door, Brownings bakers, a chemist. Across
the road there were houses up to Biddulph St, then a ladies
clothes shop, James the undertakers by a big house. On the
corner of Bartholomew St. there was a butchers shop, then
a greengrocers, Cooks the builders - used to buy glass from
there, a sweet shop - Tricketts - during the war sweets were
rationed. On the corner of Myrtle Rd. was a dance school
which introduced me to the waltz. Next was a butchers shop
which used to belong to my uncle who became a prisoner
of war in Singapore, then a watch and clock merchant, a
Chinese laundry, Graces shoe repairers, a shoe shop, and just
in Cedar Rd was a bakery.”
John remembers a sweet shop in the late 50s on Conduit
Street
“Stans sweet shop was a brilliant sweet shop. I used to call
in on my way to school. 2 guys worked there. They’d been
in a prisoner of war camp together. One had only one arm
but could pick the sweet jars up with one hand and measure
them.”

Past and present

Doug mentioned James the Undertaker which is still there
today, although it is more a service than a shop
Robert J “I am currently running the family rm of A C James
and Son funeral directors of 9 Biddulph St. I am the fourth
generation. It was started in 1893 by my great grandfather,
then grandfather and father, and now me and my son.
Funerals have changed as the population has changed and
we’ve had to change with them. Years ago most people were
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Early days at A C James and Son

Church of England with some Methodists and Baptist. Most
funerals took place at St. Peter’s Church, round the corner.
Most people were buried in Welford Rd. cemetery. Often
people would go to Church for the service, then walk or run
from the Church to Welford Rd. cemetery on foot, except
for the family in the cortege, which would have originally
been horse drawn then latterly motor vehicles. Then as the
population changed the style of funeral changed.
West Indians like large funerals and attend in large numbers.
Hindus and Sikhs always have cremation. Muslims always
have burials. We used to carry out Muslim burials then when
they got on their feet they are now arranged by Mosques
directly with the family in conjunction with the cemetery, and
then the Council inaugurated the Muslim Burial Association
which enabled them to have week end burials when the
Council sta were not at work and that system is now copied
around the country. The tradition is that people should be
buried as quickly as possible.

In days gone by funerals were quick. If you died on Monday
you were buried Thursday. Now it takes longer because the
formalities of the crematorium arrangements take longer and
it takes longer, one, two or three weeks to assemble all the
family to have the funeral. The time between death and the
funeral is longer and especially if some of them live abroad,
then the time is extended more.
We have carried out a few green burials at Scraptoft and
occasional cardboard co ns at the crematorium, but it is not
very popular, maybe because of the style of the funerals I
carry out.
Amongst English people death isn’t talked about much.
People say ‘I don’t know what my mother would have
wanted, we never talked about it’ , and children were kept
away, sent to school for the day rather than go to their
grandparents funeral. Other communities involve the whole
family much more and people are much more aware of death
and what it entails and it is more openly spoken about.
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We have had to adjust to their wishes and demands and
wherever possible ful l those.
Most of the funerals now at St. Peter’s are with the West
Indian community and are mostly on a Friday. Its a tradition.
It doesn’t have to be, no real reason but they are mostly on
a Friday. They have the Friday o and that leaves them with
the weekend and they don’t have to go back to work the day
after. If that is the real reason or not I don’t know.”
Another shop-come-service mentioned with a ection by
many and still going is Bob Warners.

© Dipak Mistry
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John Bl “I came to work at 15 from school. The shop was in
Upper Conduit St. then and due to demolition we moved
to 54 Sparkenhoe St. and then when demolition took 54
Sparkenhoe St. in 1972 we came across the road to 35
Sparkenhoe St. Bob Warner died in 1958. When Mrs. Warner
was alive I was known as John but since she died they think
I’m Bob Warner. Mrs. Warner passed away 17 years ago.
Many old customers have been coming for years and their
grandchildren are coming now. Lots of the shop is very old.
There are old drawers from the chemist shop with lovely glass
handles, other drawers from the haberdashery shop next to
us on 56 Sparkenhoe St. I’ve still got an old till with a bell
and I write on the till receipt what I’ve sold. I’ve used it for
53 years now.
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I also do fancy goods and hardware. In the 60s and 70s half
the trade was in hardware but bikes have now taken over. I
still do a little bit.
There are not many places to go to get a bike mended now.
One closed in Oadby 3 weeks ago so I’ll be even busier.
There is a big increase in people cycling, especially when the
weather is good, in fact it’s too busy in the summer. I had
Saturday boys helping me, several of them, and someone
working with me for 5 years 25 years ago.
I used to try and help people mend their bikes but some
people don’t want to know, they just want you to do it for
them.
I respoke old car wheels and motorbike wheels as well as
bikes. At the moment in cars I have Riley, Austin 7 and Rolls
Royce and in motorbikes BSA, Nortons, Yamaha and Honda all
waiting to be repaired. I’m a wheel specialist.
25 years ago Hells Angels came to me with their wheels. They
wanted big bright chrome spokes so I did a lot of motor bike
wheels then, but now it’s stainless steel but it can be polished
to look like chrome.
I don’t know when I’ll stop. I just say ‘this year I’ll see how it
goes’. I haven’t set a date yet to close.”
Tracey remembers him helping her “There’s a shop called Bob
Warners. I can remember when it was on opposite side of
the road and his Dad had the shop. Bob Warner junior has
white hair and he’s still there. I can remember a young guy
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did an apprentice there. He also sells fancy goods. if you
needed an emergency birthday present you’d pop down
there. He’s pump tyres up for kids. He’d teach you to do it. I
can’t remember him ever charging for it. It’s still a time warp
in there. It’s not computerised, hand written labels, you just
don’t see that any more. Bob Warners shop wasn’t touched in
the riots. He still remained the Bob Warner we could rely on.”

and everything you could possibly need as a tailor. We sell
very expensive clothes, a designer shop. We still have several
customers from High elds but also from all over the world.”
Midland Diving Equipment are on the corner of Sparkenhoe
St. and Seymour St. and have also been there since the 70s.

Darren “ When I moved back to High elds after 25 years away,
I needed an alarm clock so I went to Bob Warner’s and he
recognised me! When I left I had long hair and a beard. I
bought one. He had two sorts.”

Established and current

Chris Scotney’s is on the corner of London Road and
High eld St.
Chris “We moved in on Friday 13th of October 1972. We
slept in the shop as the burglar alarm wasn’t tted.
We got up out of our sleeping bags in the morning, stark
naked, and there
was the postman.
Next day we had
a champagne
opening. The
area was really
nice. There was
a ower shop, a
fruit shop, three
ladies shops, and
a delicatessen
next door where
people wore the
long white
smocks and cut
your ham and
your beef. At the
end of High eld
St. was Vents, a
shop which sold
buckles, belts,
bits of material,

© Dipak Mistry

Tony J “Midland Diving Equipment formed in 1958 and has
since become one of the country’s leading suppliers of
underwater diving equipment. We made the valves inside the
Jacques Cousteau aqua lung bottle. In 1976 we moved to
Sparkenhoe St. as we had outgrown our previous premises.
As well as our diving and military customers we also work
with Formula 1 racing teams and special e ects in lm
studios. We sell scuba equipment and the best diving suit
in the world. Here in Midland Diving we’ve got a mix of
people. The older salts are in engineering, assembly work,
testing, servicing, lling up diving cylinders, testing cylinders
and valves. At the opposite end we have a vibrant shop with
young folk selling snow boards, sail boards, extreme clothing,
often through ebay. There are just under 30 people employed
here, 90% of whom live in the city.”
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As well as their current sta they also have a ghost which
they have seen over what was previously 21 Seymour Street.
Steve C “ There was a lady who used to work here and she
was returning to the o ce at the front of the building and
encountered a chap in a at cap and a brown smock, similar
to what the old grocers used to wear. Knowing he wasn’t an
employee and wondering how he got there she asked him if
she could help and he promptly disappeared. Fearing ridicule
she never mentioned it to anybody until another employee
spotted the same character in a di erent part of the premises
in exactly the same clothes. It was mentioned to her and
she said I’ve never mentioned it before but I have seen the
same thing. One Saturday one of our employees called in to
drop something o and brought his 2 young sons - 6 or 7
years old - and he noticed that one of his lads was waving to
somebody. As there were not many people on the premises
at that time he asked who he was waving to and his son

Artist’s impression of the Seymour Street ghost
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said ‘I’m waving to that man in the brown overalls, just down
there.’ He looked and there was no one there. It was at least 7
years ago. Maybe others have seen it but are not willing to tell
people. I believe these people. There is something here”
Tony J “When you’ve actually walked some distance with a
guy walking alongside you with a brown smock, the ‘open
all hours’ type smock, and he goes in one door and you go
in another door and you go to challenge him and he is no
longer there.... I’ve done everything I could to explain it. The
upstairs is built on 21 Seymour St. If someone asks me ‘have
I seen a ghost?’, I’ve seen something I can’t explain which 2
other people have seen at di erent times”.
Mahesh established St. Stephen’s Road chemist in 1982
“Prescriptions all used to be hand written, no computers
anywhere in business. You had to write all the drug labels
by hand, names of patients, everything. The surgeries were
open til 10am then 4pm - 6 or 4.30 - 7, no more than that.
There was a busy period after morning surgery which had
nished by lunch time until the main prescriptions came
in late afternoon. People didn’t have cars and shopping
was done locally, so retail sales were very good as long
as you looked after your customers. Word of mouth was
very important but in these days that doesn’t count for a
lot. It’s more to do with advertising now. Customer service
was of prime importance in my day. Also there was no
repeat prescriptions collection and delivery service. If you
had regular medication you had to go to the doctor each
time. In between morning and afternoon prescription times
there was time to catch up with paperwork and even read
papers. These days I have to take one or two mornings o
each week to stay at home to do administration. We should
have moved forward but with advanced technology we have
less and less time for ourselves. It’s a fact.”
Mahesh now has a consulting room, “If I feel no-one else
should overhear what I need to say I take them in there.
Medicines need annual reviews and if a patient is on regular
medication I sit down and talk to them about any side e ects.
They easily open up to us when may not talk to a GP. We also
do smoking cessation, pregnancy testing. We try to detect
stomach problems. The latest is the new medicine service - if
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a patient starts a new medicine we engage with them over 4
weeks to nd out about side e ects etc. and reinforce what
the medication is for. It helps them take it more regularly as
many people don’t take the medication they are given.”
I asked him if he had seen a di erence in health issues over
the years
“Increase in breathing problems, asthma related. That’s based
on the number of prescriptions related to asthma, also skin
problems - eczema. Allergic reactions. Whether it’s pollution
in the atmosphere, diet, detergents people use, I don’t know
but it’s something. Also maybe lack of exercise as we are
seeing more and more younger people a icted with blood
pressure and diabetes problems. There is a de nite lack of
exercise. You used to see youngsters playing on the streets,
going to the park. Perhaps there are too many cars on the
streets or it’s the advance of electronic games at home.
Whatever the cause, it happens.”
Another shop which is also a service is Sheehans on London
Road. Noel had grown up in South High elds, lived there
when he left the family home and was still there when he set
up Sheehans
“The shop was established in 1984. At the time it was a repair
workshop. We had a woodwind repairer and a guitar repairer
and it was based in an old gents clock factory on Lindon
St. o St. Saviours Rd. but for only a few months. No one
was going to see us there, so we moved to 1c Conduit
St., previously occupied by Ballerina, in June 85. Then in
1990 we moved to the shop on the corner. Meadows travel
became available and then we just kept moving along,
kept outgrowing it. We’ve now been going 28 years, long
established. These are the worst trading times I have seen.
It’s not an easy time for any form of retail. There are 12 full
time equivalent sta - more in actual numbers as some are
part time. Virtually everybody in here plays something. I
have played in the same band for 28 years - guitar, mandolin,
tin whistle, harmonica and other folky things. That is where
we started. There weren’t any other credible repairers so we
thought we’d do it ourselves. The band is called Jewellers Eye
- all Leicester people but one. 28 years we’ve been the same
band - very consistent.”

bought by Hari in 2006 but it is in the premises of the rst
supermarket in Leicester, opened in 1960. Derek remembers
it then
“The rst supermarket was Stamfords, owned by a Polish Jew
who had changed his name. It was the rst self service. I
remember it opening. It had two doors - one in and one out.”
SupaSava and other local shops were recently under threat
from a Sainsburys planning application nearby on London
Road.
Hari “The biggest battle was Sainsburys. It would not have
helped anyone in the locality. Two years ago Tesco set up and
a good friend in a shop nearby tried unsuccessfully to stop
them and two years later he had to close down. They just
wipe the oor with everyone around them. Everyone rallied
round. We did a petition and the customers signed. We had a
big help from HART and from Cllrs. Lucy Chaplin and Patrick
Kitterick and MP Jon Ashmore and local residents who would
be a ected with tra c problems, parking problems, unsocial
behaviour from street drinkers. The Council saw it would
make the situation worse with longer drinking hours, so one
of my worst nightmares didn’t come to fruition. The police
were there presenting arguments and they were not granted
an alcohol license. The solicitor for Sainsburys said they
wouldn’t open without a license. Common sense prevailed.
We have lots of regular customers. I try to give them the best
possible service, personal service, any help I can, rather than
think of them as a number. I know my regular customers by
rst name.”

More recent

SupaSava discount store on High eld Street may have been
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Pamuzinda on Evington Road has made remarkable
adaptations to changing needs
Tendai “In 98 I started this business Pamuzinda. It was mainly
computer work then, 2000 compliance work and money
transfer. Global Communications a Muslim company on St.
Stephens Rd. was our agent. They gave us a lot of business
but then a lot of our customers wanted music which they
couldn’t sell on our behalf. So the customers pushed us to
get a shop where we could sell them, and I opened this in
June 2003. It was primarily for money transfer but it is a big
building so we got computers and became, at the time, the
biggest internet cafe in Leicester, also selling a handful of
Zimbabwean products.
In 2004 a lot of Polish people came into Leicester and
we saw it as a market window. They came in for the
internet, so we started selling Polish products. We needed
to sell more products as they were more pro table than the
internet, so we increased the product range and became the
biggest Afro/European shop in Leicester until 2008. Although
business was good I felt we were not really where I wanted
to be on the map. I’m Zimbabwean. I wanted to serve my
people. My shop was referred to as the Polish shop and I
had wanted it to be a Zimbabwean/South African shop. I
had always wanted to sell meat. I was warned that Eastern
Europeans don’t like the smell of fresh beef or lamb, they are
more pork based. I was warned I would lose my customer
base but when you’re doing well you can be arrogant. We
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opened butchery and they started drifting away. In the rst
few months we weren’t worried as the meat compensated for
the loss of Polish sales and we carried on for a couple of years
selling both.
In 2010 we decided we were fooling ourselves that we
would still be popular with Polish people and decided to
concentrate on selling South African products and meat. We
are still on course. Our customers include Zambian and Kenya
and also Muslims who like the bakers biscuits. They grew
up eating them in Southern Africa. Business evolved again.
We decided that waiting for customers was not enough so
decided to come up with products we could supply to other
butchers. A year ago we got license to sell four products
which is the direction we want to go in. We can retail
wholesale, selling 100 units instead of one. We sell African
gourmet sausage and we also process tripe. We have an
abattoir we’re linked to and every Wednesday I collect 250
kilos of tripe. Tripe is washed indoors. It doesn’t a ect our
neighbours - people don’t know we process it. Africans
especially like to eat tripe but very few places process it
because it doesn’t smell well til it is cleaned.”
The International Food Centre on St. Peter’s Road serves a
range of customer needs
Mehmet “ This shop opened ve years ago. I knew the owner.
He had to go back to Turkey so he sold it to me in 2010 and
since then I have run the business. It is a small grocery shop
with Turkish, Arabic, Greek, Indian food, any sort of products
you can nd in my shop. We are well known for honey and
dates. If they can’t nd it somewhere else they come to me.
We even have customers from Corby. There are 100 Turkish
families in Leicester so although we do sell Turkish we don’t
focus just on Turkish products. We have mostly students from
Arabic countries - Saudis, Egyptian, Algerian, Libyan. I have
their products, they can nd anything in my shop. Turkish
is similar to Middle East products, what Turkish people like
Arabic people like. High elds have Indian people, so we have
Bangladesh, Pakistani, Indian, Gujerati food here. At the end
of May it is water melon season. Last year I sold 20 tons of
water melon from Greece. I am an expert on water melons
- people come here because they know I sell the best water
melons in Leicester. “
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Mike said “You can get anything you want in South
High elds. In the Guardian supplement there is a cooking
page and I am convinced Yotam Ottolenghi’s object is to
include an ingredient you’ve never heard of, and you can
always buy it within walking distance. This week it was satar. I
got it from the International Food Centre”

Restaurants

The Taj Mahal on High elds St. was the rst Asian restaurant
to open in Leicester.
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Ali “My Father started the business with his partner in 1960
and he is still well and alive. We are very proud to be here
and to be oldest Asian restaurant, probably in the Midlands,
very proud. We celebrated our 50th anniversary two years
ago and hope it will go on for many years. We are beginning
to see the fourth generation of same families and we also see
a new generation of customers and business from Leicester
University. We see things getting better. When we started
we were the only one, but now there are 50 - 100 Asian
restaurants so competition is rising and rising. But we’re still
here. Life goes on and never stops. “
One of the people who worked at the Taj Mahal in the early
days went on to set up the take away Jebu which is still going
strong on Evington Rd.
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“My Dad opened Jebu in 1982, the rst Indian take away in
Leicester. I was born in Leicester just after he opened the
shop. My Dad was born in Bangladesh and came here in the
late 60s. He worked in the Taj Mahal for 15 years and learnt
the skills of the trade. He saw a gap in the market and set
up this family business. First it was my Dad then my sister
then me. I lived here above the shop until 2000, picking up
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the trade by living here. Some customers are regulars since
we opened and we also get students in and out and new
customers. The food is nice - we’ve been open all this time it
must be. The most popular dish is chicken tikka masala but
some like hotter dishes so we cater for everyone’s needs. The
recession has a ected us slightly and there are now so many
fast foods but fast foods don’t really do what we do, Indian
dishes, quality. People understand what quality food is and
that’s how we run our business really. “

Spanish. People come from all over the place . The other day
a couple came from Northampton. The head of engineering
department is from Argentina but his parents are from Spain,
the same area as me. He has meetings in here and little
parties. People from Germany and Italy and Argentina - all
nationalities come here.”

Alan certainly likes their food
“The day we moved here we were absolutely exhausted and
went to the nearest take away, Jebu, and it was amazing food.
We haven’t found other places as we keep going back there.”
Bali remembers the change in food available in the 80s .
“On Evington Rd., I remember when the Kebab house
opened. We used to get sh and chips every Friday and my
Dad came home with these kebabs. They were delicious. We’d
never eaten them before. It’s a very vibrant ever changing
area and it’s great to be part of that. “
Aperitivo on High eld Street has been open some time.
Manuel “In 1987 I bought L’Aperitif. It was half of this place
and very busy. We did Sunday lunches and nights, then
mad cow disease came along and we stopped selling meat
as people wouldn’t eat it and changed to Spanish tapas.
We changed the menu, extended the place, had music and
entertainment and got people in again. It’s a nice area. I
am very happy here. We have never had any problems.
People are kind. We give a Spanish avour in Leicester. When
customers come in they feel like they’re in Spain. They look at
the map and say ‘Oh we’ve been there on holiday’ The map
is a talking point as is the ceiling. I built the ceiling myself.
We had a re in the restaurant and timbers from the old
60s ceiling I had and with them designed and built my own
ceiling. It is a roof kind of style with the bottles on top. When
we change the menu we change the bottles.
We get Spanish students. Some of them have set up a face
book called Spanish People in Leicester and they occasionally
meet here. Some of the Spanish teachers like to bring
students here to have a Spanish meal and I take their order in
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Lynda remembers a Sunday afternoon
“Aperitivo. My salsa teacher knew the guy who ran the
restaurant so he kindly opened up on a Sunday to celebrate
my birthday. We had a good tapas lunch and then cleared the
tables and danced all afternoon and you could see people
with their noses up against the window looking in thinking,
‘can we go in, is this open to the public?’”
Very recently opened is Madisons
Salim “We went on holiday to Malaysia and I was impressed
with the co ee shops and ice cream parlours and on return
looked for premises to open one here. I found this grade
two listed building on the corner of High eld St and London
Rd. Chris Scotney, the owner, liked this idea as it would
complement his business, so he o ered me a good discount
on the rent. It took 18 months to do the restoration work,
and also learn ice cream making in Italy. It has now been
open for 5 months and doing well. Lots of di erent ages and
backgrounds come in to release their stresses. They enjoy it,
both local people and people from other towns. They enjoy
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the ice cream made on site and they like the building. I have
been a member of Leicester Central Mosque on Conduit St.
since I’ve been in Leicester, 30 odd years. I know youngsters
needs, young Muslims. My daughter is 22. She used to go
to shisha places but doesn’t like the smoke and they have
very young people there so its a clubby atmosphere. She
wanted to be able to go somewhere with friends without
pressure from boys. She would go to restaurants for co ee
and feel pressure to eat. It is more relaxed and sociable here.
Sometimes young people are here for three or four hours
sipping co ee”

Amalia who is a student and lives nearby is a regular
customer
“I’ve tried the ice cream parlour several times. He knows my
name now. I’ve been trying not to eat too much ice cream to
get me through my thesis but it’s really nice to have it nearby.
It’s open in the evenings. I tend to go to bars with friends and
my house mate doesn’t drink so it is really nice to go in there
and have an ice cream and a co ee and a catch up. I always
try to support local shops and they are open til late.”

3.Tra c
In the section on games it was very evident that the lack
of cars up to the 70s enabled children to play in the street,
although not without some risk.
Michael remembers in the mid 60s
“I was involved in a car accident. Early one evening I had to
go across to Megs to get something and as there were so
few cars I wasn’t very good at crossing roads. I ran out of
the house with the intention of getting to Megs as quickly as
possible and back again, but unfortunately I was hit by a car.
I was in the childrens ward for 3 months and unconscious for
quite in a long time. I woke up to being more careful about
cars.”
We have read about motorbikes and cars from Geo in the
late 60s and obviously there would have been a gradual
increase.
Manuel would not have been alone in the early 70s .”Running
round on a Lambretta” in the years before he opened
Aperitivo.
But in the 60s there were already commuters down by the
train station as John M tells us. Fox street was o Conduit
Street but is no longer there.
“Cars were parked in the area in work time but on weekends
there were no cars apart from one car on Fox St at the
bottom. It was a great place to play but we didn’t play down
there as they were bad tempered people at the bottom.”
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Over time tra c built up with car owners, with kerb crawlers
and with commuters.
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Car owners

One of the bene ts of South High elds is that it is very close
to the city centre and the train station and many people
interviewed did not have cars. Woody is part of a car sharing
scheme.
Woody “The Rusty vehicle sharing group is famous across
Europe. We have 22 members and ve vehicles and it is run
democratically. We meet every six weeks and you have to
go to at least one meeting in three . Financially we are well
organised and we share jobs, and very importantly all have a
commitment to cycling and reducing car use.”

Kerb crawling

Kerb crawling was addressed creatively by South High elds
Residents Association
Ned “In order to draw attention to the whole problem in the
area we printed a series of stickers which said ‘I am a kerb
crawler’ and then we stood at the end of streets. Any car we
saw more than three or four times and which slowed down
had one of these stickers applied to it. So that was one little
thing that we did and of course that got picked up by the
media and we were endlessly interviewed over it but the
solution was in actual fact in the road closures which did
eventually come. The Residents’ Association was central to
the planning of those closures and where they went, and
the fact that they are still there does show that it has been
successful”
Helen “I came remember saying on Radio Leicester ‘I can
neither con rm nor deny that we are using super glue with
the stickers’ Also we got the one way system installed so that
Gotham St.,Tichborne St. and Severn St. were all one way in
the same direction to prevent the kerb crawlers circling”
Meanwhile in the Laurel Rd, Bartholomew Rd area Mike said
“In 81 I was a team leader in the tra c section. We (High elds
No. 1 Residents Association) campaigned to have streets
in this block closed to through tra c because of problems
on a Friday and Saturday night of men coming from other
parts of the town to drive round and round to ogle at the
prostitutes who operated from here. We did surveys and a
signi cant proportion of tra c was to observe rather than
enjoy prostitution. They were a real nuisance. So we got the
roads closed and not only did we stop the driving around but
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also we lost the prostitutes which non prostitute residents
were happy about. Years later a group approached us with
a scheme to promote play in the street. They had money
and persuaded the Council to put humps in cul de sacs.
I wouldn’t have recommended the Council spending their
own money on this as road closures had stopped all tra c
accidents in the area except on the major roads. But the
group paid and the humps were installed and they did
encourage play and they made the area feel nicer .”
Brian K “Blocking o the streets to stop kerb crawling cured it.
Over four or ve years they planted trees and put up bollards.
Children still play in the street as there is very little chance of
them being knocked down.”

Commuters

Steve W “Cars are a big issue in High elds. People used to
park their car, eat their breakfast then at 6.30 walk down to
the station and go to London and come back at 8pm and
their car had been broken into. The chance of us getting
anybody was pretty remote. Residents’ parking improved it
no end. Go round there now and there are a lot more spaces.”
Helen “Tra c and parking was always a problem and we did
campaign in the early 1980s for a residents’ parking scheme
which we never achieved, so it is very pleasing to see that it
has happened at long last!”
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Patrick “Certainly since 2003 I have worked towards a
residents’ parking scheme in the South High elds area and
then when I became Cabinet Member for Transport on the
City Council in 2007 I had the chance to push through the
South High elds Residents’ Parking Scheme. I do remember
that many people told us it would never work - including the
High elds Residents’ and Tenants Association - but to be fair
to them when it did work they were more than happy to
put their hands up and say that they did recognise that it
works. The situation now is that there is a residents’ parking
scheme that stretches from Conduit St. all the way south to
Dashwood Rd. and is basically on the west side of St Peters
Road and Sparkenhoe Street - with a few exceptions.”

Woody “There were two phases - the rst phase then
the second phase. Although the second phase is still only
provisional it unleashed a Tsunami of hostility. Even Peter
Soulsby was shouted down at a meeting last summer. Since
then the hostility has died down and the scheme is generally
liked but some streets don’t not enough space for residents in Bartholomew and Myrtle for example.”

St. Albans Rd. with cars

Brian K on Connaught Street “All day there was nose to
tail cars parked in the street. The parking scheme made a
tremendous di erence, the same as the bins being cleared,
so much cleaner, more open, more welcoming.”
Alan “There’s one thing I didn’t like about the area, the
parking. All of the streets were blocked with commuters cars
which sat there all day. Now we have the parking scheme we
have wide open spaces and even the street cleaner can clean
the streets.”
St. Albans Rd. without cars
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Tra c reduction and parking measures do have an e ect
on shop keepers. The decline of local shops because of the
arrival of supermarkets and greater mobility was arguably
hastened by the road closures. Mehmet whose shop is on
St.Peter’s Road which is a throughway says “parking is a
problem..it a ects our business”
But the good news is there are still children playing out in the
streets in the quieter areas and in the cul de sacs and from
the safety of the Sparkenhoe playground one of the games
children play is ‘bus stop earthquake’ “every time you see a
blue or white car you shake someone” Amaal.

4. Parks
There are no major parks in this South High elds Area but
there is Prebend Gardens and the play area on Onslow St.
and at the bottom of Myrtle Rd - Evington Place. People also
go to neighbouring Victorian Park and Spinney Hill Park and
sometimes further a eld.

Spinney Hill Park

Andrew T “In 1957 I remember playing cricket at Spinney Hill
park with Wes Hall from the West Indies cricket team who had
come down from playing at Trent Bridge to see his relatives
who lived in Chatsworth Street and he took us all up to
the park to play cricket with him. And the same thing was
repeated in 1963 when my younger brother played cricket
in Spinney Hill Park with the entire West Indies cricket team
who at that time were on tour and playing at Grace Road
county cricket club. We all used to play out in the street and
in Spinney Hill Park”
Michael “We went to Spinney Hills occasionally but it was a
long way away.”
James “There were a few parks around, Spinney Hills, a lot
of people met there. It had a cafeteria with pool and table
football. I played cricket, football, sledging, then after a few
years they built an adventure playground. It was one of the
rst, just for children. It had a pets corner and a place to draw
and drama”
Darren “At Spinney Hill Park Pavilion they used to sell tea and
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co ee and all rockers and bikers used to go there. The rockers
played the pinball machine. I asked them what it was and
they said ‘have a go’ so I played pinball and lost. I went home,
I was about 6, and I told everyone I want a leather jacket.”
Bali “At Spinney Hill Park we’d walk under the bridge and look
for sticklebacks. We had no idea about shing, we used to
drop little lines of thread in and see if they’s take it and they
never did.”
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Victoria Park

Geo “We’d go on Victoria Park and make our own arrows
and a long piece of string. They used to go for hundreds of
yards. You’d be arrested now.”
Michael “On Sunday I would either go home or stay with gran
and grandad and we’d take the dog for a walk on Vicky Park.”

Further a eld

Derek “We used to go to Abbey park and when polio was
about we were told not to go down there. We were told we’d
catch it from the water. Well we went down there paddling in
our underpants and when we got back we were sent straight
to bed. It was the rst time we’d ever gone to bed when it
was light.”
Geo “In the long hot summers we used to go Freemans
Common allotments and take sandwiches and we played in
Evington Woods on bikes.”

Onslow Street

Ned “We (South High elds Residents Association) were very
much involved with 2 bits of demolition. In Onslow St. and
Guilford St. there was a row of houses which the Council
decided were not t enough to be repaired and renewed
but were going to be demolished. And we did successfully
campaign for a little park to be built there which is still there
to this day and there are childrens play areas in that, so it was
actually quite successful in changing the face of the area.“

Evington Place

Mike “Where they knocked the building down because of the
ght, it is now a play area.”

Prebend Gardens

Ned “We (South High elds Residents Association) were
assisted by the fact that we had a chap who was quite senior
in what was then called the Parks & Recreation Department
and he knew how to ll in forms for applications and he
knew what to apply for. He lived on the corner Prebend Street
and College Street. We applied for a grant to demolish the
garages on Prebend Street and build a park there, so we got
the money for that. We also made a planning application for
a vacant piece of land on Tichborne Street to turn into a play
area for children even though we didn’t own the land. We
did succeed in getting the planning application granted but
it was duly bought by the De Montfort Housing Association
and they put up a block of ats there, so we were not always
successful.”
Prebend Gardens however was very successful and then
over time it deteriorated. Park o cer Kailesh “Prebend
Gardens had a lot of issues regarding anti social activities
going back to 2000. Consultation to improve Prebend
Gardens resulted in friends of Prebend Gardens being set
up in 2004 to establish the needs of the people of South
High elds and how to improve the gardens to suit the
area and eliminate anti socials activities encountered. There
were a range of substances to be found there, syringes on
a regular basis, ladies clothing , underwear, condoms and
things like that. Police reports told us of large scale activities
of prostitution in the area. Prebend Gardens was a hidey hole
where they carried out their acts of work within High elds.
As the garden was overgrown we looked on it as a nature
haven within South High elds. There was wildlife, birds, foxes.
It is an idyllic little park which a lot of people in Leicester do
not know exists.
Friends of Prebend Gardens helped us with their ideas. We
started with a blank canvas. We overhauled all the bushes
and shrubberies, left the mature trees, looked at community
needs, got funding, got the pond laid in, and it is what
you see today. Touch wood all anti social activities have
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been eradicated. A few still indulge in alcohol but drugs and
prostitution have gone from the gardens. We are happy
and proud to get rid of two out of three. I go down every
morning. With the cutbacks we used to employ a security
team to open and shut the parks but to save money we’ve
taken away the security rm and its my role every morning to
open up the gardens. I am normally as early as 7am so I am
there near enough every day.
I go and do safety checks and my senior park o cer does
the same. It is not overlooked and neglected. The ground
sta mow the gardens, plant shrubs and prune shrubbery.
We do engage quite a lot with the homeless shelter, the
Dawn Centre. Over the years we have developed a good
relationship and we do events together. For the spring clean
event we do litter picking, removing gra ti from walls and
benches and planting plants and wild ower seeds. In the
hope they care for the garden because of the e ort they put
in, the Dawn Centre are helping with this. In summer we have
a similar event and then in autumn we do pond clearing,
getting overgrown vegetation out and bulb planting. They
are quite active in working with us.”
Albert, one of the residents of the Dawn Centre said
“The litter pick was great. It was chucking it down with rain. It
were great. It was nice to be helping, all of us helping, really
good. I’m hoping there’s another one in Prebend Gardens.
When the summer comes I shall go in there.”

5. Litter
Litter can be an issue in South High elds. It is not new and it
is an issue in other areas of the city. Fly tipping is particularly
ugly.
Bomb sites, derelict houses and ongoing demolition must
also have created a mess in the past. The only mention of this
from interviewees though is through the fun they made of
it as children.
Lynda “In Underhill St. they had already began to demolish
the houses and one side was completely at. We used to
play in an air raid shelter and we had a big bon re. Everyone
used to drag everything onto it. On the other side of the
street in the disused houses due to be demolished, the other
kids would drag sofas and mattresses up to the windows of
the houses, and we’d all clamber upstairs and jump out of
the rst oor window onto the mattresses then run round,
get in the queue and do it again. It was like Alton Towers “
John M “ We had bon res. At the back of Upper Conduit St.
there were bombed buildings, and kids would get doors and
build massive bon res. Often we’d light them before bon re
night and then make them again. There used to be a big
bon re on Underhill St. Also we had bon res in back gardens
with bangers in your back pocket.”
Bali (in the 80s) “We had lots of fun. There were two
abandoned cars in Upper Tichborne St and we used to play
in them.”
John Ba “At the end of High elds, Conduit St., they were
knocking down houses and there were cars left for scrap. That
became a play ground. We used to sit in the cars and pretend
we were going places. They had an odd smell inside. Nobody
had a car.”
Lynda “On top of Porters St. was a big foundry with metal
waste and me and Lez used to climb up this mountain of
metal waste. We never cut ourselves or got blood poisoning.”
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And more recently

Alan “Rubbish of all sorts is an issue on this street. It is a
street with quite a lot of students here and it is also a route
when people walk back late at night so there is quite a lot of
rubbish on the street, but it’s not as bad as Naples! Most of
the time the bins round here are OK. Most people put their
bins in but there is a particular problem with this side of the
street. They even have gardens on this street so I don’t know
what its about, but its not a huge problem.”

both sides and then wheelie bins nished it o . Other than
that I’d still be there in one part or other of High elds. We
had a great stomping ground as kids and I wanted my own
kids to have the same and there was no way High elds could
o er that now so we ended up moving out.”

Keeping bins o the street and y tipping are two of the
issues which come up regularly in the current HART monthly
meetings. Usually the local City Warden attends to hear of
any problems and report back about any special measures
they are taking. They try to address the problem by putting
labels on bins and on y tipped rubbish, threatening nes,
and then following it up with a visit. There is also a scheme
where the Council will move ve large items if you ring them.
Noel “The saddest part is the change with cars and wheelie
bins. Cars you can manage but wheelie bins killed it. There
was a period of time when it felt the area was going to
improve with Council grants but once bins arrived people got
in the habit of leaving them out. You’d lost the playground
element because roads were no longer safe with cars parked
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And Sarah may follow suit
“I am actually looking to move at the moment and I am
thinking about moving out of High elds. Now it sounds
quite trivial but part of the reason is that sort of super cial
messiness that gets into the area. For very understandable
reasons there is a lot of ‘uncaring’ about the streets and the
houses - the way people do drop litter, leave their bins out,
y-tip. Well it’s just a constant where one feels very much in
the minority if those things matter to you, and sometimes
that can become a little bit wearing and disappointing. I
think there is so much beauty in the area that I think
is sometimes disregarded and, understandably I think, is
probably not on the top of many people’s priority list and
why they live here. But I will miss many things about the area
if I do move.”

And nally

We began this chapter, ‘on our streets’, with a quote from Bali
about how beautiful the area is and so we will end with how
the streets have in uenced him as a writer. “One of the great
things about this area is that because so many of the new
communities settle in High elds it has an ongoing changing
vibe. It’s never static. There is always something going on . A
friend of my Dad’s lived in Oadby and I’d go out there and
nd it really staid and boring and I’d come back and it would
be all lively with lots of stu going on. When I write street
scenes they are always busy, always something going on, it’s
very rare there’s a quiet street, and that’s been in uenced a
lot by growing up here.”
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Chapter Three
South High elds still has a bad
reputation, although not as bad as in the
past. We may seem a threatening place to
outsiders, but no one I interviewed said
they felt unsafe, and indeed most made a
point of saying how safe they felt here.
Sarah “When I was coming to Leicester
a lot of people warned me against living
in High elds and tried to put me o the
area, because it would not be good for
a single woman on her own. I have
had none of the experience that I had
been warned about. I have never found
it a dangerous place at all. I have always
lived on my own, and it has never been
somewhere where I have been fearful
of walking through at night to get back
home. It is a very lively area, and there
is always someone on the streets and
always people wandering around, but in
some ways that actually makes it a safer
place I think.”
Ismail “People are very nice. People
who’ve been here longer know each
other, regardless of what street they live
on. You can walk late at night without
being mugged. Even ladies can walk
at night without anyone approaching
them.”
Estate agents try to stop people moving in.
Piotr “I was used to living in the
city centre in Poland. That’s what you
did if you lived in the city, so when
I approached estate agents I asked
for houses in the city centre. To my
amazement the estate agents were
diverting me to Stoneygate or Clarendon
Park. I did not want to live there; it
was full of university people and I had
enough of them, working with them.”

Reputation and Reality
Kate “We’d already decided we liked
High elds and wanted to live there but
the estate agents tried to persuade us to
live in Clarendon Park.”
Alan: “We were looking for somewhere
where we liked the neighbourhood. The
estate agents call it “o London Rd.“ They
hate referring to it as High elds, as it has
such a name.”

1. Music
Some of South High eld’s reputation
is associated with blues parties, which
might include the illegal selling of
alcohol or other drugs. This section looks
at music in all its forms.
Music was important to John Ba at his
church, St. Hilda’s, back in the 60s.
“Most of us joined the choir, except for
my sister Joyce. I enjoyed all aspects of
the choir. We happened to gain a very
professional choir master from London
called Frederick Holt, and he turned
a mediocre choir in months to be a
top notch choir. Before he came we
used to sing a special psalm at Easter
and Christmas, but by the time he had
nished with us we were doing special
psalms every Sunday. So impressed

were the powers that be, that when
the Bishop came to the celebration
of 70 years of church life he gave
us red cassocks from the Cathedral
choir. Overnight we became the premier
league, no longer in normal black
cassocks. I thank him for that.”
James “High elds had good things. A
band called Showaddywaddy started in
the 70s, and musician Mark Morrison
started in High elds. The Leicester
Caribbean Carnival was started by a few
people. It was an ongoing thing in the
Caribbean. In Antigua and Jamaica it
was a part of community life, so we
had a carnival here and it mushroomed
and mushroomed. Now 100,000 people
come! It is aimed at everybody, a day of
great enjoyment. The real meaning is to
celebrate when black people were given
freedom out of slavery - Emancipation
Day, but over here they changed it to
the carnival. The real meaning was when
slaves all over the world were set free
to earn money of their own. A lot of
English people enjoy it. It is a chance for
everyone to come together. It’s a great
community event for Leicester, and it
makes money for Leicester. It puts us on
the map. The route of the carnival when
it started was bigger. It used to start on
Victoria Park, down Evington Rd., down
St. Stephens Rd., down to St. Matthew’s
and into town. Over the years the route
has got smaller, and at the last carnival
there was no parade at all.”

John on the front row, far left
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street and music. I’d like to have been born 10 years earlier
and been a teenager during that time.”
Dancing and music is very strong within Slovakian culture
and break dancing is popular at the Stoneygate Youth
Project.
Robert “I learn piano here in England; my friends teach me
or I hear music and I play it. A lot of people from Slovakia
play keyboard, piano. We get together. With my friends we go
into a studio somewhere and make recordings, just making
it for fun.”

Denzil “Ivy Moreton started the carnival. It was a fantastic
experience! Lots of people would come from all over the
country, and all the buses would congregate on the park and
people would go from bus to bus to meet friends. When they
stopped allowing the buses on the park it stopped being so
good, and people go to Leeds now instead to meet each
other.”

From a wall hanging by Denzil

Bali “Back then there were a lot more o licences and pubs
and little club things. Coming back from Derby, we got o at
the train station and my Dad walked us home. There was a
house party, blues, going on with people milling out on the
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Roberto Kaleja and Rene Duda break dancing
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Herdle White is a well-known name in Leicester, and he still
does a programme for BBC Radio Leicester,
“The Herdle White Record Shop on the corner of Evington Rd.
and East Park Rd. was open for about four years in the early
80s, selling reggae and Caribbean music. It was opened by
Eddy Grant. The door used to be open and the music was
loud. It had speakers in the window, not on the pavement;
we weren’t allowed. It served the local African Caribbean
community and beyond. People liked to come and buy
records and talk. It was a bit like a barber’s shop. They’d
listen to the record before they bought it. White, black, Asian
people, everybody used to come. I remember one Saturday
some black Christian people were having a march and the
shop door was open and the police said ‘I’d advise you to
close your door and turn the music down’ so we did until they
had gone past.
I couldn’t give up my full time job at Bentley Engineering, I
had a mortgage and a family and it was di cult to run the
shop as well, so I had to close it. I was hoping to open a
shop in town, but the rents were very high. I started with
Radio Leicester soon after it opened in 1967. On a Wednesday
I’d run out of Bentley’s at lunch time with records under my
arm, do 15 minutes’ radio and run back again to clock in at
1 o’clock. If you were one minute late you were docked a
quarter of an hour. I was made redundant from Bentley’s in
1988 and then I took the Caribbean Carnival over for about
eight years. The hours at Radio Leicester increased to one
hour, then two hours and now three hours. I used to sell
records from my car before I opened the shop, and I still kept
that going until four or ve years ago”
Bali remembers the shop
“I remember also Herdle White opened up his reggae record
shop on the corner of East Park Rd. and Evington Rd. and
in good weather he’d put the speakers outside his shop and
blurt out this music we loved. We couldn’t a ord to buy
records, so we’d stay around listening. I learnt to write patois
from listening to reggae and the people around. I knew it
from growing up in High elds.”
The Blues Scene started much earlier
Denzil “Blues scene, house parties, they started up as a way

of furnishing houses, and when enough money was made,
the party stopped. Later on they became shebeens, which
turned the house into a private rented club. The police would
come round the back entrance and have a chat. There was no
con ict when they were house parties, but when it changed
to money making and the party went on all week, then there
was con ict.”
Noel “Blues parties, they were fabulous . You could go at any
time and know they’d be going all night. There was a place at
the bottom of Biddulph St. near Mere Rd., a sort of uno cial
restaurant, where you could get curry and rice and peas into
the night, to keep you going. Good lively times, a good place
to be young. Sound systems started to appear in the mid
70s in front of people’s houses and ats, playing instrumental
versions of reggae. I grew up with it there, and people would
talk over the instrumentals, and some performance poets
started to encourage this, and that was the birth of rap.”
Blues parties were not always good for neighbours
Steve W “Blues parties and reggae music in Myrtle Rd. and
Cedar Rd. I remember sitting in someone’s house to monitor
the noise and watching the ornaments move down the shelf,
because the bass was so loud!”
Colin “Chris Conway the musician lived on one side, still local,
still playing music, and the other side a blues party moved in.
It isn’t great fun if you live next door to one. I remember two
women came in our back garden looking for the party, then
adjusting their suspenders in our kitchen prior to going to
the party, which really only got going past midnight. It went
on for months. It got way beyond a joke, and as well as the OK
people there were also some dodgy people. We got broken
into a couple of times. People would just kick your door down
when you’re not there. One of the people in our house was
a teacher. She wanted to call the police, and we weren’t sure
that was a good idea because it would be fairly obvious who
called them. I was drunk as a skunk, having been out all
night, and went round. When I said I was from next door and
could they turn it down, I was o ered a free beer and only
just escaped because I was very drunk, and these women
turned up dressed to the hilt, and I said ‘Oh, you’re the local
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prostitutes!’ This guy stepped in really quickly and said ‘Oh
he’s being hen pecked by his wife next door’. I thought ‘It’s
time to go’.
That stopped eventually and a gambling party moved in, and
that was far worse. We were told by a local cab driver that
they usually went on ‘til there was a big ght, then it closed
down and they moved on. We got our door kicked down
one day and the video recorder taken. Everyone used to take
video recorders then. It was clearly someone who’s lost at the
gambling party. We had the door kicked several times, three
or four times in two years. Eventually there was a massive
ght, but then it still carried on for weeks after, and then
there was an even bigger ght, and then it stopped. And then
Sunday morning the Boys Brigade would come marching
down Melbourne Road with their band. I moved soon after
that”

Doug remembers in the 30s and 40s “The shop next door
but one had an outdoor beer licence. They used to go in
with jugs and get draught beer. Jackson lived up the road,
old boy, always came down with his jug of ale, drink it in the
gateway, go back in, then take the jug to his wife. His wife
was tragically killed when a US plane crashed into the house
where she was a domestic. His grandson Michael still lives in
Myrtle Rd.”

2. Pubs

The Catholic Club on High eld St. became one of those
meeting places, but not just for Irish Catholics
Manuel “The Catholic Club - I remember it very well, me being
a Catholic. I used to go there. That’s how I started drinking
Guinness, a beautiful pint of Guinness in there. It was on
High eld St.”
Steve W “Apparently the Catholic Club used to be a Madame’s
house where they used to do dancing, and a woman with
a long cigarette holder used to sit on the balcony. That was
before my time. When it was a Catholic club it had a lot of
problems - the travelling community - but nothing too great”.
Therese “Mum used to go to the Catholic Club a lot. I
remember the smell, the accents. Sounds and smells you
can’t catalogue, but it makes such a rich texture.”

The Burlington on Guthlaxton Street was a well- known pub
for drug dealing, but has now changed name and focus. With
the closure of the Jolly Miller in Conduit St. and the High elds
Hotel, the only pubs now in South High elds are the Varsity
and the Loaded Dog on London Rd. There used to be many
drinking shops.

Myrtle Road
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And Brian M in the 50s. “In Upper Conduit St. there was a
growing Irish community. The pubs were the centre because
we didn’t really have a church. That came later when we
moved to Mere Rd. in the 60s with Sacred Heart. In the 50s
the Irish community was developing, and all the wheeling
and dealing would take place in pubs, be it jobs or whatever.
They were the real meeting places”

The Jolly Miller was another Irish pub
Manuel “When I was young there were parties every day, lots
of pubs. The Jolly Miller on Conduit St. had lots of music.
There was an Irish landlord. A friend of mine used to work
there. He was Italian and used to have an ice cream van
outside the train station, so he used to sell ice creams in the
day and in the evening he would work in the Jolly Miller. He
died of cancer a few years ago.”
Brian K also remembers the Jolly Miller on Conduit St. “When I
used to go there the landlord, an Irish man called Larry Doran
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and his wife Margaret, didn’t know much about the licensing
trade and thought he should be hospitable, so every Sunday
his wife cooked a free Sunday dinner of boiled potatoes,
boiled cabbage and boiled bacon. I went there for 5 years for
free Sunday dinner! Larry’s father and uncle were famous Irish
pipers and there was lots of their music on the juke box.”

© Dipak Mistry

The Burlington was mainly African Caribbean
Manuel “The Burlington - all the music blaring out and a lot
of ghts, friendly ghts to do with drinks and smoking. The
landlord used to come here to eat, so I’d go there to drink”
The High elds Hotel had a very mixed reputation, and
probably was di erent at di erent times. Like High elds itself,
it is mainly the people who didn’t go in who said the most
detrimental things. Here are some who did know it.
Manuel “High elds Hotel, a bit rough, but OK. The landlord
was always ghting. He used to come here as well.”
Steve W “High elds Hotel on Bartholomew St. Because it was
a dead end, you didn’t get many police down there. There
was a shooting there. He got shot in the stomach in the pub.
We got the people convicted. Lots of problems with drugs
getting sold. All these things were covered in the media and
the Mercury.”

Balbinder “High elds Hotel, I used to go there for pool more
than anything. They used to be selling drugs. I don’t know
about hard drugs. When I was 17 or 18 I tried marijuana. I
can remember someone getting shot. Everyone knew who
got shot, and who did it. The people there reacted quickly. He
had a sawn- o shot gun in his stomach, and they managed
to hold it together to stop all his insides coming out. It saved
his life. Roger Anthony was the one who got shot, but he
was known by many di erent nicknames. He had sold two or
three guys a car, and they came back to him and said it had
broken down. He said ‘It was alright when I sold it to you.’
Then they went home to get a gun. That guy was murdered
himself later in life. He was shot himself.”
Therese “High elds Hotel, you had to be a bit hardy. I spent
one of the best New Year’s Eves ever there. I remember it
like a sepia photograph, lots of haze and smoke and brown
wallpaper and pool playing and music and chatter. If you
were going somewhere you’d have to put on a persona, a real
sense of performance. The way they dressed, the way they
stood, it’s like watching a play. I don’t see that when I see
people together today. They don’t have that stage presence
any more. I remember it was intimidating but I had the best
New Year’s Eve ever. I was in my mid to late 20s, so it was
late 80s.”
Mike lives across the road
“High elds Hotel, I have a good friend who told me he had
taken a friend from London to the High elds Hotel and after
a while she said ‘John, what sort of place is this? There’s white
people and Asian people and Afro-Caribbean people.’ He said
‘You must have that in Hackney?’ She said ‘Yes, but not sitting
at the same table as each other!’ From when I moved here ‘til
a year or so before it closed down, it was a really nice pub.
One extremely out of character event was when someone
was shot. Also there was a time when all the regulars came
out on strike when the brewers had put in a racist landlord,
so the brewery agreed to replace him with someone else,
but threatened to close the pub if it happened again. In the
two years leading up to the closure the police raided the
Burlington and closed it. It was the drug distribution centre,
so all the drug dealers moved to the High elds Hotel. From
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being very successful, it soon collapsed. The brewery were
getting rid of pubs at the time, and this went, and is now
a residential home. All the negative stories are by people
who never went there. This wallpaper hung in the High elds
Hotel.”

James “I was drifting into taking too much ganja and other
substances. It’s not good for your mental state. When I was
16 I was smoking so much ganja that I became mentally ill.
When you’re mentally ill people look at you in a di erent way,
as if you’re not normal. Even today it’s a taboo subject. I was
able to go through it and get over it because of the love of
my family, and the Church was there for me. I know a lot of
people from the Church. The mental illness was brought on
by myself, smoking too much ganja, staying out late and not
getting enough rest. As I got older I began to think ‘I need to
take life more seriously. Can’t be a boy for ever’.”

Street drinking

Street drinking is still an issue, particularly around London
Rd., Conduit St. and Upper Tichborne St.

© Dipak Mistry

3. Drugs and Street Drinking
Drugs

Few of the interviewees mentioned drugs in any detail but it
is and has been an issue for many years, and it is still easy to
spot street dealing.
Pravina “We used to go to an ‘aunty and uncle’s’ in Guthlaxton
St. and we often saw drug dealers. They were polite. They
were not as crude or rude as youngsters nowadays. I still see
some of the old faces.”
Colin “I wasn’t a drug taker, but a lot of people I hung out
with were. The High elds Hotel and Burlington Hotel both
had dreadful reputations. One friend pulled up to this dodgy
bloke in a car and handed over £5 and was given liquorice. £5
was a lot of money in those days. Students would go in. If you
wanted drugs, that’s where you went.”
Many would argue that any drug use, be it illegal, legal
(alcohol) or prescribed (tranquillisers) is only problematic if
taken to excess.
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Restrictions on supply in the area prevented Sainsbury’s from
getting a licence to sell alcohol, and therefore not opening
a shop.
Hari “There had been a campaign by the Council and the
police for shopkeepers to voluntarily sell nothing over 5%”
Patrick “The interesting thing is that actually some of the
weaker street drinkers - and this we found once we started
to do work with them - were being bullied by the younger
and stronger street drinkers, and actually that piece of work
did help us to reduce the problem. We also introduced limits
on what sort of alcohol the local shops could sell. While there
still is a street drinking problem, it is not as bad as it was “
In earlier times the South High elds Residents Association
had done their bit.
Helen “On the front walls we tried to have stone cappings
that were pointed, so that people could not balance empty
drink cans on top of them, There were little things like that,
just to discourage the anti-social behaviour that was quite
prevalent.”
Colin “London Rd., I’ve walked up and down there more often
than any other street in my life. It still has a bad reputation.
You come out of the station and you see alcoholics. You see
this amazing morning ritual, you see them getting their drug
substitute at the chemist then little blocks of Special Brew
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drinkers. One of the de ning things that has happened to
me over the last few years is a friend who got like that,
and died a couple of years ago. He got progressively worse,
sinking further into alcoholism. He smelled awful, drank
White Lightning. Always in the background was ‘when was
my friend next going to hit the bottle?’ Whenever I see these
people I’m reminded of my friend. They’ve probably all got
stories like him. It’s very sad. He used to shu e round the
area. At one point he had a life, and things went wrong for
him. He died. The police had to knock down his door.”

Balbinder “At one point they were on the corner of
Melbourne Rd. There was a demonstration and they were
saying ‘Here, it’s your husbands that come and use us’. They
moved around and are all o the streets now. No more cold
calling, you just contact an agency.”

4. Prostitution

Steve W “There were a dozen prostitutes out on the streets
when I started. Two on Conduit St., two on St. Peter’s, two
on Seymour, two on Evington Rd., two on Medway, several
on Melbourne Rd. The vice squad dealt with prostitutes
and loitering and soliciting and living o immoral earnings.
Uniforms didn’t deal with it. In my day prostitutes did it to
carpet the house, feed the kids; not like nowadays. Towards
the end of my service, people just did it for money for drugs.
You got to know them all .and they knew you. That’s how the
world went by.”

Many people had stories of prostitution, but no-one had
a bad thing to say about the women themselves. (Male
prostitution was not mentioned.) The e ects of prostitution
with the increased tra c from kerb crawlers, and approaches
to women, could be problematic.
Doug “The red light district started in Waterloo St. facing the
station, and when they put in Waterloo Way they moved up.
There was quite a bit of trouble, although the ladies of the
night didn’t used to bother residents”
In the 50s and 60s prostitution was prevalent
Derek “The red light area, cosmopolitan, Lemonade Lil. Me
mother had problems, and it got so bad we decided it was
time to move. We had a laugh as kids. They used to wear ball
gowns. They paid us 6d to look out for the police. Later on
as more pimps came, it got seedier. Then we got asked to
parties.”
Chris “On High eld St. in the 70s, on Friday and Saturday
nights especially, you would have ‘ladies of the night’ stood
all along there. No-one seemed to worry or bother. One or
two would pop in and have a cup of co ee. Some were very
pleasant ladies. How they got there, I’ve no idea”
Colin in the 80s “On the corner of Twycross St. and
Melbourne Rd. there were quite a few prostitutes there, all
hours. It was quite comforting. I’d nod to them as I walked
past.”

Brian K “Prostitution changed as soon as I moved in. It
really was bad. Women walking to Medway School with their
children would be stopped for sex. Any woman was thought
to be a prostitute.”

Although there are far fewer prostitutes, Patrick still comes
across the issue in his Councillor’s case work
“The issue when I rst got on the Council in 2003 was
street prostitution. Again, in terms of degree, when I became
a Councillor there was a lot more prostitution in South
High elds. There was certainly a regular pitch on the corner
of Seymour St. and Sparkenhoe St. and that has disappeared.
Now it is largely down to a group that will gather on the
corner of Prebend St. and London Rd. I think that there is
quite a lot of debate about street prostitution, but the simple
thing is that street prostitution is neither safe for the women,
nor is it safe for the community. People talk about tolerance
zones, but the fact is that we do have tolerance zones; they
call them massage parlours, and the women who work in
those are a lot more protected and a lot less vulnerable than
they are out on the streets. “
Piotr lives near Prebend St. When his children were growing
up 10 - 15 years ago he said “It was good for my children
to understand from an early age about drug dealing and
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prostitutes. It is like immunisation. My daughter asked me
at seven or eight about prostitutes, as I often got asked as I
was slowing down, because I lived here. They thought I was a
customer. My children quickly coped with it all. “

5. Crime
Examples of crime range from anti-social behaviour such as
street drinking and loud music to burglary and shooting. It
is di cult to paint an accurate picture, as these conjure up a
dangerous environment which people who live here would
not recognise. Yes, the area is not without crime, but it is
probably no worse than anywhere else.

An early crime

John M “Next door to them in Conduit St. was an illegal
bookie’s, Frank Patrick’s. Prior to legal gambling, people used
to go in there on Grand National day to put a bet on, and it
was always getting raided, and people had to jump over the
wall outside to get away from the police.”

A recent victim

Amalia “We got burgled at the beginning of the year.
Someone jumped over the wall while we were still in bed,
and only took a bag and went again. We noticed in the
morning. It can put you o a place. I didn’t feel that
comfortable in the house, but our landlord dealt with it really
well and changed all the locks. It was a one-o . You can get
that anywhere.”

A young criminal

James “I stopped going to Church and led an unworthy life.
I went out with girls, went clubbing. I had been taught early
on that sex outside marriage was fornication, adultery, so I
always felt guilty when I went out with girls. Then the guilt
eroded and it became the norm. I started smoking marijuana
and drinking and clubbing and going to pubs. Because I was
working, my parents let me make my own decisions. I was
still living at home. I started getting into crime. I’d break into
people’s houses. I didn’t think I was a real criminal as I didn’t
spend long periods in prison. I became a petty criminal for
excitement. I ran away from home and lived rough, because
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I wouldn’t live under my Dad’s rule, but I found that staying
with friends you haven’t got a warm bed and hot food. I got
into lots of trouble for smoking ganja. I got arrested by the
police and put on probation. When I was sent to Borstal
I learnt my lesson and never went back. When you are
locked up in a cell 23 hours a day..... it taught me a
lesson. I was 19. I thought ‘Crime is not for me’. I started
working and doing proper jobs. I started evening classes,
woodworking, painting and decorating, electrical installation,
motor mechanics, just to get my mind in gear. Then I was
back on a realistic level.”

A possibility

Steve W “A lot of people lived and worked there. Some
professional people had really good jobs, had a few drinks
to cope with work, split up with their wives, ended up in a
bedsit, turned to petty crime. They had really good jobs. At
the bed and breakfast in Saxby St. you’d see some of them go
downhill so quickly. It does happen.”

A tragedy

Chris “There was a terrible tragic accident where some young
boys tried to smash in the front door. The driver of the car was
a lovely boy. He had been our paper boy but unfortunately
he got caught up in the wrong crowd and was killed. Terrible,
terrible thing. The lads in the car with him, left him. It crushed
his rib cage. He had got a commendation, a medal, from the
police for helping old people, for doing their shopping and
things like that. It’s my opinion entirely, but I wondered if he
got the mickey taken out of him by some of the local lads and
he joined up with them, but I don’t know. It was a terrible,
terrible tragedy.”

A copper 1987 - 2010

Steve W “It was a tough area to police. Neighbourhood
Watch was being set up. We’d lea et drop an area and we’d
get messages back saying ‘No we’re not grassing on our
neighbours’. In those days you couldn’t rely on equipment,
radio whatever, you had to rely on people ringing in if you
got assaulted. If someone is prepared to ring in then I’d got
the job done. If you are fair to someone, whether they are
a criminal or a resident, they’d be OK. I always used to speak
to people as you expect your Mum to be spoken to. If you
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come in at the bottom you can always escalate, but if you
come in with aggression you can’t back down. That worked
ne for me. Many of the people I arrested I’d known for years
and years, and if they hadn’t seen me for a while they’d ring
up and ask how I was. Some I’d arrested, I’d end up signing
their passport applications, because I could say I’d known
them for the period of time required for the passport. The
job got done. I used to work with the people, see the same
people day in day out, a great place to work. I’ve still got
a ection for it now.”

And nally

Alan “The bad reputation of High elds may have been
deserved some time ago, but isn’t now. There is probably
some crime and drug dealing, but it hasn’t impinged on my
consciousness and it probably goes on in more well-to-do
areas. I love living here.”
Amalia describes seeing a young woman with a push chair
and young child “There was a small group of people drinking,
and she just walked past them. In any other place she would
have crossed the road. People are not threatening to each
other, and people don’t feel threatened.”

Ken lives in Hobart St. and wrote this poem which ts some
of the themes of this chapter. “I’ve always written ditties. I
got serious in the 90s. I wrote something and sent it o to a
magazine. I was surprised when they wrote back and said it
was OK, but suggested I went to a creative writing class. They
didn’t have to do that, some just put it in the bin. It was good
of them to reply to it. Anyway, I signed up for night school.”
Paranoia
Footsteps.
Drawing ever closer.
Increasingly louder.
I stop.
Wait.
Intake of breath.
Look around.
No one.
Just blackness.
I walk faster.
Heart pounding.
Silence.
Then...
Footsteps louder.
Closer.
Glimpse of long hair.
Ring in nose.
Leather coat.
Paranoid mode.
‘ Dropped yer wallet mate?’
‘ Oh! Thanks.’
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Chapter Four
High elds is a very accepting and
harmonious community, despite many
challenges. This book is not a statistical
survey or a comprehensive analysis, and
it is likely that those who are unhappy
living here would not have o ered an
interview. This chapter looks at some
of the challenges to harmony with
information from those who did come
forward.

1. Employment
Employment has often been the reason
why people come to High elds and
the workplace bring can bring people
together.
Donna “My Dad worked in a factory
in light engineering. My Mum was a
stay at home Mum. She used to be a
child minder and then when my Dad
came home she went out to work in
a restaurant. I’d help put the younger
ones to bed. All working class black
people, that was our status in life, but we
were never deprived. We got everything
we needed. We might not have got
everything we wanted but we could
a ord to buy school uniform. We didn’t
have a car and didn’t go on holiday.”
Darren “In High elds the people were
very working class, people working in
factories, everybody in the same boat,
no-one was better than anyone else, built
cars, worked in shops. The corner shops
were all English owned before the Asians
came. In those days shops closed at
6pm but when Asians came they opened
shops and we got what we wanted at any
time. High elds adapted with them.”
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Harmony
Balbinder “My Mum’s rst job was in
clothing. You couldn’t swing a dead cat
without nding a woman in the clothing
industry. Once you got the knack of
operating the sewing machine you could
get a job anywhere. On St. Saviours Road
rival bosses would call over to women
on their way to work saying ‘come and
work here, better wages, more holidays’.
Most of then have pulled out now and
gone into property development, a lot
safer than hosiery.”
Tracey “I imagined I would work in the
shoe factory. Our great gran worked in
shoes, we all worked in shoes, my sister,
everybody. I went to work one day and I
was rubbish. I let everyone down. I
came home and said ‘I’m never ever
going back again’. Mum had a top class
job as a sciver in the factory and she
had a sciving machine in my bedroom
for doing out door work. Generations
worked at British Shoes, whole families.
Leicester was the shoe capital of world.
You’d leave one factory and go to
another one, just like that. A lot of
people relied on factories.”
Darren “ What happened in the 80s
was the destruction of the area because
factories brought people together. We
lost whole areas of community, lost
shoes and hosiery earning millions for
the city. At one time Leicester was the
richest city in Europe.”
Tracey “I remember people struggling.
Mum worked in shoes so she’d get shoes
for people, people down the road made
trousers so for 5p everyone wore the
same trousers. A lady in the ats worked

in hosiery. People were pulling together,
helping each other. They really knew
each other.”

Tracey’s mother had sent this to the Leicester
Mercury showing her mother when she worked for
British Rail.

Darren “In the block of ats we lived in
there were Caribbean, Spanish, Scottish,
English, Asian and Polish and that was
in 12 ats, 6 di erent nationalities. You
had to get on with them because they’re
your neighbours. Someone may ask to
borrow a ver til pay day and you
know you’d get it back. They were your
neighbours.”

Harmony
Denzil “When we rst came employment was available. You
could leave one job in the morning and start another in the
afternoon. Textiles and shoes were ourishing.”
Denzil branched out
Denzil “I did an apprenticeship at Wadkins. After 5 years
I stopped engineering work. I worked in a couple of other
places then went back to engineering but I developed
asthma so I stopped working and went to college to learn
footwear and garment making. A lot of elders brought these
skills from the Caribbean. My Dad was a tailor. I learnt pattern
cutting and textiles. Joe Lewis was a fantastic tailor. He made
the suite and I made the shoes. It’s all died o now. My mum
was a seamstress and I used to x her sewing machine. Then
I started making things. I did a lot of stitching, especially
leather goods. Rastas wanted the big rasta hats. After that
I went to South elds College and was taught shoe making.
Frank Henry taught me how to make a pair of shoes by hand
without using heavy presses. I made the shoes I’m wearing.
I never timed how long it takes to make them, I don’t mass
produce. In the winter when its cold and damp it takes longer
to make, perhaps a week. I prepare the leather, lash it up,
stitch it. It depends on how I feel. It might take an evening
to stitch one shoe. Then you wait til they dry. Frank Henry, I
wanted to learn hand sewing, Frank taught me at his house
Sunday evenings when the Clothes Show was on. I wish I
knew half as much as he knew. They’re very rare now, hand
made shoes. I was teaching at Leicester college in the 80s.
I had 3 or 4 students who were English and the rest were

foreign from all over the world. It was nice to meet all these
young focused people. It went on a couple of years then they
couldn’t get the funding. Hand made drifted away, like the
whole shoe industry drifted away.”
Denzil now teaches his skills at the Stoneygate Youth Project
Denzil “We hope to take them to Northampton as there is
thriving craft industry there. You are going to have to create
your own job. Doing leather work at the youth group, its
fantastic.”
Ken remembers his last job with a poem
“I worked in clothing and shoe factories, a short walk from
where I live. That stopped seven or eight years ago. That’s
when I was looking for other jobs and went into security as
a security o cer. I moved around a bit and that stopped last
June. I’m looking for work now.”
A Nightguard’s Life
Autumn leaves that crinkle underfoot
The misty sky at night.
The gale force winds,
The thunderstorms.
Such is a nightguard’s life.
Winter snow three feet deep,
Working on Xmas night.
The icy paths
The double thick coats.
Such is a nightguard’s life.
Spring birds singing a mating call,
Owls that hoot at night.
Flowers blooming,
Gardens of colour.
Such is a nightguard’s life.
Summer evenings bright and clear,
Patrols in short sleeves at night.
A cheese salad meal,
Uno cial cold beer!
Such is a nightguard’s life.
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Employment isn’t easy to nd now.
Iqbaal “After school I travelled to Loughborough for a 6
months engineering course. I’m a hands on person. I got
o ered a fork lift license there too. I was doing di erent sorts
of work, making gates and fences, and me and my employer
got along very well. He’s English and very supportive. He
found an employer for me who would let me go to college. I
went for level 1 and level 2 and then got made redundant in
late August. I continued college for another 3 weeks then had
to leave as I needed to be in a workplace to do the practical
parts.
I didn’t know where to go or who to speak to. At the job
centre in Leicester you explain everything but if you go on
JSA you can’t do what you really want to do. They push you
into something else. They need you to be earning.
I looked around and after 6 months or so got an IT
apprenticeship. It was brilliant, a 5 months programme. I
completed that very well but from there then there was
nothing. They did say they would help me out to get into a
work placement but it never happened, not for me nor for
many people.
I carried on looking for work. I was stranded again. I looked
into fork lifting but most companies wouldn’t take me on
because of may age. Allah. I looked at the job centre. I looked
on the net. I applied for hundreds of jobs.
Now I’ve found an agency based on Charles St. I work in
Market Harborough, Melton Foods. I choose an a.m. shift
as I like being up early. Whenever I get work I go. It has
been getting slow. Prior to Christmas it was very busy. I’m
still working for the same agency and also still applying for
jobs but I’m nding it even harder to get an interview. A
lot of companies only want to employ Polish because they
apparently work harder. I’ve heard that.
At the Mosque as I was out of work I did voluntary work. They
allowed me to teach kids and adults alongside the teacher
in the class. To my teacher I was the best in the class. He
had respect for me, so I work as an assistant teacher to kids
and adults and new Muslims as well. I’ve taught people how
to read Arabic and understand it and people I’ve taught can
read today. That’s something I’ve actually done. I look on
myself as a teacher. Even when I was an engineer I trained
people.
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I like doing it as a person, teaching. In engineering I was
teaching people to weld, people starting up. I used to try to
get them to be better than me. That’s what I’m like. I have
written it all on my CV. I have a very good CV as I have
been in IT and know how to do it. It has changed over and
over, getting certi cates over and over, going nowhere, going
nowhere.”

Poverty and A uence

Although there was a lot of solidarity in the 50s and 60s there
could still be division and extreme poverty could be looked
down on.
Tony L “I was brought up with my grandparents. There were
lots of kids like that, kids with no fathers. When you went
to school it was just the same, all scru s like me. One of
the O’Conners at school, he always had his elbows out of
his knitted jumpers and his arse out of his trousers. He was
the worst in the class. He was from Waring St. Those at
the bottom of Melbourne Rd. and Waring St., they were
the poorest. The top of Melbourne Rd. weren’t so bad. Then
there were the boys from Moat you’d have a ght with over
Spinney Hill Park “
Sometimes those divisions were even greater
Geo “Although we only lived on the ground oor there were
4 storeys to our house. You could go out of the top landing
onto the roof. The Jewish Maccabi was next door. A few of
them were a bit snobby, we used to throw things at them.
Some of them came from Stoneygate and were a bit above
themselves so we had to sort them out.”
Similarly during the war the poorest could be judged.
Sybil “My mother could make meals out of anything. She
used to stew neck of lamb, leave it overnight, skim the fat
o , pick out all the bones then grate carrots, parsnips, turnips,
all sorts into the stew and it was absolutely delicious. I never
went short of anything. She always used to say to me. ‘I
don’t know why the families don’t eat well. No one need ever
starve.’ “

Harmony
There are still a variety of incomes in the area today. Piotr has
a theory about some of those choices
“If English people do live here they are teachers or social
workers or medics. If you work in a hospital, the bodies are all
sorts of colours. They are not afraid of di erent people”.

2. Housing and Mental Wellbeing

houses again for large families. At the end it is owned
by Foundation Housing, supported housing for people
with learning di culties, vulnerable people. People used to
descend on them, bullying really. On the corner of Gotham
St., it was featured in the Mercury, someone lived there with
mental health issues and was being bullied. He was made to
move into the back so drug dealing could go on at the front.
The bully was convicted. Setting up Neighbourhood Watch,
we had a meeting in June and Bills front room in Churchill
St. to see how we could help a Chinese woman who lived
in the street who had mental health issues. We invited other
agencies. She passed away.”

© Dipak Mistry

There is a large mixture of housing in South High elds.
Whether in owner occupied or rented accommodation many
residents have lived there for a long time. However some of
the large houses in South High elds have become hostels
and there is the purpose built Dawn Centre so there are
also a lot of people who are temporarily housed in the area.
Some of the hostels are for longer term residents, particularly
people with mental health problems. People who experience
mental health problems or who are homeless or vulnerably
housed can be the victims of prejudice and sometimes
bullying.
Steve W “Further along High eld St. the big 3 storey houses
are owned by the Council. The buildings were converted into
ats which caused some problems. They were nice but they
had put stud walls in and one guy punched a hole in the
partition wall so he could see his telly from his bed. He
moved out and when the Council came they made them

Supported housing on High eld Street

Hillcrest, now demolished and replaced with Moat
Community College, was the focus of a lot of fear and
prejudice in its day, usually by those who did not know it.
Tony J “Joseph Merrick, the elephant man, lived with his
mother in the workhouse in Swains Rd., later to become
Hillcrest”
Sybil “I went to Hillcrest with a group from Melbourne Hall to
take a service. I remember going right to the top of the stairs
and there were all these old ladies and they were in iron
beds with the sides up. How thin they were. Their arms were
like sticks. I think they did a lot of good work there supplying
tramps with clothes. It wasn’t a nice thought to be sent to
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Hillcrest. I’m sure the nurses were kind but I would never have
liked mother to have gone into Hillcrest. The older ones still
talk about Hillcrest. I found it very sad”
Derek “Hillcrest, I had a friend down there, Barry Touchit.
Someone took his eye out with a knife, quite a character he
was. He had a greengrocers at the back of Hillcrest. When all
the tramps came in at night for a bowl of gruel and overnight
accommodation they had to do work in the morning. The
younger, tter ones would rush out and climb over the wall
and he’d have an air ri e and take pot shots at them, which
used to get them over the wall faster.”
Manuel worked there long before he opened Aperitivo and
had a di erent perspective
“Hillcrest was a very good place. It was like a geriatric hospital
and also a workhouse for the people in the street. They had
breakfast, the best breakfast in Leicester. I got to know the
chef. You’d have this huge cup of tea and bacon and thick
bread, lots of shoulder bacon. They used to have kitchens
underground and underground tunnels to the wards. I used
to go every morning, have breakfast, then go to the wards. I
was the barber. I used to shave the patients and also help the
nurses to shower people, make beds. I’d worked at Mark eld
Hospital. Hillcrest was an old building but at least people,
especially the homeless, had somewhere to sleep and have
food. One homeless guy comes here to sing karaoke, he’s
called Captain, he’s ex army.”
Homelessness and mental health problems can go together,
but not necessarily. Five of the people interviewed from the
Dawn Centre all had di erent histories and clearly were all
being helped a great deal by the Dawn Centre
Anne Marie “I’ve been at the Dawn Centre for one year. I was
here nine months before with my partner. I was in prison for
a long time and I couldn’t be released from prison unless I
had an address where I was stable and the Dawn Centre had
banned me because of domestic violence and drug taking
before with my partner, but the manager gave me another
chance. He put me on conditions. I stuck to my conditions,
paid o my rent and did the rest of my prison sentence here.
I’m o my license now. The manager helped me out with
bene ts, doctor. I’ve lots of health problems. Now I’m stable
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and I’m getting my own at in a few weeks. They don’t just
ing you out. The day centre, the manager, I’ll keep in touch
with them. The reason I’ve been here so long I’ve been paying
o arrears and I come to restart every day and they help with
every single issue. They help me sort out my bene ts, show
me how to budget, a support worker when I get my at will
help me ll out forms. I’ve got my dog with me. If it wasn’t
for them I’d have spent another year in prison. I’ve been a
drug addict for 23 years and if it weren’t for them I’d have
been dead. Here they give me a chance on condition I come
in every night, look after my dog. And I’ve done it, I’ve done it!
I love this place. If I could ever have a job when I was younger
I would have loved to be a worker here. I’ve been really really
bad in my life. I’ve been to prison, been in childrens homes,
been on drugs and I’ve cleaned myself up. If I weren’t here I’d
have been dead”

© Dipak Mistry

Albert “I was drinking a long time, a long time, then got onto
the wine, cheap wine, two bottles, cos I lost me mam you see
and it sent everything haywire. If me mam would have been
here, it wouldn’t have happened, simple as that. I got into a
right state. I went to work all day and got home at night and
I couldn’t wait to get to that beer, couldn’t wait to get at it.
I was a labourer in the building trade and years ago I was in
the lace trade, that was a good job. I’ve been in two foundries.
I’ve worked all me life. When me mam died everything went
pop. I were living with her. I wouldn’t have left her. We’d fall
out sometimes, you do don’t you, but when she died I died.”

Harmony
Andrew P “Ten years ago I was red from my job and had a
major break down. I became homeless and spent ten years
sleeping rough bouncing in and out of psychosis. Last year I
discovered God or God discovered me and I became a born
again Christian and my life has blossomed ever since then.
Part of my journey back into the world has led me to
the Dawn Centre. I stayed here for several weeks then in
the last couple of weeks I moved out. I prefer the Dawn
Centre. Part of the process I’m going through now is to help
make me independent. It’s called supportive housing and
its half way between a hostel and living independently in
the community. I’m sharing a house with two other people
which is always di cult. In the Dawn Centre there are always
sta there to help but we have to sort these di culties out
ourselves and that can be stressful. I’ve had to learn to stand
there and say ‘no’ and to learn how to negotiate. I prefer it
here but I understand the purpose of where I am. I do lots
of voluntary work. I’m part of Trinity Life Church outreach
programme and Melbourne Hall outreach programme and
other bits. People don’t realise the Dawn Centre isn’t only a
hostel, it’s a YMCA and a medical centre. I’m on the patient
participation group. I do so much voluntary work and am on
so many di erent committees that people have to remind me
which one I’m on. People outside think it’s just a hostel but
it’s actually a community centre for homeless and vulnerably
housed people. It serves a lot of purposes.”
Nicky “I came here because I was homeless. I was working
and got laid o . I couldn’t a ord my rent and left. My
family couldn’t put me up so I came to the Dawn Centre on
November 24th. A lot of the rest in this place have got issues
with drugs or alcohol but I haven’t got any of those issues so
when I went to the council they said ‘you’re t and healthy
enough to live on the streets’, and a couple of days later I was
in so much pain in my legs I went to A & E and they did a scan
on my legs and said ‘you’ve got three blood clots - DVT - from
sleeping out on the streets’. So when I went to the doctor he
wrote a letter to the Dawn Centre saying ‘this man is un t
to be living on the street’, so in a way it’s a god send to have
a medical problem. And they’ve got me somewhere to live.
I’m not living here now. I come back for the services they’ve
got. I’ve come back for the job club, helping me get back

into work. I’m not clued up on computers but since coming
here I’ve learned how to do emails and look for work on
the internet. In the past I just used to ring up. It helps with
computers.”
Glen “My childhood in High elds was like in any other
neighbourhood. You get the odd bully but if you stick
yourself to yourself you get on great. I went to High elds
Infant School then High elds Junior then a special school
in Braunstone then a school in Torquay. I’ve only been at
the Dawn Centre for two or three months. I wish I’d done it
before. Great, lovely people, help you when they can and if
they can’t they tell you who can help you. I was homeless
a couple of nights. I’d got evicted from me Council house. I
can’t remember why I was evicted but I did have loud parties.
I moved in with me daughter. She’s got ve kids and she’s
only 23. She said ‘Dad you’ve got to go to the Dawn Centre
for the down and outs’. I’ve been here ever since, lovely place,
lovely people. Being at the Dawn Centre has helped me cut
down my drinking. I am an alcoholic. I only drink two nights
out of 14 now, when I get my giro and the day after. My time
has come to move to a at in the Dawn Centre to prove I can
live on my own, general hygiene and keeping the place clean
and tidy, then the Council nd a place for you outside.”

3. Racism, riots and prejudice
Racism

Some of those we spoke to said that they had experienced
racism, but usually from outside the area.
Balbinder “Me and my Mum were catching a bus to the
bottom of East Park Road when a brown car pulled up, with
girls in the back giggling. The driver mouthed something like
‘you fucking paki’ so I went like that (two ngers up). The girls
laughed some more and the driver got out of the car, spat in
my face and pushed me over the wall. I was nine or ten. My
Mum shouted at him in Indian. There were a couple of Indians
at the bus stop but they didn’t do anything. They drove o .
When I was on the bus I kept thinking the brown car was
following us. For two or three weeks I worried about it. It’s
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not like that in High elds now. Sometimes things like that
happen. He was a fully grown man.“
Donna “At the age of 11 or 12 I got up to give my seat to
an older English lady on the bus and she said ‘I’m not gonna
sit where no nigger has sat’. I didn’t even know that term. I’d
never heard it. I remember telling my Mum and she was really
upset. I couldn’t understand it and then I realised that in
Britain it was going to be di erent.I didn’t know what racism
was until I came to this country”
The National Front marches caused a lot of unrest
Bali “There used to be a rumour that the NF were coming
every week. They had been through High elds in 78 or 9.
I was very young then. When the reggae band UB40 were
going to play at De Montfort in the early 80s there was a
rumour that the NF would take over De Montfort Hall and not
let this multiracial band play. There was always lots of tension
and potential tension to do with race. You didn’t notice it on
Evington Rd. but in the city centre you’d feel it. I was in the
market with my Mum one day and we were spat at by skin
heads. You’d come back to High elds and feel safe.”
Balbinder “The National Front used to come up London Rd.,
so much brick throwing. It lead to a chain of events, smashing
windows, looting shops. I can remember I had a paper round
and one of my friends used to help me. We’d done the paper
round and then went to the playground behind Spar. We
were practising football for an hour. When we came back to

the papershop the shop owner said ‘Your Dad’s been in here
looking for you - he was crying’. I went home and he hugged
me. He thought the NF had got me. He used to sleep in the
attic. There was a good pile of bricks in there. I asked him
what he was going to do with the bricks and he said I’m
going to build a replace’. My Dad was useless at things like
that. Later on I found out it was to throw them out of the
top window if anyone ever came to our house to threaten us,
which they never did, but it was good thinking really.”
Similarly the recent EDL march was very upsetting
Iqbaal “I’ve been brought up in High elds. The EDL have
come to Leicester. They have been allowed in Leicester. They
know there’s so many di erent types of community. Having
the EDL actually come in and have it accepted, I couldn’t
believe it. I went out. I wanted to see how the police
responded, where the other side are. Why would they be
allowed in Leicester? Why bring that hate, create hate? I
don’t know what the understanding was of the person who
created it but he should have stopped. It’s still going on and
its worrying.”
Iqbaal is a young Muslim and Muslims are sometimes
targeted
Havan “When I was young I don’t remember people wearing
veils. It’s changed. Even in the women’s centre some women
wear veils. It’s di erent. Throughout the years I’ve seen
High elds change. The riots in 81 when we had to board up
houses. It’s still a nice area. I don’t feel threatened, it’s safe
enough. Racism, I haven’t experienced it but I know people
who have. People say it’s because I don’t wear a scarf. They
say ‘I get picked on because I wear a scarf’.”

Riots

Balbinder just before he left the Punjab with
cousins either side
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Balbinder’s father soon
after he arrived. The car is
not his

Chris “We had the riots in the 80s. They ripped the front of
my shop out. They put grappling irons on the grids, attached
a jeep and pulled it out and just ransacked it. It was a very
frightening time, the organised riots. They were de nitely
organised. There were people on two wheels, bikes and
motorbikes, with loud hailers and ear phones orchestrating
the crowd.”

Harmony
Donna “In the uprising, I was working in a children’s home
in 81. It was predominantly black people and around police
action, particularly stop and search. Leicester had its own
little uprising. After that a lot of community organisations
started. People often form their own organisation as they
speak a di erent language and it helps them feel secure,
they have di erent needs. The young black community were
being encouraged to plead guilty. High eld and Belgrave
Law Centre started up. We pushed for juvenile support within
the justice system. Solicitors were not interested in ghting
their cases. Keith Vaz was one of the rst solicitors to work
at the Law Centre. We also had a racial attack management
project where we recorded evidence. There is talk of multi
cultural Britain but it’s only certain places. It doesn’t feel like
Leicester is the rst to have a black majority. If you go into the
city and look at politicians and local authorities, is that really
what’s happening?”

in town and the alleged perpetrator ts your description so
we’re going to have to search you to see if you are the person
who committed the crime.’ I was powerless. There were two
of them. I had to put my hands against the wall and they
searched me. It was a tough experience. I felt a bit humiliated.
There were people passing by, but luckily only a few people.
It didn’t feel right. I didn’t think they had reasonable grounds.
Basically I think I was stopped and searched because I was
black, because of the colour of my skin. But bless them the
police they were very polite. They gave me a copy of the
report, which I still have, one of the bad chapters.”

Bali “We heard rumours there were going to be riots. We
weren’t out and about much. I knew two older lads. One of
them got some balaclavas with their faces showing so they
got caught. There was quite an aftermath. A lot of the older
black kids were angry. There was a general anger towards the
police and a lack of trust. I was a little bit young to notice that.
But it was quite a scary time. When you’re a kid and you see
the windows getting smashed in the shops you love and see
older people getting angry, it’s di cult to take.”
Darren “Bad times in the 80s when the riots started. Our at
was on the front page of the Mercury. It wasn’t people from
High elds. It was people from other places causing trouble.”
Tracey “That was a wake up call - I’d always felt cocooned in
High elds and losing that feeling was shocking, going to the
shops late at night I’d think nothing of it.”
Stop and Search still continues.
Eric “One bad experience I’ve had in High elds was when I
was stopped and searched by the police. It was a surprise. It
happened in 2004. I was still at university. I had been visiting
a friend in town. I’d left his house at 10 or 11 o’clock and
I was about to get into High elds on London Road when
the police stopped me. They said ‘there has been an incident

A stop & search docket

Prejudice

Donna makes the distinction between racism and prejudice.
Donna “Prejudice and racism are di erent. In an area like
High elds prejudice exists but racism doesn’t exist in the
same way. Prejudice has become more marked over the
years. It wasn’t there when I was growing up. Since 9/11
prejudice against Muslims has become more overt. Muslims
are as diverse as any community, some African Caribbeans
have converted to Islam, there is a large number of African
Somalis, also Muslim. People often think of Muslims as being
from Pakistan or Bangladesh. I feel that prejudice more. There
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were more Sikhs and Hindus when I was growing up. Muslims
came later. It was mainly Caribbean and white people, the
balance has changed over time The number of Mosques in
the area has increased and now people often refer to it as a
Muslim area. They want to be close to where they worship.
Racism to me has always been black and white. To me the
racism isn’t so much one on one racism, it’s institutional, in
those places of power and in uence. If I walk down the street
and some one calls me a nigger that doesn’t trouble me in
the least. It’s their problem not mine. That won’t a ect my life.
What does a ect my life is my ability to get a job, a service
from the police, health, because of who I am. That a ects my
life more that an attack from an individual.
There’s lots of prejudice around and its not just about race. To
me its less of an issue than racism. People’s views on Islam is
neither her nor there but if the police can arrest you and keep
you for 3 days because you are a Muslim under the terrorist
laws, that’s racism, power you can’t change.
With High elds you’ve now got Eastern Europeans and
again they are as di erent as everybody else. I know when
I talk to people in High elds. It will settle down. I’ve lived
in High elds long enough. You see this turbulence but it
will settle down. It always settles down. I’ve lived there long
enough to know that. When I visit people are moaning about
drinking. I think the reason they are out on the street is
because they did that back home. If a few people are on the
street perhaps your house is crowded. I’ve never understood
why people are so critical. People are moaning a lot more.
When I was growing up people were more accepting. Maybe
that was because we were all in the same boat. 40 years ago
because my next door neighbour came at the same time I
didn’t have the right. Maybe if I’d been there 40 years I’d
feel I’ve got the right. But it will settle down, until the next
lot. I don’t know who it will be, perhaps those people from
Beaumont Leys. What are they doing coming all the way
down here from Beaumont Leys? “
Woody “Community cohesion feels like running up the down
escalator, no sooner do we get one group starting to
assimilate than another group comes in.”
Sheila “Jewish people who came from abroad came before
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the war if they could get away, from Germany especially. A
lot came from that part of Europe. The response to them
was very mixed. People who live in other countries don’t
necessarily think like we do in England. Russians think like
Russians, Poles think like Poles, Germans like Germans. Some
people had a Germanic attitude which put people’s back up,
others didn’t. I knew a lot and they varied, some I liked and
some I didn’t like. It’s the same all over the world, some you
like, some you don’t. Leicester is a di erent place now. I used
to go to London and in the West End you’d see people from
all over the world. Now you see people in Leicester from all
over the world “
Noel “When I was about 3 or 4 it had started to become
a multi cultural place, Jamaicans then Asians from Uganda
then Kenya. It did mean you grew up with other kids. My
own parents had only arrived from Ireland in the mid 50s
so everybody else’s experience didn’t feel a lot di erent
from mine. High elds was a place where you started out, I
suppose, and then if they got themselves established they
moved on.”

4. Comings and Goings
Looking at some of the reasons people came to South
High elds and then either stayed or left can give some idea
of movement and what they like or don’t like about the area.

Leicester train station

Linocut by Sarah Kirby

Many of the people were born in High elds but their parents
may have come here as migrants from Ireland or Pakistan.
Others came as young children from the Caribbean or
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Uganda or Kenya or India. Some of those migrations will have
been for work, others, as in Ugandan Asians, for safety.
Sometimes people came and left quite quickly. Mary’s story
is typical of many
Mary “I am Irish and my husband is English. He was working
in Nottingham and I came ahead to nd accommodation in
December 1964. I stayed in a bed and breakfast on Saxby St.
suggested by a priest at Holy Cross for two or three nights
then moved to Mere Road where my husband joined me. We
stayed there until August. The landlady, Mrs Kelly, was very
friendly. I used to walk down Saxby St. to get to work on De
Montfort Rd at East Midlands Gas. I went to mass at Sacred
Heart. It was the time of the big bands and we saw a big
band from Waterford at the Bell Hotel. We moved to Sileby
in August.”
Some people had a long lineage in Leicester and some
migrated from nearby.
Sybil “We moved from Ashby de la Zouch when I was two
and a half. Lots of our relatives were miners including two of
my older brothers. One was trapped for some time and one
had part of his scalp taken o and my mother decided she
wanted to move away from mines.”
Shirley “I was born in London but we got bombed out. My
father had a relative in Leicester with a trouser factory so we
moved here”
Some come for work
Sarah “I have lived in Leicester since 1993. I rst came here for
a job at Leicester Print Workshop which is only ve minutes
away from here. This has been one of the main reasons for
me staying in Leicester and also being able to practise in
Leicester which is a fantastic base for artists, with plenty of
facilities. I am very much a walker of cities and I do like being
within easy walking distance of what I do, where I go and
how I live, so I knew that this part of Leicester was actually
incredibly convenient for what I wanted to do. “
Some come as students
Eve “I moved to High elds as a third year student at De

Montfort doing craft design. I knew people in the area and
I’d lived in a housing co-op all my life and so it was good
to come to Corani at 12 Bartholomew St. It was really really
lovely, when the van pulled up when I moved in, people
came to help. I got a really nice sense of community in
Bartholomew St.”
Jawaahir “I moved to Leicester in 2000 . I was born
in Somalia in 1963 and spent most of my childhood in
Mogadishu then moved to Holland in 1990 at the start of
the civil war in Somalia. In Holland life was tough. We had
to adapt to a new language and environment. The Dutch
government and people were accommodating and provided
basic needs and the safety which we were looking for. I
moved to Leicester with my family because I wanted to give
them the opportunity to grow up in an environment where
they are con dent. In Holland there was a lack of tolerance
with di erent cultures especially towards Muslims. It was
di cult to practice religion as you would like, so many young
people struggle. It took me seven years to nd my own
position in Holland and I did not want my children to have
to do that. I had friends who had moved from Holland to
Leicester. I visited them and loved it here. There is respect
for multi culturism. People respect each other no matter their
background. So I decided to make my home in Leicester. My
children are now very settled here. They have been helped to
be part of Leicester city. They are very grateful for what they
have received in Leicester. The children are not alienated. In
High elds when its EID, Ramadan, it is recognised with the
lights and Eid Mbarak is in di erent languages. Our language
is part of that now. We are not excluded. It’s a fantastic place
to live “
The reasons people go are varied and some have already
been mentioned.
Ned “There was the desire to have a bit more of a garden
and an allotment, which this house has. I do miss living in the
area - it was entertaining, although not without its di culties
- not the least of these being that we lived next door to
a hostel for teenage girls who got pregnant. There always
seemed to be some bloke standing in the middle of the street
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at three o’clock in the morning shouting, ‘Tracey - let me in!’
You did get disenchanted with this after a while.“
Maureen “I came from Guyana to England on the 27th
January 1970 with my mother and four brothers and sisters.
We lived in Laurel Rd. opposite the Spar, (then Fine Fare), in
one of the ats with my grandmother. We stayed there three
years and then there was talk around about demolishing
the ats and even getting rid of the whole street, so my
grandmother and mother moved to Narborough Rd. and
settled there.”
Donna “I lived all my life in High elds until I left four years
ago to look after my Mum. A lot of people saw leaving
High elds as an upwardly mobile thing to do. I always liked
the idea of living and working in the same place. When my
son was small we lived on Mere Rd., he went to Medway
School and I worked on Evington Rd. Why would I want to
leave High elds?”
Doug “I was brought up going to St. Stephens Presbyterian
Church on De Montfort Rd. and we recently got married there
on March 5th 2011. That was when I left High elds. Everyone
thought we were married in Gretna Green. My son took us
to Scotland with his wife for a fortnight. He went to Gretna
Green and he printed an order of service. All that gave it away
was the ministers name - Rev Donald Duck.”
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John C “A Jewish person, man or woman has pressure to get
married and have children and expand to keep the Jewish
population going. Getting married has only vaguely crossed
my mind. People move away to search for a spouse”
John M “Everybody had to move out of Conduit St. A lot
moved to New Parks or Braunstone. We were the last people
to move out. All the houses in the street were empty and
I used to go in and out of the derelict houses. We were
o ered St. Matthews which mother obviously turned down,
then a at, then eventually a house on Gedding Rd. She
held out for a three bed house with a big garden. They
were big houses where we were living, three storeys, four
bedrooms. The planned route for the road was from Waterloo
Way through Conduit St., Upper Conduit St. and meet the
A47. There was an urgency to get out and nothing was done.
We moved out in 68 and it was immediately knocked down.
They were fantastic houses.”
Denzil “When we rst came we rented a room and then later
on in the 70s you could rent a whole house in Braunstone
for the price of a room so people moved out as the estates
were built.”
Tracey and Darren
Tracey “Our family goes way back. Mum was born in Cecil
road, Gran born in 1920 in Mount Rd, her mother born in
Maynard Rd in 1884, great great gran in 1866 on Mount Rd,
great great great in 1839 on St. George’s St.”
Darren “We left because they knocked the ats down. We
lived in New Parks for a year then moved back to High elds
to brand new spanking ats. At rst the Council said we
didn’t have enough money and there was a big furore
about that. Tracey’s Dad was a sta sergeant in the army.
They were amazing, huge, three beds, kitchen, bathroom, en
suite. As the years progressed cracks started appearing, then
crumbling, then the whole side of the building dropped and
they had to move people out. It was completely destroyed in
1986. All the ats were demolished. All the people moved
out to Beaumont Leys and places. We went to Rowlatts Hill. It
wasn’t as good as High elds”
Tracey “We’d been ripped away. Mothers family had always

Harmony
been there. It changed who she was. She always had lots
of friends. She never really settled. She had been told she
had to leave which is very di erent from choosing. She never
went back.”

university degrees and the fact that I completed them and
also found a job. I would nd it hard to move away”

Some people come and go and come back again.
Eric “I was born in 1980 in Kigala and in 1994 Rwanda
experienced a very brutal civil war, the genocide of Rwanda.
Bad things happened in Rwanda at that particular time and
I saw my friends being killed. It stayed unsafe and on 24th
Sept 2001 I came to the UK to seek asylum. In October 2001 I
was brought to Leicester as part of the Government dispersal
system. I lived in the International Hotel in the City Centre
in Rutland Street and I was granted asylum on March 2002. I
applied for a place at university and started a degree in law
at Leicester university in September 2002.
In March 2003 I found a place in High elds with other
students, 8 Lincoln St. It was cheaper and closer to university
than where I had been staying in Stoneygate. I then studied
a masters in Oct 2005 til Jan 2007, still living at Lincoln
St. I had fallen in love with the place, close to town and
university, didn’t need to spend money on travel, place ideal,
multicultural, neighbours very friendly, easy to talk to.
In August 2007 I found an internship in Brussels so I left the
UK and from the internship came a job so I stayed in Belgium
over a year. I came back to the UK in August 2008 when I
found a job with the Red Cross in Leicester. Because of my
past experience with High elds I decided to try and nd a
place there and found a house in Severn St. and have been
there ever since October 2008. I am still there now in March
2012. I like the place, I like the environment, I like the
people I live with. At the moment there is someone from
Zimbabwe, a student from India, a student from Germany
and recently someone from Barbados and also an English
man. It is a very diverse house. We have what we call ‘diversity
dinners’, fantastic, very good experience. What do I like about
High elds? The fact that it’s diverse, a special place, you can’t
nd it in other areas of Leicester. Especially with me coming
from a di erent country, it’s made me feel welcome, feel
a sense of belonging. It helped me to integrate and made
me con dent. I always associate success with High elds, my

Ismail “We came to the UK in 62 when I was 10 years old
and have lived 50 years in High elds apart from four years
in a gap when I was working in Birmingham in the 70s. I
came back because I didn’t like it there. I could have bought
a semi detached house about 30 years ago and moved out
of High elds. I’ve known people who’ve bought a house in
Evington and after ve or three years they’ve got bored and
come back.”
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Ijaz “I am here to pursue higher studies at Leicester
university. I have found it a very nice place, particularly where
I live in High elds. I like the diversity, the di erent religions,
so many Churches, Mosques. Every community is living very
peacefully. It is very economic as well, in so many places you
can get daily needs at very good prices. The only thing I’m
concerned about is congestion, and di erent areas a bit not
that clean. Second is security. Police do very well job but
they should randomly check the streets. When I rst arrived
in Leicester it was High elds. I stayed with a friend and then
an arrangement was made by some one else and we got a
house in Abbey Lane. We had a 6 month contract but I missed
the area so that after two months we terminated the contract
and started to live here.”
Mike “I was born in Leicester and moved to High elds when
we bought a house in Cedar Rd. My rst marriage broke up in
1976 and I met my current wife. We went to look at a house in
the West End and in the pub there the talk was so racist that
we left it and came back to the High elds Hotel. Then we saw
a little sign on the house opposite saying ‘for sale’. We bought
the house for between £5,000 and £6,000 and discovered it
had been untouched since 1879 when it was built.”

Original wall decoration in Mike’s house
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Some people just stay.
Patrick “I rst came to High elds in 1997. There is a lot to be
said for High elds. I like many things about it - one is the
general feeling of tolerance because you don’t get a lot of
snobbery in High elds. I like the fact that it is quite lively
where people are out and about and on the streets. I like
the fact that you are conveniently situated for the centre of
Leicester, you can actually get to most places within a short
walking distance and I think this does give you a good quality
of life. I’m now in the situation where I have paid o my
mortgage some years ago. I could move away from High elds
but I choose to stay because I like where I am. There is a
marvellous sense of community around here and it is an area
that I have always felt as safe as you would want to be in an
inner city. It is never going to be a rural hamlet but equally it
is a place that I am proud to call home. “
This is also true of a community
Maureen “Me and my friends talk about this, that although
there are not as many African heritage people in High elds as
in the 60s and 70s, they connect there still. My Mum worked
at Imperial Typewriters. We think of it as our spiritual home
ground. There’s the African Caribbean Centre. Most of the
funerals are here, even if people don’t live in the area they
have them at St. Peters Church. I nd that interesting. I feel at
home in High elds. It’s an emotional connection. At that time
there was more of a neighbourhood feel. You got to help
with each others children. You couldn’t survive without help
like that. It was more close knit. I remember people from near
by. There was a lot of community there and a lot of African
Caribbeans still feel that community.”

Chapter Five
1. HART (High
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elds Association of Residents and Tenants)

Quite a few examples of the work
done by HART and by its predecessors,
High elds No. I Residents Association
and South High elds Residents
Association have already been
mentioned earlier in the book. This
section will bring these together and
add anything that is missing.

Ned “At that time there were grants
available for communities to do things,
even under the Thatcher government,
because she hadn’t got rid of them
at that stage, and of course the
Conservative Government panicked in
the aftermath of the riots in 1981, and
ever more grants became available
and. As a Residents’ Association we took
advantage of them. I can’t remember
the precise chronological order of the
grants we got for various things but we
certainly got grants to plant street trees
which, by and large, are still there.”

High elds No.1 Residents
Association

This started up in May 1975 by
residents in the Laurel Rd., Myrtle Rd.,
Bartholomew Rd. area in response to
a threat to knock down the houses.
Following a big ght the police
encouraged the City Council to declare
it a slum clearance area but this was
challenged by local residents and
eventually abandoned and a Housing
Action Plan enabled houses to be
renovated. They also campaigned
successfully for road closures to prevent
kerb crawling. In the process they
encouraged local residents to get
actively in their community. It was called
High elds No. 1 as they imagined other
residents associations starting up such
as High elds No. 2. Many did set up,
encouraged by the City Council as part
of their Housing Renewal Strategy, but
they tended to call themselves by their
local street names.
Mike “As the area got done up the need
and enthusiasm receded and eventually
our residents association fell into disuse”.
Their activities are covered in more
detail under architecture and in tra c in
chapter two. It closed in 1982.”

It formally opened in 1980. We have
previously discussed the Prebend
Gardens initiative under Parks, and the
boundary wall scheme and the front wall
scheme under Architecture. The kerb
crawling campaign was discussed under
Tra c. Other initiatives included a tree
planting scheme, and a street fair.

Minutes from rst High elds No.1 RA meeting

South High elds Residents
Association

Helen “The High elds No.1 Residents’
Association was already in existence with
Mike Pepper and others and I suppose
we heard about some of the things they
were doing and we thought, ‘Yes this
South High elds area would be a good
place to have a Residents’ Association.’ It
was probably prompted by the fact that
the City Council was declaring Housing
Action Areas and we became a Housing
Action Area.“
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Helen “Four of us used to produce a monthly newsletter
and we delivered it to 1,000 households every month and
of course we had the meetings. We had a fair in Upper
Tichborne Street. It was just a kind of community event - we
had stalls and we sold things - it was one of those fun street
events. We thought it would be the kind of thing that would
bring people together. I can remember the yer for it, which
was a photograph of the beautiful big bay windows of those
houses in Upper Tichborne Street which later became the
hostel. “

It is worth noting that both Residents’ Associations had good
contact with the City Council as some of the people who
lived in the area and were actively involved, also worked for
the City Council. They sometimes had to withdraw from the
campaigning aspect because of this but their knowledge and
experience was invaluable. Ned Newitt was a City Councillor
from 1984 - 2003. Ned and Helen moved to Evington in
1992. Peter Soulsby, who lived nearby, was a Councillor for
Spinney Hill Ward from 1973 until the mid 80s (before his
knighthood).
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High elds Association of Residents and Tenants - HART was set up by Colin Pring as a successor to High elds No. 1
several years later. Woody started to get involved in 1992.
The precise date when HART was set up is not known but
when he went
“They met in the Community house in Chandos Street. The
previous chair had retired. There were only ve or six at
meetings but they kept the ame burning. Gradually we
broadened out - originally it covered Mere Rd. to St. Stephens
Rd. then it extended to Saxby St. and later Conduit St. It
was called HART because up until 1990 there was a class
di erence - residents owned their house, tenants didn’t, now
of course we don’t care”
Woody has been treasurer since 1994. Maggie has been chair
for the last six years.
HART has had a di erent emphasis than its predecessors
because the housing had been improved and the Housing
Renewal Strategy was no longer active in the area. Instead it
has concentrated more on social issues.
One of the consistent activities has been subsidised trips for
local families
Woody “We average four or ve trips a year. There are a
variety of funders. Housing Associations used to subsidise
trips but now only Midland Heart do. Sure Start funded us
for a while and local ward Councillors now support it. We
got funding from Red Nose Day, funds wherever we can, to
subsidise trips to make them a ordable to residents”.
Adam got involved with HART through one of these trips
“I’ve been with HART six years now. The rst time was due
to a trip. We went for the trip and when we came back
Woody introduced himself as treasurer and suggested we
come to meetings, and we contribute to what is basically a
good cause. I’m now third in line for vice chair.”
Woody “We also ght battles on behalf of the community,
sometimes making ourselves a nuisance”. A major battle they
took on was the redrawing of the ward boundaries.
Woody “In 2002- 3 the boundaries were redrawn. The
proposed boundaries masked poverty so HART and a partner
took Leicester City Council and the Electoral Commission to
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High Court. We had one legal aid QC whereas the opposition
had 20. We lost but more on the grounds of lateness than
principle. They admitted in court to breaching the Race
Relations Amendment Act. LCC and the Electoral Commission
did not deny charges but they said that lateness was the
issue and ‘if the May elections had to be postponed, Leicester
would collapse in a heap of rubble.’ It was an interesting
experience.”
HART has been involved in the two residents’ parking
schemes mentioned in the tra c section and also they work
in partnership with others to provide a weekly help desk at
Sparkenhoe School.
Woody “The previous administration had been involved in
the setting up of the People’s Centre on Evington Rd. which
was sta ed by volunteers for many years. The funding was
withdrawn and then we ran a help desk at Councillors
surgeries at Dashwood Rd. Church for three years and also
linked people to their Councillors. Sparkenhoe School now
gives us space and the use of a telephone - we just pay for the
calls - every Wednesday morning, to run a help desk. We see
many Slovakians and a Slovakian interpreter helps us.”
Balbinder talks about his involvement with HART
“I had a breakdown and when I was coming back out of it
in early 2000 I found myself drinking a bit. Anyway there
was the People’s Centre on Evington Road. I saw Woody and
I said I’d come to have a look, and he said we are looking
for volunteers to give advice and help and signpost people.
He talked about HART and how it used to have an o ce
on Biddulph St. My Dad used to go there because he was
illiterate and I was only seven or eight and he would take
his letters there and they’d help him understand what they
were about. So I started to help, my con dence built up
and I became Secretary. I stayed Secretary for two, two and
a half years. I told him we had been o ered another place
and I would be moving out of the area and could I still stay
involved? He said no, so I o cially handed over to Denzil, but
if Woody asks me to do anything I would still do it. My family
still lives in the HART area. Woody has done me so much
good, he doesn’t realise how much.”

Another partnership activity is the Stoneygate Youth Project
at Dashwood Rd URC Church which runs every Wednesday
with around 50 young people, who are mainly Slovakian, as
described by Robert and Diana in the teenager section in
chapter one. As well as regular activities like table tennis and
table football there are always at least two young people
playing the piano and they do break dancing, zumba, and
boxing. The police occasionally run sessions and sometimes
take groups out climbing which helps with integration, for
as Woody says “In Slovakia the police are people who beat
you up.”

Woody at the Stoneygate Youth Project
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Balbinder helps at the youth club.
“My daughter used to go to a di erent youth club, she said
‘Dad, please don’t work in a youth club, the workers get
treated really badly.’ No one has ever been rude to me, or any
of the other sta .”
HART meets monthly with between 15 and 20 people
attending. The police and city wardens usually come to
discuss any issues of concern. Recently HART supported the
successful campaign to stop Sainsburys setting up in the
area.
This book is a HART project!
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2. Voluntary Organisations
There are many voluntary organisations in South High elds.
Here is a sample. Ajani, Shama, Capta, St. Peters, Open Hands
and Somali Development Services all provide a pre school.

Ajani, Mill Hill Lane

Set up as a woman and girls project and is now including
boys.
Donna “By the time I was in my early 20s and coming out
of being a volunteer with the adventure playground where
girls used to hang around the boys, a friend did a youth
and community course and did research on girls participation
and came to the conclusion they didn’t participate. After the
1981 uprising we had inner city funding because people had
got scared. Some women got together to set up the Ajani
Centre. White women got together and then black women
got involved and when the white women left it became the
Ajani Centre. Ajani means struggle. We struggled to get it. It
was about black women having somewhere to go and girls
having somewhere where they could develop strength. We
got a lot of ack for it, especially from men and even other
women. Ajani 25 years later is still there. I am proud of that. I
was the Chair for 10 years until I had my son at the age of 32
and stepped away from it.”

© Dipak Mistry
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Maureen “In the 80s I was nursing and got involved in Ajani
when I had children. I had two girls and went to London
and came back. My husband stayed in London because of
work and I was employed by the City Council and needed
help after school so came to Ashani. If you take something
you give something back so that is how I got involved in the
management committee. I was Chair from the late 90s for 10
years I came o two years ago to become Project Director.
I am helping the project to look at a new phase because
funding is getting very nite. The City Council is making cuts,
so we are looking at di erent ways of providing services. The
need is still there. There are still girls’ issues in schools, being
excluded, school is a big issue for girls, and boys. We are
looking at providing services for boys. They need positive
role models, young African heritage boys. There are issues of
gangs. We want to provide activities from a young age so by
the time they are 13 or 14 they are actively engaged with the
services.
We want it still to be a women centre but with sub groups.
We have employed a young man to run the boys after school.
Lots of parents are single parents and lots of teachers are
women. Men interact with boys di erently. I can talk to my
daughters as a woman and a black woman but we need a
man to say that to the boys. The ethos of how we work here is
surrounding them with positive images, making sure they are
aware of the contribution of African heritage people, not just
in sport but in science, writers, astronauts, inventors, maths.
So we have these positive images and all year round we’ll
have cultural heritage themes.
In the nursery we have white children and boys and girls.
Under 5s have always been boys and girls. If people came
for after school club we’ll take them. We are not speci cally
for but predominantly for black children and we explain the
ethos of the centre. My kids went to a Catholic school, same
thing, predominant does not mean exclusive.
We have a lot of dual heritage children, sometimes living
in isolated parts of Leicestershire. One parent comes and
sits while her child is here as she thinks it is very important
her daughter can mix with her heritage. The parents of dual
heritage children are asking to come here to get cultural
understanding.”
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and we run a play scheme in the school holidays. 300 - 450
people per week come to the centre. We do overlocking and
lockstitching classes, yoga, IT, ESOL, craft, zumba, sauna, gym
room. Women will say they heard about us in India. We are as
well known abroad as well as here. In the beginning women
came from India, Uganda and Kenya who just wanted to
get out of the house. Now we have people from Portugal,
Somalia. They want to learn. They feel safe here”

From Denzil’s plaque

Shama Women’s Centre, Sparkenhoe St.

Havan “I started working at Shama Womens Centre in 1985.
Then it was a small building opposite the old Evington
cinema. Shama o cially opened in March 86 and moved
to Sparkenhoe St. in December 87. We provide leisure and
educational activities for women. At rst they were free as
we were fully funded by the City Council until 2004. Now we
just get funding for the creche and some overheads. So now
we get grants from various places and also Leicester College
delivers courses. The creche is from six months to eight years

Yasmin “I came to England from Malawi when I was 15 and
married when I was 16. I have 4 boys and when my third son
was born I started going to Shama Womens Centre to the
sauna and gym, then the aerobics classes and I got to know
the sta . They asked us for ideas for courses and I said I
would like to learn Arabic and they got a tutor and started
the class. The Arabic tutor nominated me as student of the
year and when I went get my certi cate at the AGM in
1996 they asked me to join the committee. I went to my
rst committee meeting on 3rd October 1996. I got actively
involved. Because I was a housewife and had time on my
hands I was able to undertake a lot of training as a committee
member. I realised I had no formal quali cations so joined
evening classes to do 3 GCSEs. I was on the committee for
a year and in 1997 was persuaded to stand for Chair and I
have been Chair ever since. Shama did open the door for
me. If I hadn’t come out of my house and stepped into
Shama I wouldn’t have gained the con dence to go out
into the world, to get formal quali cations and get into paid
employment. Before I went to Shama I had no interest in
going back into education, going there, meeting people,
seeing what was out there was very important.”

CAPTA, Saxby St.

Shama people

Val “Capta stands for Children and Parents Alliance. The
ethos of CAPTA is open access and the sta here re ects
the cultural mix for we have Punjabis, Muslims, Caribbean,
Caucasian. I don’t know how it has happened. It has
been a natural progression. In terms of the children there
is a good mix of all the various cultures including mixed
heritage, very representative of the community we serve.
Some organisations are speci cally for Muslims or Asians or
African Caribbean. This centre is for everyone. Each day I learn
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a lot about the Muslim communities. I have the opportunity
to work with a Muslim from the Caribbean. One assumes
every Muslim is the same but they are di erent and do
things for di erent reasons, why they wear the hijab. I have
been educated by the Somalis. It has enriched my life... the
di erent foods. Equally it gives me the opportunity as a black
woman from the Caribbean to share about the Caribbean.
Every single country cooks rice but in a di erent way and all
these rice dishes are di erent. I’d like to write a book called
‘The Rices’.”

St. Peter’s Community Centre, St. Peter’s Rd.

Cathryn “We hire halls to local Muslim families who use it
for pre wedding ceremonies when all the family get together
and also for birthdays and other family occasions. At pre
school we specialise in children with English as a second
language and our sta are trained in this. We are looking
for funding to open up the Centre to more use. We are
asking people what they would like. Hopefully it will house
an African Caribbean museum as it used a lot by the African
Caribbean community,
especially for funerals. We are known as the African
Caribbean Cathedral of Leicester. The Barbados Association
uses the Centre and we have a few other a liate groups
including the Caribbean and Zimbabwean and other African
groups, the Karate Club, HART. A lot of alternative Christian
style Churches, 8 at present, use the Community Centre for
worship on a Saturday and Sunday.
The lunch club is used by socially isolated, mostly middle
aged, white men, often su ering mental health problems,
also elderly and physically disabled people. They can come
and go as they want. They don’t have to reserve. It has
been running since 1980 in its present form. Previously it
was a drop in for the unemployed plus tea and cake
and sandwiches. Now we provide a full meal so it helps
with nutrition as well as social isolation. It is open Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 12 - 1.15 but people can stay
and socialise afterwards as well.”
Lakhvinder “In 1998 I was homeless. I’d gone to Upper
Tichborne St. hostel for one and a half weeks and then they
found me a place on Severn St. It was a bedsit. I was there up
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until now. It was a good neighbourhood. I’ve moved out now
to Abingdon Rd. I’ve got a housing support worker. I used to
go to di erent places. I live alone. At the beginning I liked
living on Severn St. and then I started getting out of character
with myself. At St. Peter’s lunch club I see my friends and I
get on well with the sta . I nd the lunch club very relaxing.
I used to feel embarrassed eating in front of people but
now I’m not embarrassed. I like the roast chicken the best,
di erent variety. I go there on a Wednesday when I get paid.
It lasts me the whole day, it’s worth it for the price. I only had
a pudding once or twice. My friend will be there and I ask him
what he has to eat and I copy him, so I eat di erent things.
He’s a regular. I must have walked by one day and saw the
board. Since last year I started going. My stomach would get
full and I didn’t feel panicky all day. I have made new friends
there. The people who serve I call the older one Mum and
the other one sister. I feel relaxed. I’m gifted as an artist. I was
14 or 15 when I started. I got inspired by an artist called Siva
Singh. I’ve got his autobiography. When I lived at my parents
I had an art studio upstairs. I’d go to Gadsbys, they gave me a
discount, then come home and graft away. It takes about 2 or
3 months and when I’m satis ed I sign it. The Temple people
put it up in an exhibition, the Temple on East Park Rd. You can
get free food there and I go there in the afternoons and walk
from there into town and sit down and watch people. When
you live alone you feel a bit confused.”
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Somali Development Services, Abingdon Rd.

Jawaahir “When I came to Leicester in 2001 I worked as
a community development o cer. Many Somalian families
were moving to Leicester. They were attracted as I was
attracted to Leicester. I was commissioned to do research
into Somalian community development needs and produced
a report to the City Council and NHS and voluntary
organisations. From there I was involved in helping the
community to access di erent services and helping service
providers to address the issues highlighted by the research.
After 2003 I decided to set up this organisation. There were
still issues there and it was a wasted e ort if we just left the
project there. For the children’s educational needs we set up
a three year project with Connexions helping young people
with home work at weekends and evenings. There is a lack
of space. Families live in crowded houses in High elds and
struggling to get space to study or socialise so we are able to
provide the facilities. Leicester College run classes here. We
have an employment advisor and a family support service.
SDS was set up to meet the needs of the growing Somali
community in Leicester but over the years it has become
a one stop shop for all local people. We now have people
from Eastern Europe - Bulgaria, Slovakia, Romania and also
refugees from Africa and Asia. Both females and males come
here but the Somali community are mainly female and in the
Eastern European and other ethnic groups the males are the
majority. It is very contrasting”.

good. I enjoy picking them up from home and taking them
home. You have an attachment to them. When you have a
holiday they tell you how much they missed you.”
Carmel “ I like it here. I met someone I know at Caribbean
Court. I can remember what I was wearing the rst day I came
to Caribbean Court. I love it. I see a lot of people come and
go. I am one of the three eldest ones here. I would miss it if
I couldn’t come here three days a week. When I leave I’ll be
going feet rst. Caribbean Court is home and I love it.”

James Tonge

Elvina Prince

Grace Davies

Inez Claxton

Caribbean Court, Sparkenhoe St.

This is a centre for African Caribbean elders, some are
resident.
Grace “I come here almost every day. Its nice. You chit chat,
play games, play bingo. A lady comes to show us how to
make cards. We do exercises Wednesday mornings. We enjoy
our meals. On Tuesdays they take us shopping. It keeps you
busy”
Thomas “I’m happy, they look after me, nothing to worry
about”
Ismail “ I’ve worked in Caribbean Court for the last eight years.
I’ve found working in the community for the community very

© Dipak Mistry
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OPEN HANDS, Upper Tichborne/High eld St

Sue “I’ve been co-ordinator of Open Hands Trust since June
2008 and helped set up Open Hands Compassion Unit and
Hand in Hand preschool. It was set up as a charity in 2006 by
Trinity Life Church. It began with preschool then in 2008 we
set up the storehouse with food hampers to the most needy
in the city. We went from giving out 10 hampers a week to
now between 30 and 40 a week. By December 2008 we could
see the need for clothing and household items and ultimately
furniture. We took on the garage unit on Upper Tichborne St.
and in May 2009 opened the Open Hands Centre. Tuesday
morning is for ladies and Thursday morning is for ladies and
men to get clothes, baby items, household items but by
referral only. In January 2010 we established Open Hands
Furniture. We take in donated furniture and give it out and
we set up a skills group called Shed to renovate the furniture
as 40% of donated furniture needs renovating. Some of the
men who come to the sessions come to help so they can
get a skill and also give back now. Open hands meal is
on a Tuesday evening and no referral is needed for that.
Our ethos is to treat everyone like royalty, not to judge, to
give freely and the best. We do a skills group for asylum
seekers in cooking and English language. We also do Emerge
self esteem courses for women. Sponsored originally by the
police for women on the verge of addiction, the police no
longer sponsor it, and we and have expanded it to any
woman needing con dence.
We’ve met people from many di erent backgrounds. I
remember one asylum seeker man who had terminal cancer
and City of Sanctuary asked if we could give him a bed and
we delivered it that afternoon as he came out of hospital.
The man who managed the furniture found it very moving.
Another asylum seeker man had been made destitute and
we gave him a tent and sleeping bag and we joke that he
is the only one who has ever given them back. No one else
has ever done that. Within a couple of weeks he was given
accommodation and he helps every so often with the meals
and the furniture. He was given asylum after 10 years and we
were able to cook him a cake and celebrate with him. It was a
joy to do, to help him when we had and to see his life change.
It has been a great privilege. He has been with us four years
now. He has a busy life but he still pops in.
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A group of men come in every Thursday if they are feeling
lonely and we sometimes have a breakfast bar. It looks
a bit like a pub with everyone standing around reading
newspapers and chatting. Many ladies have ed domestic
violence. We are trying to set up ‘tin bins’ where organisations
have a black bin and a list of things we need so they can
collect. A few schools are doing it and we are about to set
up an appeal.
We have about 120 volunteers who help, all trained , all have
policies, trained in the ethos of love and welcoming people
and treating them with dignity. They have CRBs. We are very
thorough in our training. Some volunteers have been here
four years so know their stu and are passionate about it.
Before the sessions we pray for people and again after the
session, just a 10 or 15 minute prayer time. We o er prayers
to those who come to the sessions but we don’t force it
on them. Most people do accept. It makes them feel cared
about. We explain it is our Christian ethos.
In March this year we took over the rest of the units. The
furniture used to be stored in another place. We now call it
‘The Compassion Centre’ and we have room for storing food,
furniture, Shed, everything is based there. It is very exciting
for us.”

Built over the bombed houses of 43 Tichborne St. and nearby
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3. Religion
Religion is an important part of some people’s lives and as
in Open Hands, can motivate community action. High eld
Street has a Church, a Mosque, a Synagogue and a Hindu
centre.

Shree Sarvodaya Samaj
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John C “The Jewish Sabbath is a Saturday which gives me the
opportunity to go to Synagogue on Saturday and a Christian
Church on Sunday. St Peter’s is at the end of the road. I have
an easy conscience in being able to do that as Protestantism
and Judaism are very close. One believes in prayer ‘person to
God’ and the other through Jesus Christ. Both are bona da.”
John Ba “My father was a verger for St. Hildas just round the
corner for years. His second home was the Church. I had to
look after the keys. We took bookings for weddings, ower
shows, bird shows, rabbit shows and day to day meetings.
They all came knocking on our door for the key and it was
my job to give it to them. The Church was well supported,
the congregation was big, it was a vibrant church. We’d do
brasso cleaning, ower arranging, a really good centre. Then
in November 1966 Leicester su ered a whirlwind. The houses
behind the Church was being demolished for St. Peter’s
estate. The whirlwind gathered. It came over Swain St. bridge
and found it empty of buildings so dipped and hit the ground
in the void. I was at school and suddenly all the windows
of the school popped and exploded inwards. I was in the
changing room. It had gone over Taylor Hudson car park,

Synagogue

picked up cars, picked the church up and dropped it, knocked
the bell tower from the school, crashed through rooms. Lads
got under solid oak tables. The bell tower gone and two
classrooms gone. The week it hit, the Church was celebrating
75 years with events every day. It happened on Tuesday and
overnight we lost the Church so moved into the tin hut next
door. The Church could have been rebuilt. It was made of
wood like a barn and only one wall was buckled so it exed
and stood pressure. But sorting out insurance, our Church
had increased its insurance that year, more than enough to
put the Church right. It was the sister Church to St. Peters. The
Rev. Carlisle decided he would stop the rebuild and use the
insurance claim to take his steeple down. He used our money
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got a Church in Luton for 18 months. I wasn’t happy there
with the Church itself, so joined the Royal National Mission to
Deep Sea Fishermen. I stayed there 13 years up in Scotland.
I had a marvellous life doing work with the sher folk. When
I came back to Leicester in 1970 I went to Countesthorpe
where Mr. Rumsey was. He was in his 80s then. I said ‘Can I
come in because I owe you something?’ He said ‘Come in.’ He
had a lady looking after him and she got me a cup of tea.
‘What do you owe me?’ I said ‘A life, do you remember going
to Gopsall St. school every Wednesday and you said ‘when
you build a life build it on solid ground’ you drew rocks on
the blackboard. You referred to the bible, if I hadn’t met you
I wouldn’t have gone into the Church and had the happy life
I have.’ He sat there with tears running down his cheeks. He
said ‘No-one from that age has ever come back and said that’.
Thereafter I used to see him in the Church. He died when
he was 86. Such a social man, wonderful. I’m glad I had the
chance to say that to him.”

St Peter’s Church
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for his Church and condemned our Church. We did ght it.
We had a very popular Church and a big choir and busy
community. At St. Peter’s it was the opposite. For numerous
years we had services in the hut, but the Church dwindled
and it closed down eventually. Now it is all demolished and
a Mosque is on the same plot. Not many people know that
story. It upset us all. What went on in Christian people’s
thoughts when they did that to us?”
Howard “When the sirens went we used to regularly go up
the road and get into the school. The minister Mr. Rumsey,
used to come in every night and pray and talk with us. He
was the vicar of St. Peter’s Church. I moved out when I went
to college in 1952. I studied theology and got a degree and
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Howard’s Baptism Certi cate

Sqhayl “High elds made me who I am so thank you to the
community. To say thank you I go to the mosque every
Thursday and get together with other young people to clean
the mosque for Friday prayers. We do it to say thank you. A lot
of small communities to make one big community.”

MKA: A conversation with Razak and Mumtaz

Razak “We celebrated 35 years of MKA in 2011. It was set up
by three women as a place for Muslim women to meet. They
were the pioneers of MKA. They raised funds and bought a
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Solar panels on the MKA Centre as seen from Welland St

People will know what is going to happen so they won’t
come if they don’t like the music and last year some people
left when the music came on.”
Razak “We are a close knit community and allow other
people to live the life that they want to live.”
Mumtaz “There will be Islamic poetry at the beginning and
a talk on organ donation, to let people know about the need
for organs. It is a struggle.”
Mosque

Razak “Asians have the highest waiting list for organ
donations and the lowest number of donors, so over the next
couple of years we will concentrate on getting people to sign
up as organ donors. In Islam being able to help someone to
have a better life is good.”

terraced house but the response was so overwhelming the
oors weren’t strong enough to cope and they had to close.
Then the whole community got together and raised funds
for the current MKA centre. We are proud to say we are a
Muslim organisation that believes in equal opportunities. We
have had women members throughout. Very few Muslim
organisations have women on the committee. We are also
the rst community association to have solar panels installed
all over the roof. They are very environmentally friendly. We
get visitors from all over. We are open to everybody, Sikhs,
Christians, Hindus and atheists use this centre.”

Razak “There are some in our community who will not give or
receive blood, as in other faiths. We respect di erence.”

Mumtaz “We have a big meet up once a year. This year it will
be on the 9th of June to celebrate the Queens Jubilee. We’ll
have a ra e for Loros, a comedian, bu et, a live music band.

Mumtaz “Muslim children in hospital always get presents
at Christmas so we took toys to all children in hospital at
EID. We also did two meals for Ramadan Eid. One lunch

Mumtaz “ A few years ago it was a no no, some are still against
it. Hopefully this talk will change things.”
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for the elderly and one for any one who was lonely in the
community, young, homeless, whatever. 10 people came
from the homeless hostel opposite. They couldn’t thank us
enough.”
Razak “It was an eye opener for us. Whenever we have events
now we invite them over.”
Mumtaz “Or when there is any food left we take it to them.
We also donated books to all three hospital libraries and
to Leicester In rmary we gave comics and annuals for the
children. We want to show we are not just Muslim’s Muslims.”
Razak “We are British. Unfortunately there is such
stereotyping that people think if you are Muslim you are not
British. We want people to understand we are normal just
like everyone else. We enjoy the same pursuits that everyone
else does. We feel sorrow when events happen in the world.
We feel the same pain everyone else does. We are happy like
everyone else. We need to increase our pro le, show them we
are here. In Islam when you give charity the right hand should
not know what the left hand is doing, so charity work
is not seen. We don’t advertise it. We need to change
that a little to make people aware we are doing our
bit for the community. We intend to be part of the
community for years to come. We are British Muslims. We
are proud of our heritage and proud of being British.”

4. Small Acts of Kindness
Mahesh “A lady used to live on Medway St. She was an
animal lover and did voluntary work in one of the pet stores
in town and if they had baby animals needing extra care
and attention she would bring them home. She looked after
animals but didn’t look after herself that well and she did
smell quite a bit. I remember her fondly. If ever there was a
pet in trouble locally the owner would go to her.”
Tracey “We lived in ats. We had the posh lady upstairs and
her elderly neighbours. They’d invite us up for a sweet. They’d
have a special tin of to ees for visitors.”
Kailesh “The Friends of Prebend Gardens group had a
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gentleman by the name of Charles Hall, a known alcoholic, a
regular in the park and a resident at the Dawn Centre. Charles
approached us with his idea to encourage wild life, primarily
birds. He said ‘if you can help me come o alcohol, whatever
money I spend on alcohol I will give to you to buy bird seed
which I’ll collect from your o ce.’ It was a weekly event and it
helped him get o . Not a ash in the pan, he did it for three or
four years. He disengaged because his life style changed and
he moved on. Although we’ve still got the wildlife there we
haven’t got Charles Hall. It was worth engaging with Charles
Hall. A lot of people remember him. He has now moved out
of the area. We are grateful to be able to help Charles Hall and
get him o his lost track.”
Anita “Charles Hall, although he had no money really, he
was spending what he had on feeders for the squirrels and
the birds. Charles Hall went there every morning. Charles Hall
ought to be knighted.”
Derek “Mr. Sirkin lived next door. He was a Russian Jew.
He’d had to leave during the revolution and he started a
furrier business. His house was immaculate. He used to have
a shop at Cheapside then, during the 50s, they closed the
shop down. His son was a furrier too. A great old boy, he’d
always came back from the Synagogue and tap us all on us
legs and laugh at us and get his hands in his pocket and give
us all sweets. In his cellar he had furs, all caged in in case of
burglars. He had double glazing in the 50s for security. He
had a sign at the front saying ‘Sirkin Furriers’. “
Steve “Dominos Pizza on London Rd. used to be called Salad
Days. She used to give breakfast to all the street drinkers
in Victoria Park. They’d come and give her their giro to
guarantee getting a breakfast.”
Sybil “A family of Czech people came to live next door. They
took a lot of wounded people inside their house, number 46
Gopsall St. I can remember the daughter was about my age
and I used to sit in her garden and she’d teach me how to
count in Czech.”
Manuel “There used to be a lot of Irish builders, Irish workers,
they used to come here to dinner. One gentleman lived on
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his own and he asked me for a pot. ‘I just burned the pot
cooking stew.’ So I’d give him a pot. Then he’d come back
another day. ‘Can I have another pot?’ so I’d give him another
pot. He must have got a bit drunk. He had cancer. He went
o the rails a bit.”
Pravina “We used to have prostitutes. They were nice. One
day my Dad got beat up and they were the ones who phoned
for the ambulance for him. A lady lived opposite called Dawn,
a lady of the night. At Christmas she used to dress up as Santa
Claus and give us all sweets. Her son sells the Big Issue in
town now.”
Brian M “In the late 40s, 50s and 60s it was common place to
be taking in lodgers. Nowadays it would be advertised, not
then. My Dad knew Jimmy Grace from Tipperary and they
were in the pub one night and Jimmy had no place to stay
and was looking for a place. Dad said ‘Come and stay with
us.’ It was commonplace and you needed the money. He
came for one night and didn’t leave til 1976. 15 years he
never moved. We had three bedrooms. We were in the front
bedroom, Mum and Dad in the middle and Jimmy in the box
room which joined the bathroom. If any of us wanted to go,
we had to go through Jimmy’s room, and we were frightened.
Luckily Jimmy was deaf so we did manage to get to the
toilet. Jimmy had retired and was always meaning to go back
home to Ireland. My mother began to deteriorate with lung
disease. He didn’t want to be a burden to anyone so Jimmy
left. We kept in touch. He died in 85/86. This was not unique.
It happened a lot in the Irish community.”

Barbara “My mother was a very generous open hearted
person and if anybody needed help my Mum was there.
When they brought the soldiers back from Dunkirk we had
two soldiers billeted with us. I don’t know where we put
them. We all had to get into bed together us brothers and
sisters. Then they went o and we had two children evacuees
from London, a brother and sister, then we had another
mother and daughter from Eastbourne. Our house was like
an open house.”
Ken “A woman downstairs, she had a wasting disease. I got
on well with her. We used to chat to each other. I’d come
home from work and she’d say ‘Do you want to eat?’ and
I’d say something and she’d say ‘well don’t if you don’t want
to’ and I’d eat and stay there chatting for the rest of the
evening. She were there quite a few years. Eventually she got
a bungalow at New Parks. It was better for moving about.”
This poem was written by Hamzah from Sparkenhoe Primary
School especially for this book. It may be a little over positive
but it also says a lot of truth.

Therese “Zeda, I was 14 and she lived in the next block. An
incredible young woman who looked after her four brothers
by herself. After school we’d go round to her house and we’d
sit around. It felt like an extension of our house, our space.
She never questioned anything but was always there to help
everybody. Her door was always open. She’d lost her parents
in terrible circumstances. That was kind of special. She died
a few years ago. “
Salim “There are local hostels, people with mental issues.
Some come in here to break the monotony of their day and I
give them a co ee or ice cream. It’s nice to see their eyes open
up, to help them relax away from their normal pressures.”
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